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ABSTRACT

A coupled radiation transport-heat transfer-stress analysis of the
radiation shield for an SP-100 reactor was performed using a numerical
code developed at the University of New Mexico and Sandia National
Laboratory. For a fast reactor operating at 1.66 MWth the energy
deposited and resulting temperature distribution was *etermined for a
shield consisting of tungsten and lithium hydride pressed into a
stainless steel honeycomb matrix. While temperature feedback was
shown to have a minor effect on energy deposition, the shielding
configuration was found to have a major influence in meeting thermal
requirements of the lithium hydride. It was shown that a shield
optimized for radiition protection will fail because of melting.
However, with minor modifications in the shield layering and material
selection, the thermal integrity of the shield can be preserved. A
shield design of graphite, depleted lithium hydride, tungsten, and
natural lithium hydride was shown to satisfy neutron and gamma fluence
requirements, maximum temperature limits, and minimize cracking in the
LiH portion of the shield.
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Coupled Radiation Transport/Thermal Analysis of the

Radiation Shield for a Space Nuclear Reactor
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The renewed interest of conducting operations in space has given

rise to re-establishment of space reactor systems development. The

current SP-100 program is focussing on design of a 100 kWe nuclear

reactor for space application. This research project investigated the

coupling between radiation transport, energy deposition, and tempera-

ture distribution for a variety of space reactor shield configurations.

The basic shield design consisted of tungsten [W], and natural lithium

hydride either cast or pressed into a stainless steel matrix

CLiH(Nat)].

For a nuclear reactor operating at a power level of 1.66 MWth,

temperature feedback effects on energy deposition in the shield were

examined for a shield consisting of 4 cm of W, followed by 71 cm of

LiH(Nat). Using the free gas differential scattering kernel, the tem-

perature dependent thermal neutron cross sections (including

upscatter) were generated for the non-Maxwellian neutron distribution

in LiH(Nat). The calculations showed that the total energy deposited

in the shield decreased by only 2.5% when temperature dependent number
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densities and thermal. neutron cross sections were included in the anal-

ysis. Considering the temperature effects only on the number densi-

ties, while neglecting temperature effects on the thermal neutron cross

sections, resulted in a decrease of 5.9% in total energy deposition

throughout the shield. The maximum change in temperature was about

1.5%, which leads to the conclusion that temperature feedback effects

on energy deposition in the shield are not significant for SP-100 power

levels.

The effects of shield configuration on energy deposition were

shown to be a critical design consideration. Layered shields con-

sisting of depleted lithium hydride [LiH(Depl)] followed by LiH(Nat)

were compared with all natural LiH shields, with W either at the front

of the shield or moved 13.4 cm into the shield. The movement of W into

the shield was made to reduce the generation of secondary gammas. The

impact on temperature distribution of LiH(Depl) was much greater for

the configuration of W moved into the shield. With the substitution of

LiH(Nat) with LiH(Depl) over part of the shield, the maximum LiH tem-

perature was reduced from 772 K to 680 K when W was placed at the front

of the shield, and reduced from 1074 K to 714 K with the W located

13.4 cm into the shield. The significant difference was mainly due to

the relative contribution of the highly thermally conductive W to heat

removal from the hot portion of the shield to the radiative outer sur-

face.

With these results, a final design modification of the SP-100

shield was made to include a 2 cm graphite disk at the front of the

shield. This passively cooled graphite, LiH(Depl), W, LiH(Nat) shield

maintained a temperature profile below the. 680 K upper temperature
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limit of LiH throughout the entire shield. An analysis of the thermal

stresses in the shield was made with the LiH and graphite modelled as

bilinear, orthotropic materials, and W as an isotropic material. Cal-

culations showed extremely large tensile stresses at the outer radial

surface of the shield when this surface was free to expand. When this

surface was pinned (corresponding to perfect contact between the LiH

and its outer casing), the stress distribution throughout the shield

was predominantly compressfve. These results showed the importance of

limiting the movement of the LiH at the outer radial surface, to pre-

vent excessive tensile cracking.

The results of this research show that a shield optimized for

radiation protection may fail due to thermal melting. Hence, thermal

design considerations must be given the same priority as radiation

protection for a shield using LiH at the power levels of the SP-100

reactor system.

" Bilinear, Orthotropic Material

" Composite Cylinders Model

" Energy Deposition

• Finite Element Method

" Free Gas Scattering Kernel

" Galerkin Projection

" Newton-Raphson Iteration

" Radiative Heat Transfer

" Radiation Transport

" Reactor Shielding

" Space Reactor
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FI~ j  View factor of surface i to surface j

Fn Component of fluence at back surface exiting shield
(NVT or RAD)

f Surface or traction forces
S

G ij Shear modulus of elasticity (N/cm 2 )

H(r), q'. Volumetric heating rate as function of position (W/cm 3 )

h(T) Convection coefficient as function of
temperature (W/cm2 -K)

Heating due to gamma interactions (kiW)

H Heating due to neutron interactions (kW)n

Htot' HR Total heating rate (kW)

H D Total energy deposited using elevated temperature numberdensities only (kW)

HRT Total energy deposited using room temperatureproperties (kW)

Htot Total energy deposited including temperature effectson number densities and cross sections (kW)

J Neutron or gamma current (n or y/cm2 -sec)

k Boltzmanns constant (J/K)

Kj(E) Neutron kerma factor for j th nuclide as function of
energy

Iyj ~Gamma kerma factor for jth nuclide as function of

energy

k Thermal conductivity in radial direction (W/cm-k)r

k Thermal conductivity in axial direction (W/cm-k)

I Surface length between two boundary nodes (cm)

LiH(Depl) Depleted lithium hydride (a/o 100 Li-7)

LiH(Nat) Natural lithium hydride (a/o 7.42 Li-6)

m Mass

mfp Mean free path (cm)
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IV. NOMENCLATURE

A Atomic mass

C Material Matrix

c Volume fraction

Compliance matrix

D(E) Diffusion coefficient (cm)

Db Diameter of back of shield (cm)

E Energy (ev) (Section 3.3)

Ec  Young's modulus in compression (N/cm
2 )

Ecp Energy released in a charged particle reaction

Ed Energy released due to radioactive decoy

Eg Xgth. Energy group (ev)

Eii Young's modulus of elasticity in i axis direction
(N/cmn )

Eij Energy released during Ith reaction for jth nuclide

ELE Local energy deposited from Ith reaction

En Energy carried away by neutron undergoing either
elastic or inelastic scattering

erf Error function

ET Young's modulus in tension (N/cm
2 )

Eth Thermal energy threshhold

f B Body forces

f Fraction of gamma energy locally converted to heatc

F DP Fluence at dose place (NVT or RAD)

FI  Concentrated forces

FEM Finite element method
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The renewed interest on the part of both the civilian and military

sectors of our economy in conducting operations in space, is giving

rise to re-establishment of space reactor systems development. In

1983, the organization of a tri-agency office comprised of the National

Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA), Department of Energy (DOE), and

Department of Defense (DOD) personnel, and the recent Space Defense

Initiatives Office (SDIO) are indications of the growing need within

the United States for the development of space nuclear power systems.

The previous space reactor program, SNAP, was funded from the late

1950s through the early .1970s. During this period, numerous reactor

system concepts were designed, built, and tested. Only one system, the

SNAP-1OA, was actually flown into space. Much knowledge gained from

this program will assist in the development of new systems. At the

time of the SNAP program closeout, extensive work had been performed

and documented regarding the space reactor shield neutronic perform-

ance. Extensive experimental testing of candidate shielding materials

was performed along with the application of numerous neutron transport

codes to insure that the dose requirements were met at the dose plane.

However, as the operating power levels of the later systems reached the

multi-kilowatt range, a number of issues regarding the thermal perform-

ance of the shield began to emerge. Unfortunately, SNAP program fund-

ing was cut-off before many of the questions pertinent to the shield

thermal analyses were addressed [Keshishian et al., 1973].

1 8ased on Aonte Carlo and Discrete Ordinates Methods
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dased on neutronic analysis of tne shield performance, the concept

of shadow shields was developed to protect payloads from radiation

exiting the core. While 4x snields were required for manned missions,

the directional shielding protection provided by the shadow shield

reduced neutron and gamma fluences to tolerable limits (within a given

core angle), while minimizing the weight and volume of the shield.

Figure 1.1-1 shows how the shadow shield can assume different

shapes by varying the key geometric parameters of the'shield

(angles a, a, # and lengths L1, L2 , L3 and L4). Considering only the

geometric complexities of the shield, one can readily understand why

analytic solutions of a coupled radiation transport/thermal analysis of

the space reactor shield cannot be obtained. The situation becomes

even more difficult when the non-linear thermal boundary conditions and

governing equations would have to be included, as well. It therefore

is not surprising to learn how only extremely simplified coupled radi-

ation transport/heat transfer/stress analysis calculations of the space

reactor radiative shield were generated during the SNAP program.

In the ten years that have elapsed since the termination of the

SNAP program, a number of advances have occurred in nuclear, thermal,

and structural engineering communities. For instance, the rapid

increases in digital computer capacities along with a more complete

nuclear data base, allows for more accurate solutions of radiation

transport codes in much less computing time than was possible in the

1960s. Computer application of numerical methods allows for the solu-

tion of temperature and thermal stress problems for more complex geome-

tries than the engineer of the 1960s was able to perform.

2



Figure 1.1-1 Effects of Varying Selected Angles and Lengths on
the Shadows Shield Geometry
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The objectives of this research were to use the more advanced ana-

lytic tools available to the engineer of the 1980s to analyze the radi-

ation transport, thermal and structural behavior of the shield as a

function of shield geometry, operating conditions, and dose require-

ments. Specifically, this research accomplished the following goals:

A. Adapted a radiation transport code to determine the heating

rates In a 3-D axisymmetric, layered radiation shield, with the capa-

bility of including temperature feedback effects on material and

nuclear properties. Temperature dependent microscopic cross sections

over thermal energies were generated using the free gas differential

scattering kernel.

B. Developed an axisymmetric temperature distribution code for

thermal analysis of the radiation shield. The finite element code was

used in determining the temperature distribution throughout the shield

during steady-state operation. The analysis included non-linear bound-

ary conditions (due to thermal radiation at the outer surface of the

shield), and temperature dependent thermal properties.

C. Developed an axisymmetric stress-strain code which was coupled

with the thermal analysis code to determine the stresses and strains

throughout the shield. The lithium hydride/stainless steel portion of

the shield was modelled as a bilinear, elastic material with ortho-

tropic properties. The stress analysis results were used to identify

potential problem areas of the shield based on maintaining structural

integrity during steady-state operation.

0. Subsequently, the coupled neutronics, temperature, and stress-

strain code was applied to analyze the radiation shield of the SP-100

4



reactor. Specifically, this research studied the effects of tempera-

ture feedback on energy deposition in the non-Maxwellian LiH medium,

and the effects of shield configuration on the temperature distribu-

tion. The results of this analysis were used to design a passively

cooled shield for an SP-1O0 reactor which satisfied radiation protec-

tion, thermal,. and structural requirements of the shield.

A review of past research regarding shielding analysis for space

reactors and development of the finite element method are presented in

Section 2. Section 3 provides the theoretical background essential to

this research, as well as a discussion of the governing equations,

methods of solution, and numerical techniques for the neutronics, tem-

perature, and stress analyses calculations. The results of the SP-100

reactor shield analyses are presented in Sections 4 and 5. A

discussion of the major numerical instabilities encountered in this

research is presented in Section 6. The conclusions and

recomendations for future work are contained in Sections 7 and 8,

respectively.



2.0 HISTORICAL REVIEW

Because of renewed interest in conducting military and civilian

operations in space, developing a large power source with high power

density has re-emerged as a national priority. Within the federal

government, organizational changes are occurring at this time to meet

the national need for the development of space nuclear power systems.

Although high power density requirements (40 to 50 W/kg) can eas-

ily be accomplished by using nuclear power systems, such systems

require an adequate radiation shield to attenuate core radiation to

acceptable dose levels at the prescribed dose plane. At the time of

the SNAP program closeout, extensive experimental testing of candidate

shielding materials had been performed. This testing also investigated

the application of numerous neutron transport codes to insure that the

dose requirements were met at the dose plane. However, as the oper-

ating power levels reached the multi-kilowatt range, the need to study

the thermal performance of the shield became apparent. Unfortunately,

SNAP program funding was cut off before many significant questions

concerning shield thermal analyses were answered.

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 discuss previous shielding work pertinent to

space nuclear reactors; it focuses on neutronic analysis, thermal and

stress analysis, and major issues regarding the performance of tungsten

and lithium hydride shields. The discussion begins by reviewing pre-

vious shielding work for space reactors. The review is separated into

the following areas: Space Shield Neutronics Analysis, Space Shield

Thermal Analysis, and Lithium Hydride Shield. Experimental results of

shields using lithium hydride for neutron attenuation are discussed in
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a subsequent section. With the rapid advances in both the hardware and

software necessary to perform computational analyses, the space reactor

engineer has tools available to him that the SNAP engineers did not.

Section 2.3 provides a brief review of developments in numerical analy-

ses.

2.1 Review of Previous Shield Design for Space Reactors

In the 1960s and early 1970s, much work was done on the develop-

ment of radiation shields for space reactors. Table 2.1-1 is a compo-

site picture of the major reactor shields developed during the SNAP

program. Although other space reactors reached some level of design

and testing, those listed in Table 2.1-1 represent the space reactors

with the best documentation currently available. Tracing the develop-

ment of space reactor shields shows the increasing sophistication of

neutronic analysis and design, from the SNAP 1OA shield that had no

gamma attenuation to the potassium heat pipe reactor shield that is

layered and optimized for weight [Engle et al., July 1971]. The table

also implies the increasing concern with the need for thermal and

structural analysis as the reactor power level increases [Keshshian

et al., 1973].

The selection of radiation shielding materials is based on the

shield's ability for attenuating core radiation to acceptable dose

levels at the prescribed dose plane. The dose plane limits are func-

tions of the mission for which the power is being supplied. For

instance, the SNAP missions were primarily unmanned and, the'efore,

required only shadow shields. Table 2.1-2 lists the dose criteria

specified for electrical component shielding in the SNAP iA.

8



Table 2.1-2:

Dose Criteria for SNAP IOA for Five Year Lifetime

[Keshishian et al., 1973]

Dose Limit
Radiation Source (20 m from core center)

Neutrons fluence 1012 NVT

(En > 0.1 MeV)

Gamma rays absorbed 106 RAD

2.1.1 SNAP 1OA Shield. The SNAP IOA was a 0.5 kWe reactor, ther-

moelectric system launched on April 3, 1965. Figure 2.1-1 is a sche-

matic of the reactor system. Although expected to operate for at least

6 months, the reactor shut down after only 43 days of operation due to

an apparent failure of a voltage regulator. Post-flight shield anal-

ysis revealed that the fast neutron flux densities were underestimated

by a factor of 6.5 to 7.8, while the gamma fluxes were within

10 percent of pre-flight projections. On-board measurements were made

with a Np-237 fission chamber for fast neutron fluxes, U-235 fission

chambers (one cadmium wrapped) for thermal neutron fluxes, and a CO2-

filled ion chamber for gamma detection. Detectors were located at the

SNAP-Agena mating plane in Figure 3.1-1. The higher than expected fast

neutron fluxes were caused by the scattering from the control drums,

and from the sides of the reactor; in addition, the NaK coolant piping

came out from the core and curved around the shield. The use of NaK

served as a source of secondary gammas by the following reactions:

Na23 + nl Na24-AZ -- MgZ4 + 2y Ey = 2.75 MeV

14.8 hr 12 1.37 MeV

19K4 1+ n 19 K42 . 20Ca4 + y(18%) Ey - 1.52 MeV
19 12.4 hr

9
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code called "DEAF"; internal heating was not considered due to the low

core operating power level (5 kWe ). Even at such low power level, it

was concluded that "...passive control of shield temperature within a

band smaller than 150°F is not considered a realistic objective"

[Keshishian et al., 1975]. In addition to the induced thermal stresses

in the radiation shield, the following areas were considered to require

additional research:

" Refinement of the meteroid equation to determine the prob-

ability of holes in the shield.

" Formulation of a model to describe the hydrogen migration

in the shield as a function of both temperature and geom-

etry.

" Determination of the temperature profile of the LiH shield

under most probable (steady-state) operating conditions.

" Determination of the rate of plugging of punctures by LiH

(assuming condensation at the hole) as a function of tem-

perature and meteoride hole size.

The Keshishian, et al. work (1973) was the latest of the publica-

tions dealing specifically with space shielding.

Earlier works which included some thermal analysis of radiation

shield are those of Beiriger (1968) and Thompson and Schwab (1969).

Belriger (1968) conducted a thermal analysis of Pb-W-LiH shield and a

W-LiH shield, with the LiH separated by insulation for the Pb-W-LIH

case. The steady state operating powers of the reactor were 600 and

1200 kWth, and the heat generated in the shield was radiated to the

reactor vessel (top and bottom at 978 K) and then to space (at 311 K).

the emissivity of all radiating surfaces was 0.8. For the Pb-W-LiH
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Table 2.1-4

HPR Radiation Shield Characteristics [JPL (1982)]

Neutron fluence 1012 NVT
Gamma dose 106 Rad/Si
Cone half-angle 15 deg
Axial thickness 0.80 m
Side length 0.80 M
Maximum diameter 1.05 m
Internal thermal power
generated to be determined

Component mass
mass of LIN and container (kg) 485
Mass of tungsten (kg) 305
Total shield mass (kg) 790

2.2 Space Shield Thermal Analysis

The area of thermal analysis of a space reactor's shield has not

been covered extensively in the literature. Since the early 1970's,

NASA funded research has focused on thermal analyses of heat shield

performance upon reentry into the earth's atmosphere, with particular

emphasis on the space shuttle.

Keshishlan et al., in their work on the shield design of the ZrH2

reactor, were concerned with the applied st-esses on the W-LiH shield

during lift-off. They were particularly concerned with the accompany-

ing displacements in the shield and the effect on the structural sup-

port components and coolant pipes through the shield.

An area which remained unresolved at program closeout in 1973 was

the determination of stresses induced in the shield outer casing,

internal structure, and piping ducts. These stresses are caused by

large differences in thermal expansion coefficients of LIH and stain-

less steel, particularly in the presence of thermal gradients during

the shield casting cycle and during system transient and steady state

operation. The shield temperatures were calculated using a computer
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Figure 2.1-6 Contours of Neutron Fluence Over 7 Years,
1.33 M4 th Power Level for Los Alamos HPR
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interesting observation regarding the shield design of Figure 2.1-3 is

that -70.5 cm of LiH was required to adequately shield a crew from

neutrons. As we shall soon see, about the same thickness was deemed

necessary for electronic equipment protection for the SP-100 reactor.

2.1.6 SP-100 Reactor Shield Design. Figure 2.1-5 is a side view

of the radiation shield for the Los Alamos heat pipe reactor (HPR)

[LANL, 1982 and JPL, 1982). Gamma attenuation was achieved with a

layer of tungsten and neutron attenuation with lithium hydride shield.

The characteristics of the shield (which are tentative at this stage)

are Included in Table 2.1-4.

Figure 2.1-6 is a plot of contours of neutron fluence over a

seven-year lifetime for a 1.33 MWth average power level. The current

SP-100 design calls for the reactor to operate at a slightly larger

thermal output of 1.66 14W. From Figure 2.1-6, one can readily observe

that the total neutron dose must be attenuated by five orders of magni-

tude in order to meet the dose plane requirement of 1 x 1012 NVT at

25 m. Using the Monte Carlo code (MCNP), LANL researchers have deter-

mined that 0.80 m of LiH are necessary to achieve the desired dose

rate. The heat pipes, which transfer the reactor power to the thermo-

electric conversion system, subtend part of the radiation shield as

shown in Figure 2.1-5. This pathway through the shield is a source of

concern from the standpoint of heat transfer from the heat pipe to the

shield (somewhat offset with multi-foil insulation wrapped around the

heat pipe), thermal expansion compatibility with shield materials, and

radiation streaming through these ducts.
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Figure 2.1-4 Variations in W and LiH Shield Thicknesses for a Dose
Constraint of 1.2 rem/hr (45.71 m dose plane) for the
ORNL Heat Pipe Reactor Operating at 1700 kWth
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Figure 2.1-3 ORNL Heat Pipe Reactor
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2.1.5 ORNL Shield Design. In 1971, ORNL published an optimized

shield design for a stainless steel, potassium heat pipe reactor,

fueled with uranium nitride fuel and operating at either 450 kWth or

17- kWth. The reactor system of Figure 2.1-3 is for the 1780 kWth

design. The dose constraints were 3 mrem/hr within the shield shadow

and 300 mrem/hr outside the shadow at 32.81 m radius [Engle et al.,

1971J. The neutronic model used in the analysis was the ASOP code

(ANISN Shield Optimization Program) using 1-0 discrete ordinates trans-

port theory and 3-0 weight functions. The optimization technique cal-

culated the dose rate for a given geometry and the first and second

derivatives of the dose rate with a design variable (that is, weight)

when the thickness of material was perturbed. The constraints were

then the prescribed dose rate at the 32.81 m dose plane and a selected

tolerable range of d(dose)/d(weight).

The heat pipes were assumed to protrude through the shield, as

with the SP-100 reactor [LANL, 1982 and JPL, June 1982]. However, the

ORNL approach considered that the temperature near the heat pipe would

be above the LiH melting point (960 K) and BeO was used in this region

instead. For a given dose rate (1.2 rem/hr at 45.71 m), the thickness

of BeO required was 1.5 m, or 0.57 m thicker than the equivalent LiH

thickness of 0.93 m. Results of required thicknesses of W and LiH, for

an operating power level of 1780 kWth are included in Figure 2.1-4. As

shown in this figure, changin^ the dose rate requirement changes only

the thicknesses of the first layers of W and LiH. The optimization of

the material thickness in the shield for minimizing weight is based on

the need to layer the gamma and neutron attenuating materials to mini-

mize the effects of secondary gamma production on the dose plane. An
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will differ for each reactor, the contribution of secondary gammas Is

worthy of note .id must be considered in the thermal analysis of radia-

tion shield. The neutronic analysis of the shield was performed using

the following codes:

" GANIl and GATHER 1I programs from 26 group cross
sections (P3 approximation)

* ANISN program for radiation transport (S16-P3
approximation in 1-D)

* OPEX 1I for optimization of shield thickness

The effects on dose rates of perturbing the thickness of a given

region of the shield was determined as:

Di a C1 exp(-Zilj tj),j
D a Dt,

where:

Dt - the ith component of the dose rate

0 - the total absorbed dose rate

C1 - a constant determined from perturbing the thickness

MtJ a the ith component attenuation of the Jth region

t i - the thickness of the jth region

The depleted uranium-LiH shield had a weight of 25,300 kg, and the W-

LiH shield had a weight of 28,500 kg. However, these results may be

misleading since using uranium near the reactor core is not desirable

because excessive fissioning of uranium can cause an appreciable

increase in heat generation and introduce intolerable swelling of the

uranium shield [Kaszubinski, July 1968J.
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for a 2.2 MWth reactor output. The analysis apparently was for a

manned mission because the reference dose requirement was 2 mrem/hr at

a distance 20 m from the core. (RBE - 7 for fast neutrons) [Lahti and

Hermann, 1982].

Table 2.1-3:

Materials Considered for Gamma Attenuation Shield Design
of the 5 kWe Thermionic Reactor System [Keshishian et al., 1973]

1. Lead Rejected, because of its low melting
point (600 K)

2. Ta-W (10 wt%) Rejected, because of the secondary
gammas from Ta

3. U-Mo (20 wt% U235  Low weight, but was rejected because
and 80 wt No) of its high internal-heating and

temperature instability.

4. a. W alloy (95 wt W) Evaluated, based on 1-D calculations
b. stainless steel,
c. natural and enriched

B4C, and a borated
stainless steel

The contributions of radiation sources to the 2.0 mrem/hr dose

rate were as follows: 15 percent from core neutrons, 1 percent from

neutrons generated in depleted U, secondary gammas from reflector and

shield accounted for 70 percent of dose for W and 55 percent of dose

for U, remaining 15 percent of dose are from inelastic scatter gammas

and fission gammas for U. Although the radiation source contributions
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calculations showing less weight for the same gamma attenuation. How-

ever, this result apparently is the only time that tungsten did not

emerge as the gamma attenuation material. Tungsten, although costly,

is regarded as the most efficient (from a minimum-shield weight stand-

point) material for gamma radiation attenuation.

Table 2.1-3 is a listing of the material considered for gamma

attenuation in the 5 kWe thermionic reactor.

The following codes were usid in the analysis of the 5 kWe reactor

shield:

0 1D ANISN Transport Code,

* QAD for gamma fluxes,

- DOT/SPACETRAN Code, and

* DON (DOT-DOMINO-MORSE) Code.

The learning point here is that no single neutronic code was used as an

industry average and selection of a particular code generally depends

on the application. Thermal analysis information of the shield was

also reported and will be discussed In a later section.

The 40 kWe thermionic power system [Gietzen et al., 1974] was

designated to be launched by the space shuttle in two loads because of

its large mass (12,000 kg); most of which was the shielding necessary

for the manned space station. In a second design, the power system was

designed to be tethered 2 miles away from the space station, reducing

the shielding requirements and the total mass of the system by one-

half.

2.1.4 NASA-Lewis Shield Design. In September 1969, NASA-LeRC

published a comparison of tungsten-LiH and depleted uranium-LiH shields

13
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Neutron attenuation for the SNAP 1OA was accomplished using a lithium

hydride shield. No gamma shielding material was included in the shield

design because of the low power level of the core. [Schaeffer, 19732

2.1.2 SNAP 8 Reactor Shield. The SNAP 8 reactor program began in

the early 1960s and continued into the early 1970s. The reactor was

intended to provide 30-60 kWe of power for both manned and unmanned

missions. The two SNAP 8 reactors that were built never got past the

ground test stage. From Figure 2.1-2, the radiation shield consisted

of tungsten for gamma radiation, and lithium hydride enriched to

99.99 wt.% Li-7 for fast neutrons. The enrichment of Li-7 (92.6 at%

* natural abundance) was done to reduce the internal heat generation

within the shield caused by the (n, a) reaction within Li-6 (7.4 at%

natural abundance) [Masora, 1973].

When the SNAP reactor developmental programs were stopped, unre-

solved concerns regarding the thermal and stress analysis as well as

the prolonged performance of the radiation shield (for 3 to 7 years in

space environment) remained.

2.1.3 Thermionic Reactor Shield. In the early 1970s, the use of

in-core thermionic conversion for space was introduced. The Atomics

International 5 kWe thermionic reactor [Keshishian et al., 1971), as an

auxiliary power supply of unmanned space applications, and the Gulf

General Atomic design of 40 kUe power system for a manned space labo-

ratory [Gietzen et al., 1970] are two examples of such effort.

Shield design for the 5 kWe thermionic reactor included borated

stainless steel and lithium hydride. The selection of borated stain-

less steel over stainless steel and a tungsten alloy was based on 1-D

11
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shield, the maximum temperature of the LiH was 795 K at 600 kWth, and

821 K at 200 kWth. The W-LiH temperature analyses were not reported

since the melting temperature of the LiH was exceeded. Unfortunately,

details regarding how the temperature values were generated were not

reported.

Thompson and Schwab (1969) examined the accuracy of several neu-

tronic models in comparing the nuclear heating within the ZrH2 reactor

shield [Keshishian et al., 1973]. The results indicated that the QAD

(point kernel) code and the ANISN code overestimated the heating in the

shield due to primary and secondary gammas by a factor of 2, when com-

pared to the DOT (discrete ordinates) code. This overestimation was

corrected by "tuning downu the fluxes until agreement with DOT fluxes

was reached. However, it was not clear how the DOT code results were

calibrated to serve as the benchmark.

2.2.1 Lithium Hydride Shield. Lithium hydride, although brittle

at elevated temperature, was recommended as the material for space

power nuclear reactors because of its high hydrogen content, low weight

density (0.72 gm/cm'), high melting point (960 K), relatively low dis-

sociation pressure, very high effective neutron attenuation coeffi-

cient, and its ability to capture neutrons without releasing gamma

rays. The major thermal concerns were the very low thermal conductiv-

ity and the need to maintain the temperature of lithium hydride between

600 and 680 K [WElch, 1967a].

The widely accepted temperature range of 600 K (6200F) to 680 K

(769°F) for the LiH were based primarily on the data of Figures 2.2-1

and 2.2-3. From Figure 2.2-1, the volume expansion of LiH was pro-

jected to remain less than 6 percent for fast levels of 2 x 1020 NVT or
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Figure 2.2-1 Volume Expansion of LIH(Nat) as a Function of
Neutron Fluence and Temperature
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Figure 2.2-2 Principal Reactions in Irradiation Damage of
Lithium Hydride Systems
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less at LiH temperatures of 60U K (620"F) or greater. Since cast or

cold-pressed LiH is generally less than 94 percent of theoretical dens-

ity, the volume expansion due to irradiation at temperatures in excess

of 600 K could be handled without any structural damage.

Several theories were presented to account for the volume expan-

sion as a function of neutron fluence and shield temperature. Willis

of Atomics International proposed the explanation of Figure 2.2-2.

[Welch, 1967c]. This argument was that the Li crystal bonds were

constantly being broken by the fast neutrons, resulting in lithium and

hydrogen ions. The separate ions could either recomoine to form LiH,

or neutralize to separate lithium atoms and hydrogen gas. The reaction

rate dictating which process dominated was strongly influenced by the

system temperature. As the temperature increased, the thermal anneal-

ing reaction rate of the LiH recombination increased rapidly. Since a

lithium metal atom occupies -28 percent more volume than an LiH mole-

cule, at lower temperatures the large volume expansion of Figure 2.2-1

might be expected.

However, the originator of Figure 2.2-1 points out that the data

at temperatures above 470 K (and at lower temperatures for NVT >

I x jt17) was not based on experimental findings and must oe considered

speculative [Welch, (1967c]. Therefore, the lower bound of 600 K for

LiH temperature might well nave been overly conservative and an issue

requiring further investigation.

Typical shield casing thickness designs (that is, Type 316 stain-

less steel) In the SNAP program were 0.15 to 0.25 cm (0.06 to 0.10 in).

From Figure 2.1-3, one readily observes that for typical shield casing

the dose rate should remain constant for temperatures below 680 K
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Figure 2.2-3 Increase in Dose Rate After 10,000 Hours Due to
Meteroroid Puncture of Shield Outer Casing with
Variations in Casing Thickness and LIH Temperature
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during prolonged exposure of 1U,OOU hours to meteroid bombardment.

(uose rate increase is proportional to hydrogen loss through the punc-

ture holes.) For a shield partitioned into several regions, this maxi-

mum temperature constraint would apply only to those regions subject to

meteroid impact. Thus, the inner regions of the LiH would not be sub-

ject to this constraint for a compartmentalized shield.

Based on these figures, many engineering issues were raised. The

first was whether the dissociated hydrogen in the LiH would migrate

quickly to the cooler regions because of the expected steep temperature

gradients in the LiH, thus escaping faster than assumed in Figure 2.1-

3. To answer tnis question, a slab of LiH 0.66 m thick was subjectedf

to a temperature difference of 550 K (500F) to 866 K (110F) for per-

iods of lOU and 2UU h. The results showed that the maximum migration

of hydrogen was 3.3 percent.1 This value was probably too high because

of leaks detected in the system; the migration occurring in the gas

phase concomitantly increases with an increased surface area and path

size. In turn, this increase is controlled by the rate of diffusion of

92 to the surface of the LiH crystal.

The second issue was whether the interaction of molten LiH and

stainless steel2 would affect the H2 diffusion rate through the stain-

less steel casing. The results of an experiment measuring this effect

showed that tne surface action of LiH and stainless steel did not have

IMaximum migration percentage determined from:
% (Ave H content - Min H content)

Ave H content
2The later LiH shields were manufactured by casting molten LiH into a
stainless steel matrix and heating tnat shield to 120u*F to outgas any
LiOm impurities.
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any impact on tne K. diffusion rate. However, surfaces of LiH (both

external boundaries and internal along cracks and crystal boundaries)

will denydride and metallic Li will form, while the LiH remains crys-

talline. The 12 diffuses more slowly through the LiH crystal than

tnrougn tne capsule wall. The effects of hydrogen diffusion on the

heat transfer properties and on the overall shielding performance were

not reported.

2.2.2 Fabrication of LiH Shield. Uuring the casting of the LiH

into the stainless steel matrix, approximately 3 to b percent volume

voids remained after solidification. The void problem was overcome by

backfilling with metallic Li. This, in turn, reduced the number of

cracks and added structural integrity during lift-off. (An unantici-

pated advantage of an increase of 15-30% in the bulk thermal conductiv-

ity of the Li-LiH shield was also realized.) There was concern that

the Li would interact with LiH at operating temperatures. A summary of

Li-Lim at various temperatures and periods of time is shown in

Figure 2.Z-4. At temperature near 588 K (600OF), very little inter-

action after 4000 n occurred; however above 810 K (100U°F) substantial

interaction after 4000 h took place. Hence if a portion of the LiH

shield is subjected to the higher temperatures over long periods, the

effects on thermal and neutronic properties (as well as stresses due to

volume increases) would have to be accounted for. Once normal opera-

tion of the reactor in space begins, some additional cracking of the

LiH can be anticipated. These results imply that maintaining the

shield above the Li meTting point (453 K) may allow for self-sealing of

cracks within tne LI by molten LI present in the shield. These

findings also support justification of keeping the upper temperature

30
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limit of the LiH shield below 750 K. In general, one observes that

cast LiH exhibits less creep under compressive loading than cold-

pressed LiH. At 530 K, LiH behaves as a plastic; at 730 K, LiH becomes

quite brittle. Some data regarding the compressive creep of LiN are

shown in Figure 2.2-4 Cast LiH was considered better than cold-pressed

LiH from both a thermal conductivity and time-dependent structural

performance standpoint.

2.2.3 Emissivity Coating. To increase the emissivity of radi-

ating surfaces, coatings are applied to the surface either before or

after the casting process. A variety of coating materials and applica-

tion methods was tested; after the tests, the coating was exposed to a

vacuum (10-6 torr) at 800 K for 14 days to check for deterioration in

emissivity. A second test was performed with the emissivity checked

after the coating was subjected to hydrogen gas at 1300°F for five

days. This test simulated the application of the coating prior to the

LiH casting. Both chrome oxide and titanium dioxide retained high

emissivities (0.87 to o.g0) in the vacuum, with the T10 2 preferred if

applied before casting, and the Cr2 O3 preferred if applied after

casting. However, a range of 0.85 to 0.90 for shield emissivities over

the lifetime of the reactor system may not be reasonable because:

a. One cannot necessarily extrapolate 5-14 days tests to the

lifetime of the reactor (3-7 years).

b. Testing has not been conducted to determine the stability of

the coating in a high radiation field during prolonged opera-

tion.
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Figure 2.2-4 Compressive Creep of LiH
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In conclusion, many of the material properties of lithium hydride

in a space shielding environment have been determined through experi-

mental analysis. In particular, the interaction of lithium, lithium

nydride and stainless steel at elevated temperatures had been examined

closely. These results support previously stated requirements to main-

tain the maximum temperature of the LiH to the upper 600 K range.

2.2.4 Summary of Previous Space Shielding Research. Previous

shielding work for space reactors was reviewed focusing on the areas of

neutronic analysis, thermal, and stress analysis, and the performance

of lithium hydride and tungsten shields. In the 1960s and early 1970s,

much work was done on the development of radiation shields for space

reactors. The major reactor shields were developed during the SNAP

program. Tracing the development of space reactor shields, one

observes the increasing sophistication of neutronic analysis and design

from the SNAP 10A shield that had no gamma attenuation to the potassium

heat pipe reactor snield that is layered and optimized for weight.

There was an increasing concern with the need for thermal and struc-

tural analysis as the reactor power level increases.

Lithium nydride, although brittle at elevated temperature, had

been recommended as the material for space power nuclear reactors

because of its high hydrogen content, low weight density (0.72 gm/cc),

high melting point (960 K), relatively low dissociation pressure, very

hign effective neutron attenuation coefficient, and its ability to

capture neutrons without releasing gamma rays. The major thermal con-

cerns were the very low thermal conductivity and the need to maintain

the lithium hydride between temperature limits of 600 and 680 K during

steady state operation. A minimum temperature of 600 K was recommended
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to minimize radiolytically Induced hydrogen dissociation from the Li

metal, and the accompanying swelling of the shield. Above 600 K, the

volume expansion of the LIH remained below 7 percent for a wide range

of fast neutron fluences (10 6 to 1020 NVT). Since the density of LIH

after being cast into stainless steel matrix remains below 94 percent

of theoretical density, this volume expansion does not cause structural

deformation to the shield.

The upper operating temperature of LIH was limited to 680 K to

reduce the effect of losing the dissociated hydrogen from the shield

through the punctures caused by meteoroid Impact. For typical shield

outer casing thicknesses (0.06 to 0.10 In.), the dose rate at the dose

plane would not change due to hydrogen loss after 10,000 hours If the

LIH remained below 680 K.

Tungsten, although costly, was regarded as the most efficient

(from a minimum-shield weight standpoint) material for gamma radiation

attenuation. Depleted uranium's efficiency as a gamma attenuation

material was similar to that of tungsten; yet it was much less expen-

sive as tailing from fuel enrichment plants. However, using uranium

near the reactor may not be desirable because excessive fissioning of

uranium may cause an appreciable increase in heat generation and intro-

duce intolerable swelling of the uranium shield.

The idea of crushing and pressing the tungsten and LIH into a

single shielding material was explored briefly at the close of the SNAP

program. While this first attempt produced a shield with significantly

less structural strength of tungsten (and about half that of LiH), the

idea of a composite shield remains virgin territory [Welch, 1967b].
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The literature about the neutronic analysis of previous shield

designs abounds. The evolution to weight optimized layered shields

credits the advances in capabilities within the radiation transport

community. However, a number of significant issues regarding thermal

analysis of the shield remained at the time of the SNAP program close-

out. Improvements in the skills and tools currently available to the

nuclear and thermal sciences communities, allows for more efficient

designs in subsystem such as the radiation shield. Advances such as

more accurate cross section data, better numerical analysis methods, as

well as increased capacities of digital computers encourage re-examina-

tion of designs completed before these tools were fully implemented.

Major unresolved thermal issues like the temperature range limita-

tion of LiH, the need for active cooling of the shield, and the induced

thermal stresses resulting in excessive cracking of the neutron shield

are worthy of further study. Another major environmental change is the

need for more stringent allowable dosages due to the increased sensi-

tivity of modern electronics equipment. The off-the-shelf shield

designs coupled with the increased limitations of allowable payloads of

the space shuttle as the delivery system (in place of the rocket

delivery systems), will not prove to be acceptable.

2.3 Developments in Numerical Methods. As the SNAP Program began

winding down, there were concurrent (but unrelated) rapid increases in

the capacities of digital computers and application of the finite ele-

ment (FEM) method to engineering mathematics. The concept of repre-

senting a solution as a series of known functions and unknown coeffi-

cients can be traced as far back as the 19th century [Kantorovich and
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,rylor, 19583. Galerkin first introduced his method of weighted resid-

sals in 1915, and the concept of finite elements can be seen in work of

31zens in 1924 [Finlayson and Scriven, 1966J.

Courant is generally credited with the first formal presentation

)f the finite element method in his approximate solution to the St.

Venant torsion problem in 1943 [Oden, 1972). However, the world was

preoccupied with a war at that time and his results went largely unno-

ticed. About ten years later; this method (which resembled a form of

the Ritz method) began to gain notoriety in a series of papers by

Argyis and collaborators dealing with linear, structural analysis

[Huebner and Thornton, 19823.

During the 1960's, the finite element method (the term officially

coined by Clough in 1960), gained widespread use within the structural

engineering community. The first use of FEM to perform temperature and

structural analysis of 3D, axisynmetric bodies was also recorded

[Wilson, 19653. However, the mathematics community did not seriously

develop the theoretical foundation for this engineering technique until

the 1970's [Huebner and Thornton, 19823. During this decade, the radi-

ation transport community began to apply the FEM in the spatially (and

sometimes, without success, angular) discretization of the Boltzmann

Transport Equation [Wills, 1984). Researchers were pleased to learn

that the ray effects associated with discrete ordinates solutions were

not seen in the FEM derived fluxes.

Recent publications from England have shown the versatility of

using higher order projected methods to solve the first order, trans-

port equation [Fletcher, 19833. Wills demonstrated the use of a

combination of flux spatial discretization with Lagrangian polynomials
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For the 3-node, triangular element, the shape function of Equation

.2-7 takes the following form:

Ni(r, z) = -(ai + bir + ciz) (3.2-8)

here:

I = local node number (1, 2, 3)

a = area of triangle

at , bt, ct - shape function coefficients
(based solely on nodal position coordinates)

An advantage of triangular elements lies in the simplicity of

ntegrating the shape functions over area or length. Equations 3.2-9

ind 3.2-10 provide the formulas necessary for obtaining closed form

;olutions for the integration of any power and combination of nodal

hape functions [Huebner, 1982].

jN Mz Y dA - :__ _ & (3.2-9)A (+ +a +y + 2)!

QN!8 92 a - (3.2-10)

£12 (C + 0 + W

there: No's are subscripts

N1 , 92 , and N3 are the shape functions for nodes of triangular

ilement; a, a, y are arbitrary constants; A represents integration over

.he element area; £12 represents integration over a line segment of the

'1 ement.

The use of Equation 3.2-10 comes into play when the boundary con-

iitions are incorporated in the system of equations to be solved.

3.2.2.2 4 Node Quadrilateral Elements. Similar to the triangular

.lement, the 4 node quadrilateral element Is comprised of linear
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solution of a 2nd order, elliptic equation with a weak, symmetric for-

mulation, many researchers have shown that only C0 continuity is

required [Huebner, 1982]. This result means that linear shape func-

tions are admissible for all phases of this research.

An enduring issue within all computational communities is the

advantages (and disadvantages) of the trade-off regarding many linear

elements versus fewer higher order elements. Since this issue is out-

side the scope of this research, a decision was made at the outset to

use bilinear elements. The radiation transport code, FEMP2D, uses 4-

node quadrilateral elements; the heat transfer code, SHLDTEMP, and the

stress/strain code, SHLDSTR, use 3-node triangular elements. For this

reason, elemental matrices are formulated directly in global coordi-

nates, thus eliminating the need for use of a Jacobian transformation.

3.2.2.1 3 Node Triangular Elements. When formulating the

algebraic system of equations for the temperature and stress analysis,

triangular elements were used to discretize the shield. Figure 3.2-2

is a visualization of how a single triangular element approximates a

3-0 axlsymmetric body.

z
j

N3(r31Z3)

N2(r2,Z2)

NCr11zl)

r
Figure 3.2-2: 3-Node Axisymmetric Triangular Element
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series of symmetric equations, wnich are easily solved on a digital

computer. Also, from an engineering standpoint, any problem for whicn

tne governing equation and boundary conditions are known can ultimately

be formulated into a solvable system of algebraic equations using

Galerkins method.

As shown in Equation 3.2-1, the state variable, u*, can be

expanded in terms of a series of unknowns, ui, and approximating func-

tions, Ni. In a similar manner, an elemental state variable can be

defined as a finite series of unknown nodal values, or,

u (e) (r, t) Ni(r, t) ui(t) (3.2-7)

where u(e) is the element state variable, Ni is the shape function, and

ui is the nodal state variable.

The control volume of interest can then be discretized into a

number of elements, which are interconnected by continuity requirements

at each node. The elemental state variable of Equation 3.2-7 is sub-

stituted as before, into Equation 3.2-6 to minimize the residual over

the domain. The use of Equation 3.2-7 in the minimization of tne spa-

tially weighted residual is the basis of the finite element method. Of

course, for a steady-state solution the time dependency of the nodal

and element state variables vanish, and the resulting solution has a

spatial dependency only.

3.2.2 Shape Functions. Focusing attention to the shape and test

functions (which will be the same using Galerkins method), :he type and

order (if polynomial) of the function is directly related to the type

of finite element used. The minimum order required for the element, in

turn, is directly related to the order of the governing ecuation. For
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where Ni are some arbitrary approximating functions. On the boundary,

tne conditions are:

us a fs9 u.= - 0 on S (3.2-2)

where f is the prescribed boundary condition. Representing the gov-s

erning equation as:

D[u(r, t)] - u (r, t) - 0 t > 0 (3.2-3)

at

where 0 is some differential operator which may include non-homogeneous

terms, the problem can be reformulated with an approximate solution by

substituting Equation 3.2-1 into Equation 3.2-3. This results in:

Du* - - *- R(u*) (3.2-4)
at

where k(u*) represents a residual resulting from the approximation to

the exact solution, u.

The basic idea behind the Method of Weighted Residuals is simply

to minimize this residual over the domain of the solution. This is

accomplished by finding the value of u* which minimizes the residual

when spatially averaged over the volume against some weighting (test)

function, v. The weighted residual to be minimized takes the form:

fv I(u*)v dV a 0 (3.2-5)

For an N degree of freedom problem, there will be N values of u*

and v. Thus, Equation (3.2-5) is recast in vector form as:

f (R(u ), vi)dV - 0 (3.2-6)

where i, J- 1, 2, ... N

In 1915, Galerkin presented his method of solution whereby the

test function, vi, and the spatial component of the trial function, N3,

were the same. The beauty of this approach is that it leads to a
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methods (FEM) for the radiation transport, heat transfer, and stress/

strain analyses, some background in FEM is required for a basic compre-

hension of the theory sections. Hence, a summary of FEM theory now

follows.

3.2.1 Finite Element Theory. A brief discussion of numerical

methods and, in particular, finite element methods (FEM) are in order

at this stage. The accompanying text is intended only to highlight

some FEM background pertinent to this research. The selection of FEM

as the computational method used was based on the type of problem to be

solved.

To gain some insight into this selection process, Bertram's Chart

of Computational Methods of Figure 3.2-1 provides a useful tool in

"weeding" through the various numerical options [Bertram, 19851. The

physical problem at hand includes the solution of non-linear, steady-

state, coupled partial differential equations for an elliptic govern-

ing equation with specified boundary conditions. From Figure 3.2-1,

the path toward setting up the system of algebraic equations moves down

the right half of the figure, which calls for the use of the finite

element method. Ultimately, the system of algebraic equations will be

solved using either Guassian elimination or iterative methods.

To get to the point where a system of equations are solved for the

state variable (i.e., flux, temperature, or displacement), a widely

used technique known as the Method of Weighted Residuals (Finlayson and

Scriven, 1966) is often employed. In this method, the state variable

u* is expanded in a finite series of trial functions:

N
u* (r, t) - us (X, t) + E Nti(, t)ut(t) (3.2-1)

I-i
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mesh of the radiation transport code was partitioned into the same

number of regions, and the nuclide densities, heating kermas and cross

sections for the thermal energy groups were corrected using the free

gas model to account for temperature feedback. The radiation tansport

problem was re-run using the coarse mesh core/fine mesh shield to

obtain new heating rates and to recalculate the temperature. This

feeaback loop was repeated until the temperature distribution stabil-

ized. The final temperature distribution was then used to calculate

the induced stresses/strains throughout the axisymnetric W-LiH shield.

This portion the code is referred to as SHLDSTR.

Sections 3.2 through 3.5 provide detailed discussions of the

theory directly applicable to this research. The discussions include

specific technical areas from radiation transport, heat transfer, and

stress/strain analyses. As mentioned in this research overview, each

of these technology areas required extensive use of numerical computa-

tions. In fact, this research project represents the first documented

use of finite element methods for space reactor shielding computations.

As each technology is discussed, the numerical method required for

computer implementation is briefly presented, as well. For the student

interested in an extensive theoretical development for each technical

area, the references included in this report should serve as an excel-

lent starting point.

3.2 Method of Weighted Residuals

To maintain a thread of continuity in the presentation of this

theoretical background, numerical methods necessary to perform the

computational analyses are presented along with the governing equations

for each technical area. Since tnis research utilized finite element
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to be used as input for the shield calculation. The W-LiH shield was

then modelled in the FEMP2D code, with a coarse mesh over the core and

reflector (-3 cm), and a fine mesh throughout the shield (-1 cm)

(referred to hereafter as coarse mesh core/fine mesh shield). The fine

mesh converged fluxes for the core and reflector were used for a start-

ing point; then the coarse mesh core/fine mesh shield was run to obtain

the desired energy deposition values throughout the shield.

Figure 3.1-2 is an artists concept of the reactor in space analy-

zed in this research. The outer space environment, which is vacuum,

was modelled into FEMP2D using an inert gas and a low nuclide density.

The stability of the finite element solution was strongly influenced by

the selection of the Inert gas nuclide density. This stability condi-

tion is discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.

Nuclear cross sections used in the neutronics analysis were

obtained from the BUGLE Cross Section Library, and collapsed to

38 energy groups (24 neutron and 14 gamma groups). Heating kermas

(defined in section 3.3.2) for the shield were calculated with the code

MACK-IV [Abdou et al., 1978), using ENDF/B cross section data. Because

the triangular mesh used In the temperature and stress/strain calcula-

tions did not coincide with the quadrilateral mesh used in the radia-

tion transport analysis, the nodal heating rate values from the 4-node

elements were interpolated to the 3-node elements.

Heating rates were then input to the code, SHLDTEMP [Barattino,

1984), to calculate the nonlinear temperature distribution in the radi-

ation shield. The shield was partitioned into smaller regions and an

average temperature for the region was calculated. The quadrilateral
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Figure 3.1-1. Major Programs Used in tne UNM Radiation Shield Analysis Code.

HALOCS

iaACKIV s
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Table 3.1-1. Description of Major Programs Used in Analysis
of the SP-100 Radiation Shield

Program Developer Purpose

MALOCS ORNL and P. McDaniel Collapses cross sections to a speci-
[McDaniel, 1984J fled number over a flux weighting

spectrum provided by the user

MACKIV M. A. Abdou, Y. Gohar Generates neutron and gamma heating
and R. P. Wright kerma's for specified nuclides
[Abdou et al., 1978]

FEMP2D P. McDaniel Performs the criticality calculation
[McDaniel, 1984] using multi-group PN approximation

in R-Z, R-8, or X-Y geometries (only
P1 approximation currently available

SHLDTEHP W. Barattino and M.S. Calculates temperature distribution in
El-Genk [Barattino, R-Z or X-Y geometries using Newton-
et al., 1984) Raphson iteration. Handles radia-

tive and convection boundaries, and
temperature and spatially dependent
thermal conductivities (only steady-
state version currently available)

SHLDSTR W. Barattino and M.S. Calculates stresses, strains and dis-
EI-Genk (8arattino, placements in R-Z (axfsymmetric) or
et al., 1984] X-Y (plane stress or plane strain)

geometries using modified Newton-
Raphson iteration. Can handle lifnear
or bi-linear elastic problems (only
steady-state version currently
available)

UPSCAT W. Barattino and Calculates the normalized flux dis- 'A
P. McDaniel tributfon for thermal energies
[Barattino, et al., using free gas scattering kernel.
1985] Generates (absorption, differential,

scattering, total scattering, and
total cross sections.)

41t
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3.0 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND FOR ANALYSIS OF RADIATION SHIELD

Building on previous analysis and experimental work in the devel-

opment of radiation shielding for space reactors, Figure 3.0-1 presents

an overview of the interrelationship of major topics areas applied to

this analysis of a space shield during steady state operation. From

Figure 3.0-1 we observe that this research consisted of three distinct

blocks: radiation transport, heat transfer, and stress-strain analy-

ses. The coupling of the first two blocks to determine the importance

of temperature feedback on energy deposition was a major uncertainty

prior to this project. The theoretical structure for each technical

areas appropriate to this research is included in Sections 3.3 through

3.5.

3.1 Research Overview

This research has focused on development of numerical tools to

perform a coupled neutronics, thermal, and stress/strain analysis of

radiation shield for space reactors [Bailey et al., 1984]. This sec-

tion describes the codes; major components and their intrarelationship

in analyzing a tungsten-lithium hydride shield for an SP-100 type reac-

tor. Figure 3.2-1 is a flowchart of the implementation of the coupled

neutronics, thermal and stress analysis codes, and Table 3.1-1 provides

a brief description of the major programs identified in Figure 3.1-1.

The reactor shield analyzed was for a 1.66 MW th' 93 percent

enriched U02 , liquid lithium cooled fast reactor. The reactor core and

reflectors (see Figure 3.1-2) was modelled using a 2D finite element

code, FEMP2D [McDaniel, 1984], and run over a fine mesh (-1 cm) as an

eigenvalue problem. The neutron and gamma fluxes were stored on tape



and flux angular discretization with spherical harmonics to solve the

second order, transport equation for a monoenergetic, steady-state

proolem [Wills, 1984].

The versatility of finite element methods is further explored with

each passing day. Development of the method to fluid flow, and coupled

fluid-flow and structural analysis are currently areas of intense

interest within the FEM research community. As happened with linear

analysis, the application of FEH based codes to non-linear problems (as

in this research) is gaining more widespread use, despite a noticeable

lag in a rigorous mathematical foundation (Hughes and Belyschko,

1984).
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combinations of radial and axial shape functions. Figure 3.2-3 shows

the quadrilateral element for an axisymmetric body.

Zz

ziAz

AiZ

ii Nj(rlzl) N 2 (r 2 ,z 2 )

ri  r

Figure 3.2-3: 4 Node Axisymmetric Quadrilateral Element

The shape functions for the quadrilateral element take the form:
* 1

1N(r, z) z- (ri - r)(z. - z)
Ar Az

N2 (r, z) - A (r - r i1)(z. - z)
Ar AziI

N3 (r, z) - (r - ri_ 1)(z - zj 1) (3.2-11)
Ar Az

N4(r, z) - A (ri - r)(z - zj 1 )
Ar Az
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The shape functions of Equation 3.2-11 come into use in the formu-

lation of the radiation transport equations to be solved for neutron

and gamma fluxes.

," Each of the theory sections that follow, utilize the basic con-

cepts Just presented. The governing equation will be cast as a

Galerkin approximation, with a spatially weighted residual minimized

over the domain. The shape functions used to carry out required inte-

grations are those listed for the triangular and quadrilateral ele-

ments. The versatility of FEM to a broad range of technologies should

become apparent in the ensuing sections.

3.3 Block 1: Radiation Transport Theory

The main objectives of this block were to:

Perform a criticality calculation for steady-state operation of
the SP-100 reactor

• Determine gamma and neutron fluxes throughout the radiation

shield using PI theory in an R-Z geometry

0 Generate heating rates throughout the shield

•Calculate neutron and gamma fluences at the 25 meter dose plane

using transport theory for a 1-D equivalent geometry

The primary objective of performing radiation transport analysis

was to obtain heating rates throughout the shield. The first three

objectives were directly related toward this goal; whereas, the fluence

calculations were necessary to compare radiation protection with ther-

mal performance of a particular shield design. We specifically wanted

to know whether a shield optimized for radiation protection would also
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satisfy the thermal requirements imposed by use of lithium hydride for

neutron attenuation. Figure 3.3-1 shows how these objectives tie

together for the nuclear engineer.

The use of a P1 approximation for the flux expansion in determin-

ing the energy deposited throughout the 3-0 axisymmetric shield, was

based on the best available radiation transport package adaptable to

VAX 11/780 computer. However, for the deep penetration fluence calcu-

lations, an arbitrary order transport calculation was deemed necessary

to accurately model the forward bias scattering of the neutrons [Bell

and Glasstone, 1970o. For this reason, the 1-0 transport version of

the FEMP code was utilized. A comparison of energy deposition using P1

and P15 approximations is discussed in the section on uncertainty

analysis.

This section develops the theoretical background for the P1 flux

calculations in an R-Z geometry, identifies the equations used in

determining heating rates, and presents the methods for determining the

temperature feedback effects on energy deposition in both Maxwellian

and non-Maxwellian flux mediums. An expression for calculating the 1-0

neutron and gammas fluences at the dose plane is derived in

Section 4.2.

3.3.1 Derivation of System of Equation for Determining Coupled

Neutron and Gamma Fluxes. The radiation transport equation for steady-

state operation takes the following form:

• p(r, 9, E) + Et(E) !(r, a, E)

"J~~~s 9Es , E' + E)# (r, W ', E' )dz' dE'+ S(r, az, E)

(3.3-1)
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To transform this integro-differential equation into a solvable

form, the following assumptions are made [Duderstadt and Hamilton,

1976]:

a. Flux can be expanded in Legendre polynomials, with only the

first two terms of the expansion retained (Pi approximation).

b. The flux can be broken into energy and spatial components.

c. Anisotropic downscatter is neglected.

With these assumptions, the transport equation can be reduced to a

diffusion equation of the following form:

-(E)v 2 (r, E) + Et(E)t(r, E) - E s(E' - E)(r, E') dE"

+ §(r, E) (3.3-2)

To discretize the diffusion equation into a system of algebraic

equations that can be solved on a digital computer, a Galerkin formula-

tion of the residual is established [Fletcher, 1983]:

J y [ LD(E) V21(r, E) - t(E)i(r, E) + j Es(E' + E)!(r, E' )dE'

+ S(r, E)]dV - 0 (3.3-3)

Expanding the flux in terms of nodal basis functions, inserting

into Equation 3.3-3, and applying Gauss' Theorem for an axisymmetric

geometry results in:

J ) " ndl +r A(2 Nk, j,rt;j)rdrdz + JA(DN kZjr~j)rdrdz

+ JA(RkI~jj)rdrdz J j (E E ) rdrdz
+ A= i )j

1-I,
+ jA(Nk Z. Om , m)rdrdz (3.3-4)

where the differential scattering cross section, . ,, represents

downscattering from energy group m to energy group I; the fission
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source term (r.n.s. of Equation 3.3-4) is summed over m energy groups

in whicn fission occurs; and the superscripts on fission and down-

scatter cross sections and fluxes refer to higher energy groups.

Also, the comma refers to "differential with respect to",

ana

A i B Neutron Current -- i = - ,

I - Fundamental System Eigenvalue

The energy dependence has been dropped from the variables to simplify

notation. However, it should be understood that the multi-grouping

approximation has been incorporated into these equations.

To gain a better understanding of how to solve these equations,

Equation 3.3-4 can be written in matrix form as:

=-IF (3.3-6)

where:

J-OtNdt ONk rdrdz ONI N k r rd1 i ,n-Nk d: + J A -k,r-j,r +  A Nz , rdrdz

+ + N N rdrdz (3.3-7)

F. rdrdz +f N E mi N'mrdrdz (3.3-8)
A " A ii -fj A k m 1~-s s-j

This syste of equations can be solved iteratively using a power

method (Wilkinson, 1965) to generate successive estimates for I and X

from:

({ i+1' F•-i+j)

i+1 1 (3.3-9)

(F" +1 ,
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The exact form of each integral in Equations 3.3-7 and 3.3-8 is

now dependent on the shape functions used to discretize the reactor

system. The integration of each term becomes somewhat cumbersome. But

to demonstrate how the type of element comes into play, the quadrilat-

eral element shape functions of Equation 3.2-11 were substituted into

the second term of Equation 3.3-8 and the integration carried out. The

result is as follows:

J DB B rdrdz
A D k,r Bk,r

"1 1 1 1-

3 3 6 6

1 11
3 3 6

11
UD(ri-r )---

2A r2 33

Symmetric 1 (3.3-10)

3

Similarly, the remaining terms of Equations 3.3-7 and 3.3-8 would

be evaluated, assembled, and solved with an iterative method scheme

such as Equation 3.3-9. Of course, a complete system of equations must

be solved for each energy group. The marching scheme continues until

convergence tolerances for both I and X are reached. With a solution

for both neutron and gamma fluxes, the energy deposition and heating

rates throughout the shield can be determined when the fluxes are

combined with the respective heating kermas. The appropriate theory

for this calculation is presented in the next section.

3.3.2 Generation of Heating Rate From Flux and Heating Kerma.

With neutron and gamma fluxes calculated from the radiation transport
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code, the volumetric heating rate throughout the shield is based on the

sum of heating resulting from interactions with neutrons and gamma

rays. The neutron heating is determined from [Abdou and Maynard,

1975]:

H(r) - cJE (r, E) rE i N(r)a i(E) E14 (E)dE [ - (3.3-11)
Ji cm

where:

c - 1.602 x 10- 19 J/ev

The equation represents the reaction rate times the energy

released per reaction for each nuclide j which undergoes reaction i.

N refers to the number density of the jth nuclide throughout this

section. The second part of Equation 3.3-11 is referred to as the

microscopic kerma factor. Thus, the kerma factor for nuclide J can be

represented as:

kj(E) - E 1 I(E)E-j(E) (3.3-12)

With the energy integration discretized by the multi-group approx-

imation of diffusion theory as discussed previously, Equation 3.3-12

can be substituted into Equation 3.3-11 and rewritten as:

MG
NO -1 z (r, E1 ) Z N (r)k (E1 ) (3.3-13)

This representation of the neutron heating rate thus lends Itself

to easy computational adaptation on a digital computer, once the neu-

tron flux is determined from the radiation transport analysis.

In an analogous manner, the energy deposition due to gamma inter-

action can be determined with a gamma-ray kerma factor as CAbdou and

Maynard, 1975]:
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Ky {(E) -Eyopej(E) + EYacj(E) + (Ey - 1.02) appj(E) (3.3-14)

where the respective cross section for photoelectric, compton, and

pair production interactions are used. (Notice that the rest mass

energy of the electron--position pair is not available for energy depo-

sition.) Equation 3.3-14 can then be used in Equation 3.3-13 to calcu-

late the contribution of heating rates due to gamma interaction

throughout the shield.

keturning to Equation 3.3-12, the energy deposition per neutron

reaction must be determined in some manner for each nuclide. The prin-

ciple reactions for energy deposition due to neutron interaction for

the materials in a space reactor shield are elastic scattering, inelas-

tic scattering, charged particle reactions, radiative capture, and

radioactive decay. Of the total energy released per reaction, the

local energy deposited at the point of interaction will be the kinetic

energies of the recoil nucleus and charged particles emitted, and a

fraction of the internal excitation energy converted into heat. A por-

tion of the reaction energy will be carried away by gamma rays which

then interact in accordance with Equation 3.3-14.

The local energy deposition can be written in a general form as:

E I - E -1Ei+b ~ ) Ei+e 1 (3.3-15)
ELE naflb +c fcl) X~ CP ed

where I represents the particular reaction and the coefficients a-e

identify the applicability of a given term for a given reaction. The

terms of Equation 3.3-15 are identified in the nomenclature listing.

The boolean values for these coefficients are included in Table 3.3-1.
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Table 3.3-1. Identification of Coefficients for Equation

(3.3-15) for Various Neutron Reactions

Reaction a b c d e

Elastic Scattering 1 0 0 0 0
Inelastic Scattering 1 0 1 0 0
Charged Particle Reactions 0 1 1 1 1
Radiative Capture 0 1 1 0 1
Radioactive Uecay U 0 0 0 1

Analytic expressions for Ent Q. EX, fc' Ecp' and Ed are derived

from nuclear physics based on conservation of mass, momentum, and

energy principles. Abdou and Maynard (1975) present analytic expres-

sions for each of these reaction parameters, which are the basis for

the heating kermas generated in the code, MACK IV.

3.3.3 Temperature Feedback Effects on Energy Deposition. When

the temperature of the shield is increased from ambient temperature to

operating temperature, the effect on energy deposition must be consi-

dered in the shield where a substantial portion of the flux is thermal-

Ized. desides the obvious changes In neutronic properties due to dens-

ity decreases at elevated temperatures, the temperature rise will

affect the low energy absorption cross-sections of 1/v nuclides.

3.3.3.1 Temperature Feedback In a Maxwell Boltzmann Medium. With

a Maxwell Boltzmann (M-B) distribution for the thermal flux, the influ-

ence of temperature on the thermal neutron absorption cross section can

be determined by averaging the microscopic group cross section with the

M-8 flux over all energy. Mathematically,

(T)u aJo a(0.025ev) $MB(E)dE

at, J' MB(E)dE
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by definition [Glasstone and Sesonske, 1981],

2wn
O8(E) - - 0 (-) E exp(- )(3.3-17)(ikT)3 / 2  M kT

Substitute Equation 3.3-17 into Equation 3.3-16:

2w n0  2 E
aT oa( . 25ev) (j-) E exp(-(.)dE

(F'T) 0 (i kT (3.3-18)
atn 2w 2 1 2  E

JO'(-) E exp(- -_, 7dE
(wkT)3/2  m kt

Carrying out the integration yields:

1z T 1/2
a (T) - (2) oa(0O.2 5ev) (3.3-19)
ath 2 T

where To is the reference temperature in *K or OR for thermal cross

section data, taken to be 20C y convention.

The relative change in thermal absorption cross section at ele-

vated temperatures for the reference temperature is obtained from Equa-

tion 3.3-19 as:

a a 0 T) a = 1 - (TO ) (3.3-20)
th a ath (TO) T

In a similar manner, the relative change in thermal absorption cross

section from a given temperature to a higher temperature is determined

as:

a (Tj) " (T2) Tj 1/2

Ao (T1 + T2 ) a 1 1 - (_-) (3.3-21)
tn a h (T) T2

Table 3.3-2 shows the effect of temperature on thermal absorption

cross section for several values of T using Equations 3.3-20 and 3.3-

21.
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Table 3.3-2: Effect on Absorption Cross Section of Increasing
Temperature above 293 K Reference Temperature

TEK] ah(To * T) Aoath(T T2)

293. 0.0
400. 0.144 -0.144
500. 0.234 -0.106
600. 0.301 -0.087
700. 0.353 -0.074
800. 0.395 -0.065

From column 2 of Table 3.3-2, we observe that the microscopic

thermal absorption cross section is reduced from its reference tempera-

ture value by 30-40% for the temperature range 600-800 K. From

column 3 of Table 3.3-2 we see that the change in this cross section

from one elevated temperature to the next, decreases with increasing

temperature. In fact, over fairly large temperature changes (-100 K),

the relative change in microscopic thermal absorption cross section is

always less than 9% above 600 K. This observation leads to the con-

clusion that to include temperature feeeback in the radiation transport

evaluation of energy deposition for a shield operated in a 600-800 K

temperature range, the numerical grid can be partitioned over a fairly

broad geometric region and an average temperature used to include the

temperature feedback effect on microscopic thermal absorption cross-

section.

The temperature effect on the Iaxwellian flux can be determined by

integrating Equation 3.3-17 over the entire thermal energy range.

This results in:

Oth(T) - jOMB(E,T)dE a 2 (T )1 (3.3-22)

V_ kTo

where aga4n, the subscript o refers to some reference datum (i.e.,

20*C). The temperature effect on the energy deposition in a mixture
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naracterized by a M-6 distribution can be quantified by insertion of

.quations 3.3-12 and 3.3-22 into Equation 3.3-13. This leads to:

ith(r) = O(r)5Nj(r)kj(Eth) = 2 ( L 0 ENj (r)aij(Eth)Eij (th )

(3.3-23)

When the dominant source of energy deposition is due to some

lbsorption reaction (i.e., (n, a) reaction in Li-6), the absorption

:ross section of Equation 3.3-19, is inserted into Equation 3.3-23

resulting in:

1/2 T 1/2 T 1/2
4th(r) a L ( L_ ) * EN.(r) - ( - ) ao E (Eth)V.- To Oj J 2 T

a EN.(r)o a E (E) (3.3-24)
J 0

Equation 3.3-24 leads to the important conclusions that tempera-

ture will have no effect on energy deposition for a mixture in which

the dominant energy release mechanism is an absorption reaction of a

1/v nuclide [Beckurts and Wlrtz, 1964]. Since most nuclides exhibit

1/v oehavlor for absorption and even scattering cross sections at very

low energies, there will be no temperature feedback effect on energy

deposition for an infinite medium mixture. However, in a finite medium

tne effect of leakage must also be taken into account.

The Maxwellian distribution of Equation 3.3-17 was based on an

infinite medium assumption. Therefore, it cannot be stated with cer-

tainty that absorption reaction rate is independent of temperature when

leakage plays an important role. Several effects come into play here.

Uiffusion cooling will result in a softer spectrum as the higher energy

neutrons will leak at a faster rate than the slower neutrons. However,

in a nydrogeneous medium these fast neutrons serve as the source for
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rmal neutrons as they lose energy through elastic collisions. Addi-

inally, thermal neutrons themselves have a diffusion length that

ipetes with energy deposition mechanisms such as absorption reac-

ins. Thus, even for a pure 1/v nuclide with a M-B distribution, the

ikage effects make it unclear whether temperature will have much

lect on energy deposition in a finite medium. To make this statement

:h certainty, the analysis must be performed for a given geometry and

cture.

3.3.3.2. Temperature Feedback in a non-Maxwell Boltzmann Medium.

most "real-life" situations, the thermal flux distribution rarely

splays a "pure" Maxwellian shape. The major causes of shifting from

true M-B flux were briefly touched upon in the last section; namely,

sorption, leakage, and neutron sources slowing down from epi-thermal

ergies [Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976].

When the departure from a true M-B flux is not great, the effec-

ve neutron temperature model has successfully been used to model the

tual flux shape in the infinite medium. As the departure becomes

cessive, this model has been shown to breakdown. Also, at high ener-

es, the model fails to display the 1/E behavior due to the slowing

wn spectrum. To quantify this departure, the inverse of the moderat-

g ratio, r, was used, where:

r 1 E a (kT) (3.3-25)

Moderating Ratio 4

The model was found to be inadequate for r > 0.1 [Duderstadt and

milton, 1976]. In Table 3.3-3, the inverse moderating ratio's are

corded for several hydride materials at room temperature and at

O K.
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Table 3.3-3. Inverse Moderating Ratio's, r, for Selected

Hydrides at Room Temperature and 700 K.

Hydride* Room Temperature 700 K

LiH(Nat) 3.52 2.28

LiH(Depl) 0.0182 0.0118

BeH2  0.0164 0.0106

ZrH 0.0195 0.0126

TiK2 0.215 0.139

YH1 .89  0.0443 0.0286

*Cross section data obtained from [Mueller et al., 1968].

From the data of Table 3.3-3, one sees that natural lithium hydride is

clearly non-Maxwellian. Titanium hydride could probably be modelled

with the effective neutron temperature model at elevated temperature.

The remaining hydrides (to include depleted LiH) should possess a M-B

shape for the thermal flux.

The space reactor shield design includes LiH(Nat) for neutron

attenuation. Because of the large deviation from a M-B flux due to the

large thermal absorption cross section of Li-6, a more general method

is needed which is different than either the M-B flux or the effective

neutron temperature model to determine the temperature effect on energy

deposition.

Returning to Equation 3.3-2, the P1 equation for an infinite med-

ium takes the form [Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976]:

E a(E) + z s(E)] (E) a J es(E + E)(E*)dE* + S(E) (3.3-26)

Employing a multi-group approximation and integrating over all

thermal energy, results in:
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Eth .Eg
n=O L Eg+1[(E) + Es(E)]j(EdE

E E* E

E g 'Eg S(E' p E)$(E")dE'dE + fg S( )d} (3.3-27)
g+1 +1 g+

where Eth represents the cut-off energy below which the thermal region

begtns.

Equation 3.3-27 can now be used to solve for the flux shape over

all thermal energy. With the new flux shape, the multi-group, flux

weighted cross sections can be recalculated at higher temperature and

the energy deposition redetermined over all energy as discussed previ-

ously.

With this generalized approach, several subtleties must be

included in the analysis. At low thermal energies, the neutron can

gain energy in collisions with target nuclei. Consequently, upscatter

cross sections must be included in the differential scattering term of

Equation 3.3-27. Additionally, at these low energies, the effective

cross sections increase due to the binding effects of the molecule.

Physically, the neutron is moving at such low speed that its wavelength

is generally several orders of magnitude larger than the radius of the

target molecule. This means that the neutron interacts with the entire

molecule rather than the individual atoms of the molecule (Williams,

1966]. Since the cross-section represents a probability of interac-

tion, one would naturally expect the magnitude of this probability to

increase at very low energies. The binding effects are particularly

important for light nuclides and takes the form [Foderaro, 1971]:
lim 0bound a afree (A + 1

2  (3.3-28)

E*O A
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From Equation 3.3-28, one can see that for hydrogen, the bound

Icross section can be as high as four times the free cross section as
E + 0. As A increases, the bound effect becomes less important. For

*, example, for Li-6 the multiplier is 1.36, and for W-182 the multiplier

*' Is 1.01. Thus, binding effects on scattering are particularly import-

ant when the medium includes hydrogen at very low energies (< 0.1ev).

From quantum mechanics, the differential scattering kernel has

been represented by the free gas model in which the target nuclei is

treated as a monotomic gas. The following assumptions are made in

deriving the free gas model [Williams, 1966]:

A. No intermolecular forces

B. No internal structure to the scatters

C. No interference effects (neglect coherent scattering)

D. Spin allowed

E. Scattering occurs at equilibrium temperature, T, and pos-
sesses a Maxwellian velocity distribution in the absence of
nonequilibrium effects

The differential scattering averaged over all angles takes the

form:

(Es. E) 02

2EO

+s (E"OV- -Ee --W VEf+V- W <-
e {erf(eO'V' - ei-) + erf(Oc'r + Xr,-)l

.5

+ erflevT - . v,-i-) . erf(8/F + x~di') 1r. < e)

e j erfle/' " - >, 1 -) - erf(e/¢' + vr-)

+ erf(eOv - - Xvr') + erf(eV&- + xVle1 (el > e)

(3.3-29)
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where:
£ - E/kT

B*(A+I )/2/T

- (A-t)/2/A-

E f E s(Ed) for E>>kT

Unfortunately, the free gas model does not capture the complete

binding effects of hydrogen at very low energy. However, as will be

shown in the results section, the contribution to total energy deposi-

tion of neutron interactions below .1 ev is low enough so that this

limitation of the free gas model has a minor effect on internal heating

rates.

The condition of c€ < e represents a condition of neutron upscat-

tering; whereas c' > e represents of condition of downscattering.

Figures 3.3-2 and 3.3-3 present a graphic portrayal of Equation 3.3-29

for hydrogen and oxygen. From classical physics, we know that maximum

energy exchange occurs when the neutron strikes light nuclides. This

physical reality is obvious when comparing the transfer probabilities

of the light hydrogen with the heavier oxygen. From Figure 3.3-3 we

also see why upscatter is not significant for heavier elements, even at

low energies.

The scattering cross section at energy E' is defined as:

E5(E') - J o 5 (E' + E)dE (3.3-30)

Substituting Equation 3.3-29 into Equation 3.3-30 results in:

s (E' -2 A' C (2W '+ 1)erf(/' - ) +-L V2 Ac- e AE] (3.3-31)
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Figure 3.3-2 Energy Transfer Function in a Monatomic Gas
with A--

1.0

b" tr

Figure 3.3-3 Energy Transfer Function in a Monatomic Gas
with A-16
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As with the scattering cross sections, the absorption cross sec-

tion can be expressed in a closed form, analytic equation fitted to

experimental data for each nuclide. For Li-6, the following expression

can be derived from absorption cross section as:

a a= exp (cjlnE + c./E + c 3 ) ± 0.0093% barns

for 10-5 E e 10 ev (3.3-32)

where:

c - -5.000655 x 10-1

c2  4.991685 x 10- 9

c3 , 5.002779

Similar expressions can be found for the absorption cross section of

other nuclides.

The source term in Equation 3.3-27 represents neutrons arriving at

a particular thermal energy level form epithermal energies. Above the

thermal cut-off energy, the flux shape will be 1/E and a standard

slowing down kernel can be used to represent differential scattering.

Returning to Equation 3.3-29, the slowing down kernel is obtained by

taking the limit of the downscattering term Wc' > ) as kT 0.

This results In [Beckurts and Wirtz, 1964]:

E sE) (A + _. for Eth < E < h

E s(E'+ E) - 4A E" a (3.3-33)

0 Otherwise

The flux in the slowing down region is of the form:

#(E') - 1 for E > Eth (3.3-34)
4z s(E' )E(
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The slowing down source term for thermal energies can then be

represented as:

tn
S(E) = Es(E ° + E)(E)dE (3.3-35)

Substituting Equations 3.3-33 and 3.3-34 into Equation 3.3-35

results in:

S(E) - E sEO) (A + 1)2 1 1 dE (3.3-36)
th 4A EA CZs(E-)E-

,- -- ] for E ) m~tn

(1 - )( Eth ES(E)-{
0 for E < aEth (3.3-37)

where:

A-i 2
A + I~ )

The source term of Equation 3.3-37 can be generalized to a mixture

of nuclides by multiplying by the nuclide density and summing over all

nuclides. This approach is valid from a physics standpoint since each

neutron interacts wltn the atoms of the mixture separately, and from an

engineering standpoint since we are interested in the thermal flux

shape rather than magnitude. The source term for the mixture takes the

form:

- - for E ) iEth
nuclides (1 - Qt Eth E (3.3-38)$mix(E) - t { (.-8

10 for E < aiEth
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The group source term is then:

E
Smix(Eg) = J+ Smix (E)dE (3.3-39)

g+ s

Substituting Equation 3.3-38 into Equation 3.3-39 results in:

SI[.& -a in (E I )]

nuclides (1 - Qi)ti Eth i E+ 1
S-(E m i for.Eg+l > iEtn

0 for Eg+1 < aiEth

(3.3-40)

3.3.3.3 Numerical Solution of the Non-Maxwellian Thermal Flux. The

non-Mb% thermal flux will be used as the weighting function for col-

lapsing of the temperature dependent multi-group neutron cross sections

into fewer neutron energy groups, to include the upscattering effects

at low energy. The non-equilibrium flux can now be solved for by

insertion of Equations 3.3-29, 3.3-31, and 3.3-40 into Equation 3.3-27,

which can be rewritten in multigroup matrix form as:

(g(E) + g(E))19 (E) = Sg(E)

1 Eth
+g(E + E)I(E) + E g(E- + E)I(E-) + Z £g(E- + E)I(E')Eg-1 sEg+1

In-group Downscatter Upscatter
scatter (3.3-41)

The differential scattering term has been subdivided into its

three components; upscatter, downscatter, and in-group scatter. These

differential scattering terms can be moved to the left hand side of

Equation 3.3-41 for solution of the coupled group fluxes.
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Figure 3.3-4. Illustration of Collapse of Cross Section
from 7 Groups to 3 Groups
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The upscatter cross sections represent the upper triangular off-

diagonal elements, and the downscatter cross sections are included in

the lower triangular off-diagonal elements. The in-group scattering

term is a diagonal term, and become part of what is commonly referred

to as the removal cross section. This is represented by:

E(E)= ag(E) + Zg(E) - E *(E + E) (3.3-42)

The highest energy group, El, represents the first multigroup

below the thermal energy threshold cut-off. The lowest energy group,

Eth, represents the lowest group used in the analysis.

The thermal flux spectrum can now be used to collapse the large

number of thermal group cross sections to the small number of multi-

group cross sections used in the transport calculation, as discussed

earlier. Figure 3.3-4 is an illustration of the collapse of the

upscattering cross sections from seven neutron groups to three. The

extension to a larger number of groups follows directly. Using the

temperature corrected, non-M-B cross sections, the transport calcula-

tion can be re-run as before to determine any effects on the energy

deposition in the shield.

3.4 block 2: Thermal Analysis Theory

The main objectives of tnis block were to:

a. Model tne shield of the SP-100 reactor as an axisynmetric

structure, with radiative heat transfer and adiabatic and/or isothermal

boundary conditions.

b. Using heating rates from the radiation transport calculation,

determine the temperature distribution throughout the shield.
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c. Develop an understanding of the coupling between radiation

transport and heat transfer for the SP-100 reactor system.

Figure 3.4-1 is an overview of the temperature calculation model

for the shield. The space reactor shield is a continuum medium with

a radiative boundary condition at its outer radial surface. The front

face of the shield (core side) and back face of the shield were therm-

ally insulated with an adiabatic surface (i.e., thermal equilibrium

with core, q = 0) [Barattino, 1985]. The governing equation for steady

state operation was:

V - k(r,z,T) VT(r,z) + ''(r,z) - 0 (3.4-1)

where:

k(r, z, T) = Temperature and spatially dependent thermal

conductivity

T(r, z) = Steady state temperature as a function of position

q'"(rz) = Internal heat generation per unit volume due to
gamma and neutron interaction

With boundary conditions:

a. For outer radial surface:

, n = e(TkFi4 ( -f1) = 0 (3.4-2)

where:

q - Heat flux at surface

n = Normal unit vector at surface

re(T) - Emissivity of the radiating surface

c= Stefan-Boltzmann constant

Fi* j - View factor of surface with adjacent surfaces

Ts = Temperature of radiating surface

=" = Ambient temperature as a function of orbit
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Figure 3.4-4 is a schematic of the energy balance calculation just

described.

Surface Finite

Figure 3.4-4: Schematic of Heat Flow From a Single Finite
Element Along a Heat Rejection Surface

From this figure, the radial and axial heat flows from a single element

are determined from:

qr(e) . - k Te) = kNrT
rr r r i,r i

(3.4-31)

qz(e) -k e) -kN T.z "zl'z z ,'Z

The resultant heat flow is qnet' which has a vector projection Y

degrees from the horizontal. The angle of the heat rejection surface

is B degrees, which can be determined for the coordinates of the nodes

on the surface. When y > B, net heat flow out the surface occurs. The

amount of heat leaving the surface, qout' is the projection of q net

normal to the surface. The algorithm of Equation 3.4-32 shows how qout

is determined.
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Use of tnis convergence check, in turn, requires some suitable method

for determining max . Thus, when the spectral radius is very close to

1.0, the effective convergence criteria is reduced by its product with

(G - max ). In SHLVTEMP, the user can specify tolerances on the maxi-

mum change in nodal temperatures from one iteration to the next, the

relative change in radiative heat transfer coefficient, or the relative

change in thermal conductitivities. The radiative heat transfer coef-

ficient can be quite limiting criterion for small e as its value is

3
proportional to T . Of course, the final check to premature conver-

gence (as well as accuracy of results) is the comparison of total

energy deposited to energy transferred out, based on the final temper-

ature distribution. The importance of convergence criteria for the

nonlinear radiation neat transfer problem is further discussed in Sec-

tion 5.2. As will be shown, energy balances over boundary elements

proved to be the most critical convergence criterion.

With regard to the final energy balance, the net heat flux at each

surface must be integrated over the surface area and summed over all

surfaces for comparison with total energy deposition. This is accom-

plisned in SHLUTEMP by determining the energy leaving each finite ele-

ment along a given surface. The net heat flow vector is the vector sun

of radial and axial heat flows from a single element. If this vector

lies within the plane of heat rejection, then the component of the net

heat flow vector normal to the heat rejection surface is the amount of

energy exiting that particular segment of surface.
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Figure 3.4-3: Flowchart of Solution Method Used in Temperature
Code, SHLDTEMP

Generate Input Data to Include
Initial Guess of Radiative

Heat Transfer Coefficient, ico
and Heating Rates from Radiation Transport
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for Boundary Conditions
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i
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Solve System of Equations
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i
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• Thermal Conductivity
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where c is the volume fraction of the fiber (or LiH). As with kz , the

radial thermal conductivity kr, collapses to kf as c + 1.

3.4.3 Temperature Code, SHLDTEMP. Figure 3.4-3 flowcharts the

solution method used in the temperature analysis code SHLDTEMP. With

the system of assembled equations, the incremental nodal temperatures,

AT, are solved for using either a direct elimination or iterative

solver method. SHLDTEMP (and SHLDSTR) allows for solution of the equa-

tions with either an LOLt Gaussian elimination routine (Bathe, 1982) or

an iterative method using a preconditioned Jacobi method with conjugent

gradient acceleration (Eisenstat, 1980).

The details of Figure 3.4-3 are self-explanatory with some excep-

tions. By keeping the thermal conductivity constant for the first 3

iterations, the temperature distribution has an opportunity to begin to

stabilize. Allowing k(T) to vary from the start can sometimes lead to

a diverging system if the initial surface temperature swings are large.

However, by the fourth iteration, the system no longer experiences

extreme perturbations and convergence is more likely to be achieved.

The three convergence checks of Figure 3.4-3 represents a very

conservative approach toward program termination. But with an incre-

mental solution method, there is always a chance of premature conver-

gence due to slowly varying changes in the unknown. This is parti-

cularly true for a system with a spectral radius, X max, close to one.

Some codes (particularly in radiation transport) overcome this false

convergence with a convergence check of [Hageman and Young, 1981]:

1 ) IAxm < (3.4-30)

X max Ixm

where c is some prescribed convergence tolerance.
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To obtain thermal conductivity from thermal resistance:

uc (3.4-26)
RucAuc

Substituting Equation 3.4-25 into Equation 3.4-26 results in:

kUC(T) • 2bAxl 2 (T) + b2 km(T)kf(T) (3.4-27)

z 2b&xmkf(T) + b2 km(T)

With this result, we see that kz reduces to kf as AXm + 0.

b. Radial Thermal Conductivity

The radial thermal conductivity is determined with the following

thermal resistance model:

Rf

= Fiber

Matrix

From this model, the radial thermal resistance for the unit cell (uc)

is:

uc U RfRmRr (3.4-28)
Rf +Rm

From Equation 3.4-28, the radial thermal conductivity for the unit cell

is:

kUc(T) - (1 - C)k (T) + ckf(T) (3.4-29)
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bFiberb (LiH) ,.,. r

IIz
Matrix A&Xm

(SS316)

Figure 3.4-2: Unit Cell Used to Model Orthotropic
Thermal Conductivities

a. Axial Thermal Conductivity

The axial thermal conductivity is determined with the following

thermal resistance model:

Rf

Hu R + 1
Rmn 1/f ml (3.-24

Matrix (342 Matrix

Matrix

From tis model, the axial thermal resistance for the unit cell (uc)

is:

Rm I/Rf + I/Rm 2 R(.-4

With b - 2Ax m - b, Equation (3.4-24) simplifies to:

uc _____m_+__b

Rz b (3.4-25)
bLkm  L(2Axmkm + kf b)
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For surface elements the local node numbers 1 and 2 form the boundary

nodes in Equations 3.4-22.

3.4.2 Principal Axis Thermal Conductivities. The algebraic set

of equations used to solve for the temperature throughout the shield

includes a tensor matrix to account for directionally dependent thermal

conductivities. Tungsten, the gamma attenuation portion of the shield,

is an isotropic material, thereby simplifying to k r(T) - kz(T). How-

ever, the neutron attenuation material for the space reactor is cur-

rently envisioned to be comprised of lithium hydride either pressed

(hot or cold) or cast into a thin foil honeycomb matrix, made of stain-

less steel. This material had been shown to have a minor directional

dependence to the principal axis thermal conductivities [Welch,

1967a].

To maintain an axisynmmetric shield, thermal resistance of the

shield was modelled as shown in Figure 3.4-2. The LiI and honeycomb

matrix were homogenized to a unit cell, with principal axes aligned

with material axes.

All radial conduction paths were considered as parallel to the

longitudinal axis of the honeycomb structure. The axial direction

thermal resistance was based on the heat conduction path perpendicular

to the honeycomb structure. The conductivity matrix was considered to

be orthotropic, with no contribution of axial heat transfer to radial

heat transfer and vice versa. In other words.

k(r zT) - r (3.4-23)

The values of r and Az were based on the following thermal

resistance models:
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The contributions of K, R , and to the matrix and vec-

tor are included only for surface elements (SE) experiencing

convection, radiative heat transfer, or an external heat flux. A final

substitution to be made is to discretize the radius, r, within each

integral by:

r = N r. (3.4-21)

The integrations can now be carried out using the shape functions for

the 3 node triangular elements, presented in Equation 3.2-8. Carrying

out these integrations, the elemental equations are:
2

k [ bj bjb2  b1b2
K =2 (r, + r 2 + r 3 )[ b2  bjb3J

= 1Lb3

2

!-Z ( r2 + r[ : 2 C:c3:
12& SYMC 3 i

us.,TS(I -1) r +r2 r, +r2

s 12L r1 +r 2  r, + 3r2J

+ K (T5 (i-1) )!D [ 3r, + r2  r, + r2 ]
12 rl + r2  r 1 + 3r

6r, + 2r2 + 2r, 2r, + 2r2 +r, 2r1 +r 2 + 2r31'qf" 1
RY, 2r1 + 6r2 + 2r3  r, + 2r2 + 2r3 jq: "

60 [qI L 2rl + 2r2 + 6rsJqj"

h -(Ts(i
- 
1) 

_ 3r, + r2  rL + r2 11 -

12 r, + 3r2  r 3 + 3r2 I (i-I

S TSi-i)) i[ r l + r2 ri + r2 T" - Ts( i ' )

12 r r, + r2  r, + 3r2 T" - Ts(£-1)

(3.4-22)
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Substitution of Equation 3.4-18 into Equation 3.4-17 and this, in

turn, into Equation 3.4-16 results in:

k JrkNr Tirdr + J AkzNizNjZqTirdrd + j h(T)N N 4rTrd

+ Jh(T)N Nj&TirdL N ( Nj'lrdrdz + JNNj(T rdl d
ext

+J~ph(T)NNj(1'. T- (~1 '1 ) )rdrclz +j ICT (T a- P-) )rdrdz

- IAkrNf,rNj,rT Irdrdz - JAkzNi,zNj,zTIrdrdz (3.4-19)

This represents the system of equations for a single element. The

total system of equations are assembled by simply summing over all

elements. The final system to be solved can be expressed in matrix

form as:

CK1 + K AT = Ri - K 1 1  (3.4-20)
U as U1 A

where:

NE
a 41 JA(krNirNj,r + kN ,/NJz )rdrdz

SE
s JL 0-(h(T)NiNJ + K(TlNiN)rdrdz

R a qiis + R +Rh +RB
" q" * qext +

NE
8q a 4 NtNjqt"rdrdz

SE

Rqext a -1 j NiNjq extrde

SE .T(.

R - ( T)N N (17 Ts( ))rdrdz

SE JC K(T) NI Nj (f. Ts(t-1)rdrdz
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A final substitution to made is based on an energy balance at the sur-

face which requires that energy flux conducted to the surface equals

the energy flux carried away by convection and radiation and energy

flux deposited by external heat sources. Or,

-knTn - qnnn - h(T)(T s - 1 + c(T)(T s - 7') - qext (3.4-15)

The boundary condition of Equation 3.4-2 does not include the convec-

tion or external heat source terms, as they are not present in this

analysis. Nevertheless, they are carried through in this derivation

for the sake of completeness.

Substituting Equation 3.4-15 into Equation 3.4-14 and performing

some algebra results in:

Svk rT, rN rdV + J vkzT. zN,zdV - Ivq NdV + J sqextNdS

+ j sNh(T)(1" - TS)dS + js NKT)(T " - TS)dS (3.4-16)

As before, an elemental temperature is expended in terms of the shape

functions and nodal unkowns as:

T 3 NtT1 a NiTt (3.4-17)

Indicial
Notation

where the expansion is defined in terms of 3 node, triangular elements.

A further substitution is made for Ti by making a Newton-Raphson

approximation for determining the nonlinear temperature in an incre-

mental approach. Thus, the nodal temperature for the ith iteration is

found from:

Ti - 'I + AT1  (3.4-18)

where the subscript i still represents the nodal value and the super-

script i represents the iteration number.
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1I
J v[ ((krrNT,rr - krrT,rN,r) + L ((kzrNT,zl z - kzrN,zT,z)rr r

+ q"''N]dV * 0 (3.4-9)

From Gauss' Theorm, for a general vector v:

Jv divergence vdV a J sVndS (3.4-10)

where vn is the normal component of v at the surface.

In cylindrical coordinates, the divergence of v is:

div v - [(rv ),r + (rVz) z + Vel (3.4-11)

r

The axisymmetry of the problem requires that veto= 0. From

Fourier's law, we have:

q. nr
- -krT,r

(3.4-12)

q, nz a -kzTsz
where nr and nz are unit normals in the radial and axial directions.

The first and third terms of Equation 3.4-9 can be rewritten in

terms of Equation 3.4-12, as:

L (k rrNT, r),r - -L (rNq n )
r€rr r

(3.4-13)

(k zrNT, z),z - - (rNq n z),z
r r

Comparison of Equations 3.4-13 with Equation 3.4-11 shows that the

volume integrals of the first and third terms of Equation 3.4-9 can be

replaced by surface integrals, resulting in:

J s(q - nr)NdS + J s(q • nz)NdS + j vkrTrNrdV

+ j vkzT, zN, zdV + j vq'NdV 0 (3.4-14)
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was acnieved in the same manner as the radiation transport (diffusion)

equation. The residual of the governing equation was weighted with an

arbitrary test function and integrated over the volume. The state

variable, temperature, was expanded in terms of a linear set of basis

functions. Using the same basis functions for the state variable and

the test function, the Galerkin formulation for steady state heat

conduction in cylindrical coordinates takes the form:

jvl- (r krT, r),r + I_ (r kzT,z) + q"']N dV =0 (3.4-4)
r r ,

In its current form, Equation 3.4-4 would produce a nonsymmetric

matrix and tne order of the basis functions would have to be at least

quadratic to insure a continuous temperature distribution. However,

with a slight aount of algebra, a weak, symetric form can be derived

which is more readily adaptable to digital computation. We begin by

recalling the chain rule from calculus:

(rNT,r ). r rNT,rr + NT, + rT, Nr (345)

Again from the chain rule:

N(rT, )r  = rNT, rr + NT, (3.4-6)

Comparing Equations 3.4-6 and 3.4-5 results in:

N(rT, r),r = (rNT, r),r - rT, rN, r (3.4-7)

A similar application of the chain rule leads to:

N(rT, z),z = (rNT, z),z - rN, zT, z  (3.4-8)

Now assuming a weak dependence of k and k on r, Equations 3.4-7"" r z

and 3.4-8 can be substituted into Equation 3.4-4 resulting in:
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o. For all other shield surfaces:

.q * n = 0 (3.4-3)

The internal neat generation q'''",z) was determined for each

mesh point from radiation transport. Heating within the shield was due

*, primarily to neutron scattering and absorption, and gamma attentuation.

The equations for converting the respective neutron and gamma fluxes

were included in the previous section.

With the internal heat generation within the shield determined,

the temperature distribution can be calculated. The nonlinearity due

to radiative cooling of the shield can be dealt with by linearizing the

energy transfer at the cooling surface by:

0 .* F~,~(,3 -"

'r oe Fj(j2 - I

= F1J+(T + )(J s + T")(T s - I1 K (T)(I s - I (3.4-4)

where:
i!2 w!a 2 (~s

F: (T) -or, fi + .T ) + ..
j+.2-)(~I )

A variety of numerical schemes have been employed to equate the

radiated energy with the energy conducted to the surface through the

shield in order to determine the temperature dependent radiation heat

transfer coefficient, K(T) [Bathe, 1982 and Huebner and Thornton,

1982]. Using this equivalent radiation coefficient, the temperature

distribution can be iterated on until an energy balance equilibrium is

achieved.

3.4.1 Uerivation of System of Equations for Solving Nonlinear

Temperature Distribution. The discretization of the heat conduction

equation into a form that can be easily solved on a digital computer
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If -1804 y 0 and Iy4 90 + 1i1 then

a = 90 - (lyI " a) (3.4-32)

qout = qnet " cosa

The value of qout is then summed as part of the total energy leav-

ing that particular surface. Similar type algorithms are built into

SHLDTEMP for other angled surfaces. All that is required of the user

is to define the type of surface (see Figure 3.4.5) and the surface

boundary condition (adiabatic, isothermal, radiative heat transfer,

convective heat transfer) when the mesh is being generated. From this

input, the necessary information to perform the heat transfer calcula-

tion is generated.

3.4.4 Validation of Temperature Code. To test the accuracy of

the temperature code, SHLDTEMP, 1-D temperature distributions in both

cartesian and cylindrical coordinates were determined using the Newton-

Raphson method with simplex elements. The results were then compared

with the exact solution. The test cases consisted of a W-LiH shield,

internally heated by gamma radiation and neutrons, cooled by thermal

radiation to space, and either insulated or isothermal at its front

(slab) or inner surface (cylinder). Heating rates at the front surface

of the shield were assumed uniform along the entire core-shield

interface.

The governing equation for the temperature distribution in each

region was a Poisson equation with constant thermal conductivities.

For the slab shield, internal heating rates were exponentially atten-

uated by each region's respective neutron removal and gamma absorption

cross sections. The exact analytical solutions for the slab are con-

tained in Appendix 1. For the cylindrical shield, internal heating was
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Figure 3.4-5 Types of Surface Available for User Selection
In Determining Final Heat Flow in SHLDTEMP

Surface Descriptor

Type # Axes Frame Geometric SP-100 Shield Location1

1 1L..~ ~- -Inner Radial Front
r

2 IIOuter Radial Front

* Y

3 Outer Axial Front

*4 Outer Axial Back

5 IIRadial Back

1 Surface in SPI0N Shield as Follows:

54
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kept constant. The exact solution for the cylinder is included in

Appendix 2. Figure 3.5-6 shows the 1-0 slab results for both the adia-

batic and isothermal front surface conditions. The excellent agreement

between analytic and FEM solutions is readily apparent. The maximum

difference between the two solutions was less than 0.1 . The input

data from the test cases is included in Table Al of Appendix 1. Figure

3.5-7 shows the 1-D, cylinder results for an adiabatic inner surface

for two different heating values. Again, the agreement between exact

and numerical solutions is excellent, differing by less than 0.1% at

any given radial position.

3.5 Block 3: Thermal Stress/Strain Theory. The main objectives

of this block were to:

a. Model the shield of the SP-100 reactor as an axisymmetric

structure, with specified displacement conditions.

b. Develop a finite element code for evaluating the steady-state

stresses, strains, and displacements induced by the temperature gra-

dient throughout the axisymmetric shield. Bilinear elasticity theory

was used during this analysis.

Figure 3.5-1 is an overview of the stress/strain analysis model

developed for the shield. Once the temperature distribution was known,

the effects of temperature gradient on the strains and stresses were

determined. To better understand the effect of temperature, the equi-

librium equations for a 3-D body are [Rivello, 1969]:

aT T
(A + G) !e + GV2 uii - (3A + 2G). t + Xtt = 0 (3.5-1)

ax11  ax11
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where:

X - Lam constant = VE

(1 + vM)(1 - 2v)

E - Young's modulus of elasticity

v - Poisson's ratio

G - Shear modulus of elasticity

uti = Displacement in i axis direction

= Temperature coefficient of expansion in i axis direction

T - Temperature

Xif - Surface force component in i axis direction

e a V e uii

x - Position vector

One can readily see from Equation 3.5-1 that the temperature grad-

ient (3rd term on left hand side of the equation) takes the form of a

body force in its influence on the equilibrium of a continuum struc-

ture. Once the displacements (and strains) are known, the stresses are

determined from:

a -ae + 2G eit- (3A + 2G) QTt T (3.5-2)

CtJ a Gc €t (3.5-3)

where e are longitudinal strains and e i are shearing strains.

The temperature of Equation 3.5-2 represents the local temperature rise

at a point location above some reference datum.

The magnitude of the temperature gradient affects the thermal

strains, and along with the temperature at that location, gives rise to

local stresses. The flowchart of Figure 3.4-1 gives an overview of the

displacement method in solving for the strains and stresses using

finite element theory.
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From previous experimental data during the SNAP program, tension

cracking was encountered in the LiH in previous designs at the lower

power levels. Welch (1967a and 1967c) has also reported the appearance

of compressive creep in LiH at elevated temperatures. Such behavior

was not unexpected since the material was mentioned at temperatures

well above 0.5 x Tmelt. At such high temperatures, a detailed stress

analysis must account for the plastic behavior prior to fracture crack-

ing in the LiH.

As if this geometric nonlinearity did not offer the computational

analyst enough challenge, lithium hydride is a bilinear material, with

different elastic moduli for compression and tension. Hence, even for

small strain states, an incremental load aproach is required to analyze

the thermal stresses. The general approach adopted in this research

was to initially consider the LiH-SS matrix in a 3-D coordinate sys-

tems, treating the LiH surrounded by SS as a composite material. Using

composite cylinders models developed by Christensen and Hashin

[Christensen, 1979) to analyze a unit cell, the principal axes material

properties were calculated for the homogenized cell.

Compliance and stiffness moduli were then determined using bilin-

ear elasticity theory as developed by Jones (1977) for orthotropic

materials in a principal axes coordinate system. The calculation of

the thermal stress/strains was completed using a modified Newton-

Raphson iteration, with the spatial discretization modelled with the 3

node, bilinear shape functions for each element.

The system of equations to be solved for the material displace-

ments using linear elastic theory will shortly be derived. As before,
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a Galerkin formulation can be used to generate this system of equa-

tions. Such a derivation is included in the finite element text by

Zienkiewicz and Morgan (1983). However, as a comparison with the

previous derivations, the equations will be briefly outlined starting

with a variational function. While the end result is the same, what

becomes obvious is the somewhat "blind" reliance on the accuracy of the

functional by the engineer in accurately representing the physical

reality of the system to be analyzed. As with the question of linear

versus higher order elements, this issue Is well outside the scope of

this research and left for others to address.

3.5.1 Derivation of System of Equations for Determining

Stresses/Strains. The system of equations to be solved for the dis-

placements of the shield are based on an equilibrium of forces during

steady-state operation. Variational calculus is used to derive this

system in axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates.

For a linear elastic continuous medium, the variational function

is [Plan and Tong, 1969 and Bathe, 1982]:

, ' v e tce d J v Utf" dY - fs Ut fs dS - E Ut F1  (3.5-4)
2 1

where:

e - strain vector

C a Material matrix

U a Displacements

fs B Body forces

f S -Surface or traction forces

Fi a Concentrated forces
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The virtual derivative of the functional is set equal to zero,

resulting in:

6W a 0 Jv t C e dV - Jv 6Ut fB dV - Js 6Ut fs dS Z 6UtFi

(3.5-5)

By discretizing Equation 3.5-5, a system of algebraic equations can be

derived in terms of the unknown displacements at each node.

For each element, we have:
(e) n

u(e) (r,z) - Z N 1 (r,z)U a NiU (3.5-6)
i=1 Indicial

Notation
where:

u( e) . Displacement of the element

H1  - Shape function for the ith node

U - Nodal displacement

n a Number of nodes for each element

From Equation 3.5-6, one can write the discretized strain equation

as:

(e) rnC(r,z)  Bt(r,z) U i a BiUt (3.5-7)

Indicial
Notation

where Bt is the strain-displacement operator for an axisymemtric

geometry.

Substituting Equations 3.5-6 and 3.5-7 into Equation 3.5-5, we are

left with:
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Jv B16U C B1ut dV j sNi6UI fs dS

+ JvN16U1 fB dV - J r B16UiC QTT dV

" J v B16UioIdV (3.5-8)

The last term on the right-hand side of Equation 3.5-8 is included

to account for any initial stresses on the system other than thermal

loading due to the temperature gradient. Since Equation 3.5-8 accounts

for only a single element, the system of equations for the entire

assemblage of elements must be included. Thus, the final system of

algebraic equations to be solved becomes:

NE t ME t
Z 6U1 f B1C B1U1 dY - Z 6Uj LJ sNtf s dS + Jv NifB dV
e-1 e-l

- fv~iC oTT dV - J vBtiodVj (3.5-9)

Dividing out the 6UI from both sides, Equation 3.5-9 can be

rewritten as:

K Y -I (3.5-10a)

and

"8 s + R -R. (3.5-10b)

where:

K -J ABiCBirdrdz

Rs a J INifsrt

R - ANffBrdrdz
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k - J d iordrdz

RT = JA 1CaTTrdrdz

As with the temperature calculation, Equation 3.5-10 can be cast

as a Newton kaphson iteration and solved as:

KAui -Ri  - Ki ' I U (3.5-11a)

from which the displacements are determined as:

U i . i-I + q i (3.5-11b)

The use of Equation 3.5-Ua allows for the solution of material

nonlinear proolems. It also means that the program used to solve the

nonlinear temperature distribution, can be adapted to solve for the

bilinear elastic or materially nonlinear stresses, as well.

During steady-state operation of the SP-10 reactor, the only

loading on the shield is due to temperature effects, which are often

viewed as initial body loads. This means that RT of Equation 3.5-10 is

the only contribution to the right hand side of the equilibrium Equa-

tion 3.5-11.

The exact composition of Nt, , and C have yet to be defined.

The discussion of the next section focuses on the material matrix, ,

for the neutron attenuation portion of the shield. The SP-10 design

calls for lithiu= hydride to be cast or cold-pressed into a honeycomb

matrix, made of stainless steel. The LiH-noneycomb matrix must be

"homogenizea" in some manner for the numerical calculation of the

stress/strain/displacements throughout the shield. The effective mate-

rial properties of tne homogenized matrix were developed using compo-

site theory, which will be presented in the next section.
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3.5.2 Composite Cylinders Model. At first appearance, the LiH

honeycomb matrix shield appears to be highly anisotropic. The axis

parallel to the honeycomb extends throughout the entire radial distance

at a prescribed angle in the R-6 plane. This geometry accounts for a

6-dependence of material properties, thus requiring a full 3-U analysis

(R-8-Z). However, in the interest of simplifying the analyses, a

single unit cell of the LiH-honeycomb matrix was evaluated to determine

under what conditions orthotropic or even isotropic material properties

could be used to calculate the thermal stress/strains throughout the

shield.

The unit cell was idealized as shown in Figure 3.5-2.

3
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The composite cylinders model used in composite theory was

employed during this analysis in which the LiH was analogous to the

fioer and the SS represented the matrix. The coordinate system of

Figure 3.5-2 is employed such that the 2-3 plane corresponds to the r-6

(transverse) plane and the I-axis is the same as the 3-axis of the unit

cell. Because of the syvmmetry in the 2-3 plane, the material is

transversely isotropic.

According to composite cylinders theory, the following displace-

ment field was assumed [Christensen, 1979]:

U =Ar
rLiH

U = b r + C (3.5-12)

rss r

Uz e z

Subject to the following boundary conditions:

ur LiH Urss at r = a

a rLi yr o at r = a (3.5-13)

0 r O atr=b

The first two boundary conditions of Equation 3.5-13 imply perfect

contact between the LiH and SS during operation, which is quite reason-

able based on experimental results during the SNAP program. The third

boundary condition requires that the outer radial stress disappears

from the unit cell. Since this outer surface is not free to expand due

to the constraint of the adjacent unit cell (honeycomb matrix), this

boundary condition represents an approximation to the real system.
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effective shear modulus is 1.4% at c = 0.99 and independent of the

Poisson's ratio difference. The error on the uniaxial moduli ranges

from o.7% (for IvLiH - -AIl = 0.13) to 1.1% (for IvLiH - VAIl = 0.03)

at c - 0.99.

Thus, the treatment of an Lil-AI shield at temperatures near 600 K

as an isotropic material, has been quantified using the cylindrical

cylinders model. The isotropic approximation using ROM is quite rea-

sonable for a wide range of elastic mod-li of LiN, provided the differ-

ence in Poisson's ratio between the LiH and Al is small. As this dif-

ference increases to 0.08 (i.e., vLiH ' 0.25), the volume ratio of LiH

must oe greater than 0.98 to remain within a 10% error bound on all

material properties.

The effect of the aluminum on the stiffness of the unit cell can

be examined with CCM results. At elevated temperatures, neither LiH

nor Al maintain very much stiffness (or strength). Hence, intuitively

one would expect the material properties to be very close to those of

Lit, as the volume fraction of LiH remains above 99%. Table 3.5-5

lists the moduli and Poisson's ratios for the fiber, matrix, and unit

cell using CCM for two widely varying values of Poisson's ratio of LiH

and a volume fraction of 99%. From this data, when the difference in

Poisson's ratio between the fiber and matrix is minimal, the material

properties of the unit cell are nearly those of the fiber at this high

volume fraction. However, as the difference in Poisson's ratios

widens, the directional dependence of properties begins to emerge, even

for a fiber-matrix combination whose stiffness moduli are of the same

order of magnitude. Of particular interest from Table 3.5-5 is the

fact that when Poisson's ratio of the fiber is much less than that for
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both temperatures [Lundberg, 1962], the value of E6To K = 2.1 GPa was

determined from:

E 
c

S = ET3 K (3.5-27)
bUK 293 K

E293 K

The possible error in using this correlation depends on the qual-

ity of the LiH samples used in the experiments. The room temperature

density of the sample was recorded as 97% weight, minimum. doth the

compression and tension test samples were cold pressed. However, there

was no mention in these test results as to whether the LiH sample used

in compression had been sintered as had the tension test sample.2

An even more basic reason that Equation 3.5-27 may not be accur-

ate, is simply that such a ratio is not valid for a bilinear material.

Hence, some sensitivity on E at elevated temeprature is warranted.

Figure 3.5-5 shows the effect of uncertainties in the elastic modulus

of LiH at elevated temperature.

For a modulus of 2.1 GPa for Li, the ratio of EAl /ELiH is 4.0.

As this ratio moves closer to 1.0 (corresponding to E/E0 - 3 in fig-

ure 3.5-5), the material approaches isotropic over all range of LiH

volume fraction, for small differences in Poisson's ratio.

Table 3.5-4 is an attempt to quantify the effect of uncertainties

in Poisson's ratio at elevated temperature. For c = 0.99, the maximum

error in an isotropic assumption ranges from 21.9% (for IVLiH - VAlI =

0.13) to 1.1% (for IVLiH - VAll = 0.03). The error associated with

2 however, the test engineer who conducted these experiments recently
conveyed that all samples were sintered, to his recollection [Lundberg,
1984].
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While the material properties of aluminum are known with a fair

degree of certainty even at elevated temperatures, this is not the case

for LiH. Hence, some sensitivity analysis is necessary with respect to

moduli and Poisson's ratio of the LiH. These sensitivity results are

plotted in Figures 3.5-3 through 3.5-5.

From Figures 3.5-3 and 3.5-4, the effect of temperature on isotro-

picy is analyzed. For the case where Poisson's ratio is close for the

'two materials (vLiH ' 0.3, vAl - 0.33), the fiber-matrix cell is essen-

tially isotropic, and ROM is quite accurate for determining material

properties for all volume fractions of LiH at room temperature. At

elevated temperature (600 K), the isotropic approximation with ROM

remains quite reasonable (< 7% error) down to 95% volume fraction.

Based on past shield designs, the actual volume fraction of LIN should

be above 99%, which results in a maximum error of 1.4% or less for the

ROM approximation.

As the difference In Poisson's ratio increases between LiH and Al,

(i.e., vLiH decreases), the error in RON for the effective Poisson's

ratio of the homogenized material increases significantly. For a

volume fraction of 0.99, the error is 22.4% at room temperature and

21.9% at 600 K. The difficulty of predicting material behavior for

composites is reflected by Figure 3.5-4 in observing that the ROM error

increases with increasing LiH volume fraction at room temperature, and

decreases with increasing LIH volume fraction at elevated temperature.

This reversal is due to the relative differences in elastic moduli of

LiH and Al at the two temperatures.

The tension modulus for LiH at high temperatures was not reported

In any open literature. Since the compression moduli was available for
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Tanle 3.5-4: Effect of Uncertainties in VLiH at 60U K
for an LiH-Al Matrix with ELiH = 2.1 GPa

Maximun % Difference From ROMc E ii G ij v i

vLiH - .20

.995 6.1 .7 21.6

.99 6.7 1.4 21.9

.98 8.1 2.7 22.4

.97 9.4 4.1 23.1

.96 10.7 5.4 23.8

.95 11.9 6.6 24.5

VLiH .25

.995 3.2 .7 9.1

.99 3.9 1.4 9.6

.98 5.2 2.7 10.8

.97 6.5 4.1 12.0

.96 7.s 5.4 13.2

.95 9.0 6.6 14.3

VLiH = .30

.995 .5 .7 .5

.99 1.1 1.4 1.1

.98 2.4 2.7 2.5

.97 3.7 4.0 3.9

.96 5.0 5.4 5.4

.95 6.2 6.6 6.9
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Table 3.5-3: Effect of Uncertainties in LiH Elastic Moduli
at 600 K for an LiH-A1 Matrix with vLi H z 0.3
[Eo LiH - 2.1 GPal

Maximum % Difference From ROM
c E ii G

ELiH/EoLiH- 3

.995 .1 0.0 .3

.99 .1 0.0 .3

.98 .2 .1 .3

.97 .2 .1 .3

.96 .3 .2 .3

.95 .3 .2 .3

ELiHEoLiH 2

.995 0.0 .2 .4

.99 .1 .3 .3

.98 .4 .6 .4

.97 .7 .9 .7

.96 1.0 1.2 1.0

.95 1.2 1.4 1.2

ELiH/EOLiH 1

.995 .5 .7 .5

.99 1.1 1.4 1.1

.98 2.4 2.7 2.5

.97 3.7 4.0 3.9

.96 5.0 5.4 5.4

.95 6.2 6.6 6.9
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Table 3.5-2a. Effect of Temperature on Isotropic Properties
of LiH-A1 Matrix with v - 0.3

Max % Uifference from ROM

T - moom Temp T a 600 K

.995 .1 0.0 .3 .5 .7 .5

.99 .1 0.0 .3 1.1 1.4 1.1

.98 .1 0.0 .3 2.4 2.7 2.5

.97 .1 0.0 .3 3.7 4.0 3.9

.96 .1 0.0 .3 5.0 5.4 5.4

.95 .1 0.0 .3 6.2 6.6 6.9

Table 3.5-2b. Effect of Temperature on Isotropic
Properties of LiH-Al Matrix with vLiH " 0.2

Max % Difference from ROM

T Room Temp T - 600 K

£ E.11  G% v Eii G1i v ij

.995 5.6 0.0 22.5 6.1 .7 21.6

.99 5.6 0.0 22.4 6.7 1.4 21.9

.98 5.5 0.0 22.1 8.1 2.7 22.4

.97 5.4 0.0 21.8 9.4 4.1 23.1

.96 5.3 0.0 21.5 10.7 5.4 23.8

.95 5.2 0.0 21.2 11.9 6.6 24.5
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Table 3.5-1. LiH and Al Properties Used in Composite Cylinders
Model Analysis

Room Temperature, T = 293 K

LiH:

E a 72.4 GPa

G a 27.8 GPa

V M .3-.2

Aluminum 1100

E - 69.0 GPa

G a 26.0 GPa

V = .33

Elevated Temperature, T - 600 K

LN:

E - 2.1 GPa

G - .81 GPa

v a .3 - .2

Aluminum

E - 8.4 GPa

G - 3.2 GPa

V a .33
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and an LiH-Al honeycomb matrix, since both types of honeycomb structure

were candidates for neutron attenuation in the SP-100 shield. The

application of the composite cylinders model to this type of matrix

serves several purposes. The first is to gain an appreciation for the

effect of the matrix on the stiffness of this portion of the shield.

Because the function of the matrix is to direct any cracking in the LIH

away from the shielded payload, a matrix material that will provide

this directional stiffness is required. A second use of CCM results is

to gain an understanding as to the directional dependence of the mate-

rial properties. The accuracy of isotropic versus orthotropic treat-

ment of the structure affects the constitutive equations, and ulti-

.. mately, the numerical modelling of the system for eventual calculation

of the stresses and strains. The final use of CCM is to generate the

material properties of the homogenized LiH-honeycomb matrix cell in the

determination of the axisyumetric thermal stresses, strains, and

displacements.

The results of applying the composite cylinders model to both a

LiH-Al and an LiH-SS honeycomb matrix are presented in the next

section.

3.5.3.1 CCM Results for an LiH-Al Honeycomb Matrix. Using CCM

and the properties of LiH and aluminum as identified in Table 3.5-1,

the results listed in Tables 3.5-2 through 3.5-4 were generated. These

results are useful in evaluating the validity of treating the LiH-Al

honeycomb matrix as isotropic, with material properties calculated

using a rule of mixtures approximation (ROM).
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where:

A = 3c(1 - C)2 (Pf/Pm - 1)(Uf/p m + nf)

+ (t'f/A m nm + n fnm - (M f /'mnm - nf)c3 )

x (nm c(0f/ f m - 1) - (f/Immn + 1)) (3.5-24)

B - -6c(1 - c)2 (p f/ m - l)(f/Ium + nf)

+ ((if/Pm)nm + (P f/Im / )c + 1) ((nm - l)(ff/u m + nf)

-2C3 (jAf/ Am)nm - nf) + (nm + l)cMff/Um - l)(Pf/ m + nf

+ ((1f/umnm - nf)c3 ) (3-5.25)

C = 3c( - c)2 (pf/um - l)(uf/um + nf)

+ (Mf/Pm nm + (p f/ Am - 1)c + l)(P f/11rm + nf + (P f/mnm - nf)c3)

(3.5-26)

where:

n f l 3 - 4 f

n nm -3 -4 v m

A simple check on the accuracy of these rather tedious expressions

is to examine the asymptotic behavior of each homogenized engineering

parameter as the volume ratio of the fiber approaches 1. Indeed, all

-, values collapse to that of the fiber material (to include the trans-

verse plane shear modulus). This result lends credence to Hashin's

analysis that all expressions (with the exception of P.3) are exact for

small and large values of volume fraction, c.

3.5.3 Application of Composite Cylinders Model (CCM) to LIH in
, ,Honeycomb Matrix. The results of Equations 3.5-15 through 3.5-26 were

used to determine the homogenized material properties of both an LiH-SS
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E22 4 223 (3.5-16)

2
" 23 K2 3 " 4 2 3 - 4"12 U23 K23 /E(.

2

K23 + P23 + 4v12 IA23 K23/El1

L + +m P2 + 2

+ 'Am Kt + '
3 3

V12 (1 - C)Vm + cvf + c(1 - c )(Vf - .m(l.c)Im 1 _01,M

K + + 1]

If - KjI+m
3 3

(3.5-15)

K23Km 
c

Sl/EK F - Km + (i, - Um)] + (I- c)/IKm UI y.
JA2 - f(1 + c) +o (1J - c) 3.5-2)

1]2 P m I-(3s-n

i f(1 - C) +Im (1+ C)

and by symmetry:

V1 2  v21
- 1 2 

(3.5-21)
Ell E22

from which:

_ 21 , -12 E2  (3.5-22)

"21F-Ell

The only remaining unknown is the transverse plane shear modulus,

iA2 3 . While an exact solution to 123 has not been found, Christensen

and Lo (1979) proposed the following solution for determining U23:

1123 2 123
A (- ) + B (- ) + C = 0 (3.5-23)

Im m
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However, the th#pq, conductivity of the stainless steel matrix will be

-4 times greater than the LiH filler, resulting in a significantly

smaller temperature gradient in the matrix. Thus, the stresses induced

Dy the temperature gradient at the outer radius of the unit cell will

oe an order of magnitude less than in the filler material and the

boundary condition of Equation 3.5-13c is a valid approximation to the

physical reality.

The compliance matrix for the cartesian coordinate system of Fig-

ure 3.5-2 takes the following form:

l/E 1 1  -v 2 1 /E 2 2  v2 1/E2 2  0 0 0

"V12/El I 1/E 2 2  -V3 2 /E 2 2  0 0 0

V12/E11 v 2 3 /E 2 2  l/E2 2  0 0 0

Sij]
=I

0 0 0 0 0 0
2u 23

-0 0 0 0 0 1
2o112

(3.5-14)

From continuum mechanics arguments, it can be shown that

Sij = Sji. This results in six unknowns in the compliance matrix to be

determined; Ell, E22 , v1 2 , v 2 3 , P1 2 , and 1a23. Hashin showed the

following expressions to be exact [Christensen, 1979]:

4c(1 - c) (vf - Vm )2 mm
E = cEf + (1 - c)Em +

m (1-cI c)im
+ m + 1 (3.5-15)

Kf + 11f/3 K + u /3
f m m
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Table 3.5-5: CCM Results for an LiH-Al Matrix at 600 K
with an LiH Volume Fraction of 99% (All
Moduli in GPa)

LiH Al Unit Cell

Err 2.1 8.4 2.16

E zz 2.1 8.4 2.16

G ra 0.81 3.2 0.83

G z 0.81 3.2 0.83:" zr

.rz 0.30 0.33 0.30

vzr 0.30 0.33 0.30

v 0.30 0.33 0.30

Err 2.1 8.4 2.03

E 2.1 8.4 2.17

G ra 0.81 3.2 0.82

G 0.81 3.2 0.83zr

v 0.20 0.33 0.19i rz

v zr 0.20 0.33 0.20

v 0.20 0.33 0.23

1ro00
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the matrix, the transverse plane stiffness modulus of the unit cell is

less than both the fiber and matrix. The transverse plane of the unit

cell corresponds to the axial direction of the core-shield system (in

the direction of the payload). Hence, for a given temperature distri-

bution and thermal strain, the lower transverse plane stiffness modulus

results in lower stresses in this direction. This is precisely the

desired effect of the honeycomb matrix; that is, to minimize cracking

in the payload direction.

3.5.3.2 Composite Cylinder Model Results for an LiH-SS Honey-

comb Matrix. Analogous to the analysis of the LiH-AI matrix, the

CCM was used to evaluate the unit cell material properties of an LiH-SS

matrix. The results are presented for a matrix at room temperature and

at 600 K. The properties of LiH and SS used are identified in

Table 3.5-6. Tables 3.5-7 through 3.5-9 provide sensitivity analyses

in examining the validity of treating the LiH-SS matrix as an isotropic

structure. This data is also presented in graphical form in Fig-

ures 3.5-6 through 3.5-8.

From Tables 3.5-7a and 3.5-7b, the treatment of the LiH-SS matrix

as an isotropic material is quite reasonable (-1% error) at room tem-

perature, provided the value of v LiH is very close to that of stainless

steel. At room temperature, as the difference in Poisson ratios

between the two materials increases, the error in the isotropic approx-

imation increases to unacceptable levels for the unit cell Poisson's

ratio.

At 600 K, the isotropic approximation is seen to be highly inaccu-

rate for any volume fraction or Poisson's ratio of LiH. The material
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TABLE 3.5-6: ONH and SS Properties Used in Composite Cylinders
Model Anmalysis

Room Temperature, T = 293 K

* LIH:

E x 72.4 GPa

G - 27.8 GPa

v - 0.30-0.20

Stainless Steel - 316

E - 190.0 GPa

G - 73.0 GPa

V a 0.305

Elevated Temperature, T - 600 K

OiN:

E - 2.1 GPa

G - 0.81 GPa

v - 0.30

Stainless Steel - 316

* E a175.0 GPa

*~ -. 67.3 GPa

V a 0.305
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TABLE 3.5-7a: Effect of Temperature on Isotropic Properties of

an LiH-SS Matrix with VLiH - 0.3

Max % Difference from ROM

T - Room Temp T - 600 K

c Eii G13  v1j ___ Gi v

.995 .4 .3 .7 23.4 25.9 32.8

.99 .7 .6 1.1 45.2 51.1 69.2

.98 1.3 1.3 1.8 84.5 99.3 146.3

.97 1.9 1.9 2.6 119.9 145.0 225.5

.96 2.4 2.5 3.3 152.2 188.4 305.0

.95 3.0 3.1 4.0 182.2 229.8 383.2

"

TABLE 3.5-7b: Effect of Temperature on Isotropic Properties
of an LiH-SS Matrix with VLIH " 0.2

Max % Difference from ROM

T-Room Temp T-600 K

c E1.1  Gij Vii E11  ___ i

0.995 6.0 0.3 27.7 30.4 26.0 54.0

0.99 6.3 0.6 22.7 53.1 51.6 93.0

0.98 6.9 1.3 22.8 93.3 100.6 177.4

0.97 7.4 1.9 22.9 128.9 147.0 263.7

0.96 8.0 2.5 23.0 161.3 191.3 349.1

0.95 8.5 3.1 23.1 191.3 233.4 432.2
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Table 3.5-8: Effect of Uncertainties in LIH Elastic iodull at
600 K of an LiH-SS Matrix with vLi H = 0.3

[EOLiH = 2.1 iUPa]

Maximum % Difference From ROM
c E ii G v.

ELiH/EOLiH = 3.0

0.995 7.8 8.3 10.4

0.99 15.2 16.2 21.0

0.98 29.3 32.4 42.9

0,97 42.5 47.8 65.4

0.96 54.9 62.6 88.0

0.95 66.5 76.8 110.6

ELitW/EoLH = 2.0

0.995 11.5 12.6 15.2

0.99 22.7 25.1 31.8

0.98 43.6 49.3 66.7

0.97 62.9 72.5 102.6

0.96 80.7 94.6 138.9

0.95 97.3 115.8 174.9

ELiH/EoLiH- 1.0

0.995 23.4 25.9 32.8

0.99 45.2 51.1 69.2

0.98 84.5 99.3 14b.3

0.97 119.9 145.0 225.5

0.96 152.2 188.4 305.0

0.95 182.2 229.8 383.2
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Table 3.5-9: Effect of Uncertainties in vLiH at 600 K for an

LiH-SS Matrix with ELiH - 2.1 GPa.

Maximum % Difference From ROM

vLiH * .2

0.995 30.4 26.0 54.0

0.99 53.1 51.6 93.0

0.98 93.3 100.6 177.4

0.97 128.9 147.0 263.7

0.96 161.3 191.3 349.1

VLiH ..25

0.995 27.0 26.0 41.8

0.99 49.3 51.3 79.5

0.98 89.3 100.0 160.4

0.97 124.9 146.1 243.6

0.96 157.3 190.0 326.5

0.95 187.3 231.7 407.6

VLi H  .3

0.995 23.4 25.9 32.8

0.99 45.2 51.1 69.2

0.98 84.5 99.3 146.3

0.97 119.9 145.0 225.5

0.96 152.2 188.4 305.0

0.95 182.2 229.8 383.2
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Figure 3.5-6 Effect of Temperature on Isotropic Behavior of
LiH-SS Shield with VLiH 0.3
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Figure 3.5-7 Effect of Temperature on Isotropic Behavior of
LiH-SS Shield with vLiH -0.2
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Figure 3.5-8 Effect of Uncertainties in ELiH at 600 K of an
LiH-SS Matrix
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properties are highly directionally dependent and an orthotropic com-

pliance matrix is required in the stress-strain analysis. The basis

for this directional dependence is included in Table 3.5-10, which

lists the CCI results for the LiH-SS matrix at 600 K for a 99% volume

fraction of LiH.

The discussion of the LiH-Al matrix regarding the effect of a

smaller modulus in the r-o plane than the axial plane is even more

pertinent for the LiH-SS matrix. From the engineering standpoint that

a low radial moduli is desirable to minimize neutron streaming to the

payload, the lower LiH Poisson's ratio of Table 3.5-10 yields excellent

results. This conclusion is obtained from the following data: for

V LiH a 0.3, the ratio of E rr/Ezz = .69; and for VLiH - 0.2, the ratio

of Err/Ezz 0 0.65. Table 3.5-10 data also shows that the 1% of stain-

less steel increases the effective unit cell stiffness by 19% in the r-

a plane and 83% in the axial plane. (as defined by the coordinate

system of Figure 3.5-2).

Thus, the use of CCM theory for the LiH-SS matrix has shown that

the structure is highly anisotropic at elevated temperature and such

material behavior must be included in the constituitive equations. The

stiffness modulus of the unit cell will be significantly increased with

only 1% of stainless steel, particularly in the cell axial directional

(corresponding to the radial plane in the actual reactor shield geom-

etry).

3.5.4 Constitutive Equations for an Orthotropic Material. As

shown using CCM theory, the "homogenized" LiH-Al matrix may be con-

sidered isotropic for some conditions; whereas, the LiH-SS matrix must

be treated orthotropically for all volume fractions and temperatures.
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TAULE 3.5-10: CCV, iesults for an LiH-SS Matrix at 60U K with an

LiH Volume Fraction of 99% (All Moduli in GPa)

LiH ss Unit Cell

E rr 2.10 175.0 2.64

E zz2.10 175.0 3.83

G ro 0.81 67.3 0.98

Gzr U.8C1 67.3 1.15

" rz 0.30 0.3U5 0.207

v zr 0.30 0.305 0.301

v ra U.30 0.305 0.351

Er 2.10 175.0 2.50

E 2.10 175.0 3.84

Ga2.10 67.3 0.97

6 zr 0.81 67.3 1.15

V r 0.20 0.305 0.15

v zr 0.20 0.305 0.23

Va 0.20 0.305 0 29
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Therefore, any numerical codes developed in this research must be

capable of handling the more general orthotropic case in an axisymmet-

tic geometry.

Before presenting the constitutive equations for the axisymmetric

material, it may be helpful to show how the cartesian coordinate system

of composite cylinders model relates to the cylindrical coordinate

system represented in the constitutive equations. The relationship for

a single LiH-Honeycomb matrix unit cell is shown in Figure 3.5-9. The

actual material properties mapping from the local cartesian to the

global cylindrical systems are included in Table 3.5-11. When two

properties were combined in transforming from local cylindrical to

global cylindrical, the mean value was used. (This actually turned out

to be a minor assumption, as the two values to be combined differed

only in the 3rd significant number. This was true for both the

Poisson's ratios and the shear moduli of Table 3.5-11.)

TABLE 3.5-11: Mapping of Material Properties from Local
Cartesian to Global Cylindrical Coordinates

Local Local Global
Cartesian Cylindrical Cylindri cal

E1E zz E rEl EZ Er

E22 ERR Ezz
V 2 1  V RZ v zr

v 12  vZR v rz
v 23 V RD

G23  GRe G zr

G12 GZR
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Figure 3.5-9: Relationship of Composite Cylinders Axes (Local)
to Axisymmetric Axes of the Reactor System
(Global)
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The constitutive equations for an axisymmetric material take the

following matrix form:

=

or,

rr" V or/oo - vzr /Ezz 0 arr

c -V r/Err  1/Eo - V zIE 0 0Ua

CV- V U
zz -v rz /rr o /Eao /E zz zz

C 0 0 0 / Trz rz- , rz

(3.5-28)

decause the strain energy must be positive definite (which implies

that a potential function exists), the compliances and stiffnesses must

be symmetric. The requirement, along with the assumption of a trans-

versely Isotropic media, lead to the following relations:

V V
zr ZO

V =V
rz oz

V = V
ra or

E =E
rr 00

V V
zr rz oz
E zz Err Err
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Figure 3.5-14 Comparison of Finite Element and Exact Solutions for
Stresses Due to a Radial Temperature Distribution
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Table 3.5-12: Test Case Input Data

Elastic Modulus 4.1368 x 105 N/cm2

Coefficient of Expansion 3.0 x 10-6 cm/cm-K

Poisson's Ratio 0.3

Radius of Cylinder 10.0 cm

Internal Heat Generation 0.5 W/cm 3

Thermal Conductivity 0.05 W/cm-K

Figure 3.5-13 Numerical Mesh Used to Calculate FEM Stresses
for Test Case

1 4 7 10 13
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The temperature solution from Equation 3.5-45 is:

q II" a2 r2,?

T(r) = T + ( 1 - - ) (3.5-46)
0 4k a2

Substituting Equation 3.5-46 into Equations 3.5-41 and 3.5-42,

which are then substituted into Equations 3.5-38, 3.5-39, and 3.5-40,

results in the following solutions for thermal stresses:

Ea q'I a2  p2
o a -C -1)

rr (1-v) 16k a2

Ed q'I a2  3r2
S( -- 1) (3.5-48)ad (1-V ) 16k a2

a Ea q' I"'a2 ( 2 2i - (2-v)) (3.5-49)
zz (1-) 8k a2

The numerical mesh of Figure 3.5-13 was used in SHLDSTR to compare

the exact solution with the approximate solution. The simple mesh

consisted of 15 nodes and 16 elements. The mesh was not optimized for

minimum bandwidth or star clustering of elements to reduce the stiff-

ness associated with triangular elements.

The input data of Table 3.5-12 was used for the comparison. The

results of the FEN and exact solutions are included in Figure 3.5-14.

The numerical results plotted are the stresses for the elements of fig-

ure 3.5-13 which straddle the geometric centerline (z = 5.0 cm). This

accounts for the alternating high-low numerical values when compared

with the exact solution curve. The excellent agreement between the

numerical and exact solutions for this simple mesh, shows why FEM codes

have gained such widespread use in numerical computations.
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surface and completely restrained for axial movement. All material

properties are constant and the cylinder is isotropic.

Starting with the constitutive equations for a 3-0, axisymmetric

body, the following relationships can be derived for stresses in the

solid cylinder:

Sa E'(z" (T - "Ti ) (3.5-38)
°rr 2

c E"' (T - T(r)J "  CT - ) (3.5-39)
2

a E= -v T-T(r)) (3.5-40)OZZ 1-v

where:

T 2 a T(r)rdr (3.5-41)
a 0

T 1 0 2 Jlr T(r)rdr (3.5-42)

E a (3.5-43)

- (+V) a (3.5-44)

The governing equation and boundary conditions for the temperature

distribution is:

1 d (rk dT ) + qII - 0 (3.5-45)

Subject to:

a. T a TI  atr - 0

b. T a To at r l a
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Figure 3.5-12a Thermal Conditions for Stress Test Case (Plain Strain)

1. a,. o q < :,- at r-c

C> 2. 0,(r-a).o
3. e'.0 for all z

0 a

Figure 3.5-12b Displacement Conditions for Stress Test Case
(Plain Strain)
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Two types of convergence checks are employed in SHLDSTR. The

inner loop convergence criteria is a check on the incremental displace-

ments calculated with the N-R iteration and takes the form:

. , - ( 3 .5 -3 6 )

According to many respected researchers, convergence based on displace-

ment criteria is preferable to an energy convergence criteria for the

N-R iteration (Bergen and Clough, 1972). Although in this research, it

was generally observed that for a well-behaved solution, displacement

and energy convergence accompanied each other.

The outer loop convergence criteria was based on an energy bal-

ance, and takes the form:

i (R - K u), u ,
(! - DI U 12(3.5-37)

,(R , U )12

The energy convergence criteria is a scalar measure of the work

done by residual forces to work done by applied forces (Cook, 1981).

While convergence according to this equilibrium check does not insure

accuracy of the solution (Noble, 1969), the combination of convergence

over displacement and energy balance provides a stronger basis for

confidence in the results (Bathe, 1982).

3.b.6 Validation of Stress Code. The accuracy of the stress

code, SHLDSTH, was analyzed by comparison of the numerical stresses

with an exact solution. The problem setup of Figures 3.5-12a and b

were used as the test case, consisting of a solid cylinder with insu-

lated ends, a constant internal heat source, and heat flow in the rad-

ial direction. The cylinder is free to expand at its outer radial
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Figure 3.5-11: Flowchart of Solution Method Used in
Stress Code, SHLDSTR
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3.5.6 Stress Analysis Code, SHL)STR. The temperature code,

SHLUTEP, was adapted to calculate the 3-D, axisymmetric stresses,

strains, and displacements for the bilinear, orthotropic shield. The

resulting stress code, SHLDOSTR, uses the same 3 node triangular ele-

ments, Newton-Raphson iteration, and a choice of an LOLt Direct Solver

or the Pre-conditioned Point Jacobi Method with Conjugent Gradient

Acceleration to solve the system of equations for nodal displacements.

Figure 3.5-11 is a flowchart describing the solution method cur-

rently coded in SHLOSTR. The stress code differs from the temperature

code in several aspects. For stability reasons described in Sec-

tion 6.3, the solution method in SHLDSTR allows for the option of

eitner a full or modified Newton-Raphson iteration. The user can spec-

ify the maximum number of inner iterations allowed before the stiffness

matrix is updated to account for any elements changing their stress

state (compressive to tensile, or visa versa).

With two degree of freedom per node, the matrix for the system of

equations is twice the size for the stress problem than the temperature

problem (for the sane mesh). Due to the size of the problem, the

matrix was too large to be assembled in-core on the VAX 11/780. For

this reason, the matrix entries are located directly into a vector,

with the diagonal element locators in a separate vector. This assem-

blage procedure resulted in approximately two orders of magnitude sav-

ings in required storage (-10 vs ~106) for a 1500 degree of freedom

problem. With the more efficient assemblage, an in-core assemblage and

solution was possible.
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3.5.4.3 Constitutive Equations Used in This Research. For this first

cut at the thermal stresses in the LiH-honeycomb matrix, the approaches

used by Jones and Idelsohn, et al. were combined in formulation of the

material matrix. Jones' weighting functions for off-diagonal elements

based on principal material axis stresses were used directly in the

formulation of the material matrix for an axisymmetric LiH-honeycomb

matrix (homogenized using composite cylinders model theory). Using the

following axes reference frame:

Subscript 1 B R axis

2 a a axis

3 =- Z axis

the material matrix elements assume the following form:

Ct i 1f Oi 0 22 > 0 33>0

ctj - i

Cij c  if Ol < 0 ,022 < 0 ,33 < 0

Ctci t if aut > 0

cii - t
Cii C f ai< 0

Ct1  if 1

kjiC jit +lijc ifai> 0 , j< 0t jfj if 011 0 ,~ <0

cii - cii - {
kjC j i cf i

c+ ijiCjt f ai, < 0 , OJJ > 0

where:

ki - 10111
10 111 + Ia0j

.11 I* Ojjl

lji - 0jI (3.5-35)
/1011 + 1ojI
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3.5.4.2 Idelsohn, et al. Constitutive Equations for Bilinear

Material. Idelsohn, et al., (1982) recently proposed another criterion

for maintaining symmetry in the bilinear material matrix, while working

in principal stress axes. They identified different weighting factors

which operate on the off-diagonal elements of the material matrix

directly, instead of the compliance matrix as Jones presented. The

material matrix now takes the form:

Cijt if all > 0 , 022> 0 , 033 >0

cij - t

C c if 011 < 0 9 a < 0 033 < 0

(3.5-34)

it f > 0

cii -i
C~ii cif a,, < 0

ji Cii t+ 0ji Cjic if a11 > 0 , a < 0
cii - cii -

ii Ciii =iI
Ciic +Oji C ji t if a,, < 0 , o 0

where Qv and Oji assume values based on the particular material

type and geometry. The subscripts I and j refer to a material axis and

do not imply a sumation.

Furthermore, they assume that the shear moduli in orthotropic

directions are the same for tension and compression. Unfortunately,

unless experimental data is available to determine the values of ji

and Oji, any values used will be completely arbitrary. Therefore,

Jones approach of weighting coefficients for off-diagonal elements

based on the calculated stresses in principal material axis directions

appears more valid for an unknown material.
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The compliances of Equation 3.5-32 were assigned the following

weights:

if op > 0 ando q > 0: spjPq . SjtPq

(3.5-33)

if ap < 0 andaq < 0: SIj Pq SticPq

ifop > 0 andaq < 0: S11 pq  Slit pq

$12t p- 
q + kqS12cp

q

S22
pq  22 cpq

S6 1 
1p . S61t p

q

S q pq
62 6 2C

S6 pq  S $62cpqif p < 0 and aq > 0: Sl I l  " i1€p

S12 pq  kp S12 c +q kq S12t pq

S22 pq  , S 22t xl

S S P
S611x 61 c

$62plq - 62tpq

where:

kP I0 p + 10q 1

I q

kq " I + iLqi
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FIGURE 3.5-10: Bilinear LN at 600 K

matrix for plane stress, working in principal material axes.

Idelsohn et al. (1982) presented a different criterion for generating

the off-diagonal elements of the material matrix, working in principal

stress components. In this research, Jones and Idelsohn's treatment of

the constitutive equations were extended to an axisymnetric, ortho-

tropic structure to model the LH-honeycomb matrix portion of shield.

3.5.4.1 Jones Constitutive Equations for Bilinear Material. As

with the thermal conductivities, the assumption was made that the

global axes of the shield (r-z axes) coincide with the principal axes,

as well. Jones proposed the following stress-strain relations for

bilinear, orthotropic materials in principal material coordinates under

plane stress:

ep a $1 pq ap  + S12pq aq

q a S 12pq 7p + S22pq 'q (3.5-32)

ypq 0 $61pq ap + $62pq0 q
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Where,

n(1-nv2  n(v +nV2 ) nz (1+v ) 0zr a r r a

D zz n(v +nv2 ) n(1-nv2 ) nv (1+V ) 0- rn zr zr zr r
(1+V )(1-v -2nv2

ro zr
nv zl+ro) nV (1+Vr) (1-v2 ) 0

zr ra zr ra o
0 0 0

m(U+v ra)
S(1-Vr - 2nv 2 )

zr

(3.5-31)

At this point, another difficulty in the constitutive equations must be

addressed: specifically, the bi-modularity of elastic moduli for LiH.

The difference between the tensile and compressive moduli was shown

with Equation 3.5-27. At elevated temperature, there will be some

dissociation of Li and H. Because the melting point of Li is only

450 K and the shield will operate well above this temperature, there

will be some liquid lithium throughout the LiH which causes different

stiffness for tension and compression. Because of this difference in

moduli, the symmetry of Equations 3.5-29 and 3.5-31 will not be pre-

served. Thus, the approximations of bilinear elasticity theory must be

used. Figure 3.5-10 is a stress-strain curve for the bilinear LiH with

different tension and compression moduli at 600 K.

Ambartsumyan was the first credited with addressing the constitu-

tive equation dilemma of bilinear theory for isotropic materials

[Idelsohn, et al., 1982]. However, his results did not preserve sym-

metry in the material matrix. Jones (1977) further developed the the-

ory preserving symmetry for both an isotropic and orthotropic material
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However, v vzr rz

Equations 3.5-28 may now be rewritten:

S"/E -V /E -v /E 0 r
rr rr or rr zr zz rr

coo -Vor /E /E -1 zr/Ezz 0

r rr 0 zr ZZE 00

zz zr " -zr/Ezz /Ez zz

Yrz L 0 0 0 rz. rrzJ

(3.5-29)

Defining,

n E 1E and m - 1E
rr zz rz zz

Equation 3.5-29 can be inverted to determine the stresses as a function

of the strains. This results in,

-C-1

or,

a e
rr rr

0" C0 (3.5-30)

zz
T r
rz rz
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4.0 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON ENERGY DEPOSITION IN THE SHIELD

The theory of the previous section was utilized in the analyses of

radiation shields for the SP-100 space reactor. The results of this

research are broken into two major focus areas:

a. The effects of temperature feedback on energy deposition due

to changes in nuclear properties.

b. The effects of shield configuration on temperature distribu-

tion due to the coupling of radiation transport with thermal transport.

The second focus area, shield configuration effects on tempera-

ture, is the ultimate goal for a thermal analysis of the radiation

shield. The significant findings of this focus area will be presented

in Section 5.0. However, before accepting temperature distributions as

final, the first major focus area must be analyzed in detail. Should

temperature have a significant effect on energy deposition in the

shield, then the difficult task of including temperature feedback

effects must be included in the analysis each time the shield configu-

ration or boundary conditions of the shield are slightly modified. On

the other hand, should the energy deposition-temperature feedback cou-

pling prove to be weak, then the computational requirements of the

thermal analysis of the shield are greatly simplified. The effects of

temperature on energy deposition in an SP-100 reactor shield will now

be discussed.

4.1 SP-100 Reactor Design Concept. Before presenting these

results, the reactor concept for which the shield was designed, shall

be discussed.



The SP-1O0 reactor design concept considered in this analysis was

a fast reactor fueled with 93% enriched UO2 and coupled to thermoelec-

*' trics for converting thermal energy to electric energy [General Elec-

r, tric Company, 1983]. Control of the reactor core was provided by

84C/BeO drums external to the reactor and contained in the radial

reflector.3 An inner annulus, filled with BeO during operation, was

included in the design. Heat removal from the core was accomplished

via liquid lithium pumped through the core to a heat exchanger external

to the core-shield system. As discussed previously, the radiation

transport portion of this analysis was performed in two parts. First

the core was modelled with a fine grid to solve for the fundamental

mode etgenvalue. The neutron and gamma fluxes were read onto tape and

used as input for the determination of fluxes throughout the shield.

The basic reactor and shield model used in the present analysis is

included in Figure 4.1-1. The volume fractions for each region of the

system during steady-state operation are included in Table 4.1-1.

Number densities were calculated with these volume fractions and physi-

cal densities at elevated temperatures.

All results generated during this research were based on either

59 group or 38 group BUGLE cross section libraries in AMPX format

CORNL, 1976]. The 59 group set, consisting of 41 neutron groups and 18

gamma groups, was used in the 1-0 fluence calculations. The 38 group

library, consisting of 24 neutron groups and 14 gamma groups, was used

for all 3-D, axisymmetric analyses for energy deposition in the shield.

All cross sections are based on ENDF/Y data. Tables 4.1-2 and 4.1-3

list the range for both sets of cross sections.

" More recent reactor designs include control rods in the core.
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Figure 4.1-1 Core and Shield Design Modelled in UNM Analysis
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The initial fine mesh core elgenvalue calculation was made with a

36 x 51 node mesh. The average grid spacing in the core was -.5 cm

(radial) by 1.0 cm (axial). The 38 group cross section library was

generated by running the criticality problem with the 59 group cross

section library, then using the flux spectrum from the core as a

weighting function in collapsing the 59 group library to 38 groups.

The same spectrum was used to collapse the BUGLE cross sections in

MACK IV to 38 groups in gene-ating the heating kermas. The 38 group

library was then used in FEMP2D to calculate the heating rates through-

out the shield.

The efgenvalue of the fine mesh core with reflectors was calcu-

lated as X - 1.031163 using volume fractions as recorded in

Table 4.1-1. Twelve outer iterations were required for a 10"4 error

tolerance on the etgenvalue. The maximum number of inner iterations

was 60 for a 10.6 error tolerance for each energy group. The system

was well-conditioned as 53.2 was the largest condition number

encountered during any iteration.

Figure 4.1-2 shows the neutron leakage from the core, and outer

radial and axial surfaces of the reflectors. For an operating power

level of 1.66 MWth, there are 1.248x1017 source neutrons generated. Of

this total, some 42.1% leak out of the core over a 4 v geometric fac-

tor. About 18.4% of the total source neutrons leak out the outer radi-

al surface, and 2.2% leak out the top axial reflector surface directly

into the shield. As expected, the leakage flux spectrum Is quite hard

over these surfaces with almost 20% of the neutrons with 1 Mev or

greater energies.
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Figure 4.1-2 Neutron Leakage for the SP-100 Reactor
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The results that follow were based on this reactor design, which

is typical of the space based reactors currently on the drawing boards

of SP-10U planners. Section 4.2 will discuss the importance of includ-

ing temperature feedback effects in radiation transport calculations

for determining the energy deposition throughout the shield. The feed-

back mechanisms specifically include the temperature effects on number

densities and on the microscopic cross sections at thermal energies.

4.2 Temperature Feedback Effects on Energy Deposition. The

effect of temperature on energy deposition in the radiation shield is

an important design consideration. If the effect is significant, then

the coupled radiation transport-temperature calculations must be re-

calculated each time any engineering parameter is changed. For exam-

ple, if the ambient temperature of the space environment is varied, a

new set of energy deposition values throughout the shield must be

determined. With three to four hours of CPU time consumed on a

VAX 11/780 for a one cycle of radiation transport-heat transfer calcu-

lations, a single set of heating rates can easily require 12 or more

hours of CPU time.

On the other hand, if the temperature effect on energy deposition

is only weakly coupled, the conditions of the shield analysis can be

varied (i.e. ambient temperature or surface emissivity) and the same

set of heating rates used again. Thus, from an economic as well as

engineering viewpoint, the strength of the temperature-energy deposi-

tion coupling is a significant concern.

The discussion of section 3.3 provided the theoretical background

for the results that are presented here. Basically, the temperature

effects on energy deposition can be broken down into the following

areas:
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-Change in density of shielding materials

-Change in neutron absorption and total cross sections at low
energies

-Inclusion of upscatter cross sections at low energies

As we recall, temperature has no effect in a medium characterized

by a pure Maxwellian flux. Equation 3.3-24 showed that the decrease in

absorption cross section is accompanied by the same increase in thermal

flux, resulting in a constant reaction rate. Of course, this conclu-

sion assumes that the change in number densities due to temperature

increases has already been included in the reaction rate. For a non-

Maxwellian medium, temperature effects are less obvious. The thermal

cross sections must be calculated using free gas scattering kernel (or

some other scattering kernel such as harmonic oscillator) to calculate

the new thermal flux, which serves as the weighting function in the

cross section collapse.

The principal nuclides of materials found in the neutron atten-

uation portion of an SP-100 type reactor shield are included in

Table 4.2-1, along with each molecule's volume percentage, isotopic

abundance, and 1/v cross section indicator.

From Table 4.2-1, several observations can be made. On a volume

or atom percent basis, the LiH temperature effect behavior will domi-

nate the shield as there are few stainless steel nuclides in the medi-

um. When LiH is used which has been enriched to 100% L-7 (referred to

as LiH [Depl]), the flux shape will be Maxwellian and temperature will

not have any appreciable effect on energy deposition (other than

changes in nuclide densities).
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Table 4.2-1. Principal Nuclides Found in Neutron Attenuation
Portion of an SP-100 Type Reactor Shield

Abundance Abundance Absorption
of of Isotope Cross

% Volume Isotope in iwolecule, section
Nuclide in Shield atom % atom % (barns) 1/v

LiH(Nat) 99.5

1
HI  100 50 .332 No

3 Li7  7.4 3.7 .045 No

3L
6  92.6 46.3 945 Yes

LiH(Uepl) (1) 99.5

1  100 50 .332 No

3 Li1  100 50 .045 No

5-316: 0.5

Fe (2) 62-69 2.55 Yes

Cr (2) 16-18 3.1 Yes

NI (2) 10-14 4.6 Yes

Mo (2) 2-3 <.3 Yes

Mn (2) 2 13.3 Yes

Si (2) 1 .16 Yes

(1) LI enriched to 100% Li-7.

(2) Each element of SS-316 has a number of isotopes naturally

occuring in nature.
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For an LiH shield with naturally occurring LiH (referred to as

LiH[Nat]), the presence of only 3.7% of Li-6 atoms will dominate the

temperature response of the shield because of the large absorption

cross section at thermal energy (945 barns at 0.025 ev). The micro-

scopic absorption cross section of LiH at low energies is plotted in

Figure 4.2-1. The major contribution of Li-6 to heat rate even with

its low natural isotopic abundance of 7.4% can be easily demonstrated

with a simple calculation. 'The heating rate (HR) can be expressed as:

HR - IN*E

which represents the reaction rate times the energy released per reac-

tion. At themal energies, the major interactions resulting in energy

deposition in an LiH(Nat) shield are the (n,t) reaction in Li-6, radi-

ative capture of LI-7 and the immediate decay to two alpha particles,

and the radiative capture and elastic scattering of H. Assuming that

all reaction energies are deposited at the point of interaction, the

contributions of the respective reactions are included in

Table 4.2-2.

The contribution to heating rate of elastic scattering is based on

the assumption that the average neutron energy is 1 flev and all this

energy is deposited at one location. This is obviously an extremely

conservative assumption. Nevertheless, from Table 4.2-2, one readily

sees that the dominant contribution to energy deposition in an

LiH(Nat) shield is the Li6 (n,*)T 3 reaction.

On the basis of the previous discussion of this section, the tem-

perature feedback on energy deposition was examined by investigating

this effect in a W-LiH(Nat) shield of the SP-100 reactor. The 4 cm of
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Table 4.2-2. Major Contributions to Energy
Deposition in an LiH (Nat) Shield

kecin1E HK HR

Reacion(barns) (Mev) Ht<Li..6

L16*(n, GL)T3  0.037 945 4.78 1724 1.0

0i7(n, yf)Lis .463 .045 2.05 0.244 0.0014

L is A-Za. 2m 9.31

H(n, yf)H2  .5 .332 2.23 9, 0.052

Elastic Scatt .b 18 1.0

1Number densities normalized to one

2 based on &E & mc2
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tungsten at the front of the shield will provide a "softening" effect

on the hard neutron spectrum emerging from the core axial reflector.

With natural LiH throughout the remainder of the shield, a wide temper-

ature range could be anticipated within the shield. Thus, if an ele-

vated or widely varying temperature distribution does influence the

energy deposition in a highly absorbing, non-Maxwellian medium, this

shield design would reflect such a feedback effect.

4.2.1 Temperature Feedback Problem Setup. Figure 4.2-2 sets up

the problem analyzed to investigate the temperature effects on energy

deposition in an SP-100 reactor radiation shield.

The dimensions of the shield were presented earlier in

Figure 4.1-1. Regions 1 and 2 of Figure 4.2-2 were made of tungsten,

and regions 3 through 10 were natural LH , cold pressed in a stainless

steel matrix.

4.2.2. Temperature Effects on Energy Deposition in a M-B Medium.

As shown previously, the LiH(Nat) region is non-Maxwellian because of

the heavy absorption of the Li-6. However, for the purpose of ver-

ifying the theoretical prediction that the reaction rate remains con-

stant for a 1/v medium characterized by a N-B flux, the temperature

feedback effects can be examined with this shield using M-B theory.

Figure 4.2-3 flowcharts the methodology used to examine the temperature

feedback of the M-B medium. The results of this section will also be

of interest for comparing how energy deposition in a non-M-B medium

differs from the N-B medium.

For the M-B medium, the effects of temperature on energy deposi-

tion is defined as the change in heating rates throughout the shield
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Figure 4.2-2 Problem Setup for Temperature Feedback Analysis
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Figure 4.2-3. Flowchart of Temperature Feedback Effects
Calculation Methodology for a Maxwell
Boltzmann Flux Medium

Calculate Fluxes, Heating Kermas,
and Energy Deposition Using

Room Temperature Material
Properties

Calcul ate Temperature
Distribution Throughout

Shield

Adjust Heating Kermas
and Absorption X-Sections

for Temperature Using
H-B Theory

I
Recalculate Fluxes and

Energy Deposition
Throughout Shield

No Convergence of
Energy Deposition

Yes
END
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after accounting for material density changes due to elevated tempera-

tures. This definition may be considered somewhat limiting since mate-

rial density changes are indeed temperature related and, hence, should

be included. However, a counter argument is that the elevated temper-

ature properties can be pre-estimated and accounted for in the initial

calculation. Without passing Judgement on the wisdom of either school

of thought, the cold start and elevated temperature differences will be

included in the next section dealing with non-M-B mediums.

Therefore, using elevated temperature material properties the

energy deposition can be compared with and without the temperature

effects on absorption cross section as calculated with Equation 3.3-22

for an M-B medium. As we recall, this equation showed that the absorp-

tion cross section varied as 1/ T for a 1/v nuclide characterized by an

M-8 flux. The results of applying this correction and utilizing the

methodology of Figure 4.2-3 are included in Tables 4.2-3 and 4.2-4.

The zones of these tables correspond to those included on Figure 4.2-2.

The energy deposition values of Table 4.2-3 did not change for the

calculations with and without the temperature feedback effect on the

thermal group absorption cross section. Of the 10 kW of heat deposited

In the shield, slightly less than half (4.92 kW) was due to neutron

interactions. And of this total, only 0.03 kW was attributable to

neutron Interactions In the tungsten. Over 63% of the total energy

deposited occurred within the first 15 cm of the shield and over 55% of

the heat generation due to neutron Interactions occurred within this

region, as well. Over the last 29 cm of the shield (of a total thick-

ness of 75 cm), only 0.12 kW of neutron energy and 0.38 kW of gamma

energy was deposited.
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Taole 4.2-3. Energy Deposited in a W-LiH(Nat) Shield
With and Without M8 Temperature Feedback
Included in Absorption Cross Sections
(Same for Both Cases)

Energy Deposited [kW]

Zone Material H H Htot Summary

W:

1 W .738 .025 1.763 Hy -3.175

2 H 1.437 .013 1.450 Hn = 038

3 LlH(Nat) .110 1.211 1.321 tot =3.213

4 .318 1.482 1.800 LiH(Nat):

5 .128 .046 .174 Hy =1.751

6 .329 .888 1.217 Hn  =4.888

7 .135 .003 .138 Htot =6.639

8 .,494 1.138 1.632

9 " .146 .007 .153

10 " .243 .113 .357

Total 5.078 4.926 10.004

Legend:

H - Energy deposited by Gammas

Hn  - Energy Vepostled by Neutrons

Htot Hy + Hn
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Table 4.2-4: Reaction Rates for W-LiH(Nat) Shield
With and Without Temperature Feedback

MB Temperature Feedback Included

Zone Material E a h E T th It~ E at th EAt

1 W 6.21-1 9.02-1 2.547+12 1.58+12 2.36+12
2 Ha 6.44-1 9.25-1 6.373+12 4.10+12 5.90+12
3 LiH(Nat) 2.45 5.02 5.948+13 1.46+14 2.99+14
4 2.65 5.28 5.593+13 1.48+14 2.95+14
5 'a 2.56 5.17 2.405+12 6.16+12 1.24+13
6 n 2.73 5.37 3.351+13 9.15+13 1.80+14
7 'a 2.65 5.28 1.202+11 3.19+11 6.35+11
8 2.76 5.42 4.189+13 1.16+14 2.27+14
9 2.68 5.31 2.908+11 7.79+11 1.54+12
10 'a 2.73 5.38 4.512+12 1.23+13 2.43+13

Temp Feedback Removed(2)

1 W 9.42-1 1.226 1.315+12 1.24+12 1.61+12
2 'a 9.42-1 1.22 4.823+12 4.54+12 5.88+12
3 LiH(Nat) 3.65 6.21 4.012+13 1.46+14 2.49+14
4 3.73 6.36 3.999+13 1.49+14 2.54+14
5 'a 3.69 6.30 1.663+12 6.14+12 1.05+13
6 'a 3.76 6.40 2.441+13 9.18+13 1.56+14
7 'a 3.73 6.36 8.546+10 3.19+11. 5.44+11
8 'a 3.77 6.42 3.080+13 1.16+14 1.98+14
9 U 3.74 6.37 2.088+11 7.81+11 1.33+12
10 * 3.76 6.40 3.288+12 1.24+13 2.10+13

Notes:

(1) #*t represents thermal flux (s<O.1 ev) integrated over
volume of zone.

(2) Temperature effects on number densities included, but
room temperature absorption cross sections used.
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Figure 4.2-7. Flowchart of Temperature Feedback Effects
Calculation Methodology for a non-Maxwell
Boltzmann Flux Medium

Calculate Fluxes, heating Kermas
and Energy Deposition Using
Room Temperature Material

Calculate Temperature Distribution
Throughout Shield

t

Using Free Gas Scattering Kernel,
Calculate Fundamental lode Flux

Shape over Thermal Energies (<1ev)

Collapse Total, Scattering, and
Absorption X-Sections Using Fundamental

Mode Flux Shape at Elevated Temperature

Adjust Heating Kermas over Thermal
Energies To Account for Changes

in X-Sections

Recalculate Fluxes and Energy
Deposition Throughout Shield

No Convergence of
Energy Deposition

_ END
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Table 4.2-8. Energy Deposited in a W-LiH(Nat) Shield With
Temperature Feedback Effects Included In Cross
Sections Using Free Gas Scattering Kernel

Energy Deposited [kW]

Zone Material H H Htty n Ho

I w 1.751 .024 1.776 W:

2 " 1.434 .013 1.447 H = 3.185
'Y

3 LiH(Nat) .094 1.230 1.324 Hn = .037

4 .262 1.465 1.727 Htot = 3.202

5 .109 .054 .163 LiH(Nat):

6 .272 .898 1.170 H = 1.593
Y

7 .115 .004 .119 Hn = 6.542

8 " .416 1.160 1.576 Htot = 6.542

9 " .127 .008 .135

10 " .208 .121 .329

Total 4.778 4.977 9.765

Legend:

H - Energy Deposited by Gammas
Y
Hn  - Energy Deposited by Neutrons

Htot = Hy + Hn
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Table 4.2-7. Energy Deposited in a W-LiH(Nat) Shield Using
Room Temperature Material and Nuclear Properties

Energy Deposited [kW]

Zone Material HY Hn  Htot Sunnary

1 W 1.745 .025 1.770 W:

2 " 1.427 .013 1.440 H =3.172

3 LiH(Nat) .112 1.238 1.350 H = .038n

4 .312 1.478 1.790 Htt =3.210

5 .129 .040 .170 LiH(Nat):

6 .322 .887 1.209 Hy =1.88

7 " .135 .003 .138 Hn  =4.911

8 .490 1.146 1.636 Htot =6.797

9 .146 .007 .153

10 N .240 .112 .352

Total 5.058 4.949 10.007

Legena:

H - Energy deposited by Gammas

Hn  - Energy Oepostied by Neutrons

Htot = Hy+ Hn
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Table 4.2-6. Upscatter Cross Sections for a LiH(Nat) Medium
at Elevated Temperature Using Free Gas
Scattering Kernel

Upscatter Cross Section [cm -1]

Temp[K] 2+1 34.1 £32
s s S

748.3 6.08 x 10 "4 6.67 x 10-5 3.33 x 10-2

693.7 5.21 x 10-4 4.22 x 10 "5 3.04 x 10-2

652.7 4.60 x 10"4 2.85 x 10- 5 2.81 x 10-2

619.7 4.13 x 10- 4 2.01 x 10-5  2.62 x 10- 2

605.9 3.95 x 104 1.71 x 10 "5 2.55 x 10-2

Legend:

s ranges from 1.855 to 0.411 ev

E s ranges from 0.411 to 0.10 ev
3

ZEs ranges from 0.10 to 0.00001 ev
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to determine the collapsed group differential scattering cross sec-

tions. Of particular importance were the upscattering cross sections

wnich are not included in the BUGLE cross section library. Selected

values of upscattering cross sections for the LiH(Nat) medium are

included in Table 4.2-6. These upscatter cross sections were included

in the radiation transport calculation to determine the new energy

deposition throughout the shield with temperature feedback effects

included in the input. In comparing the differential scatterings of

Table 4.2-6 with the cross sections of Figures 4.2-9 through 4.2-11,

one observes that the largest upscatter cross section is about two

orders of magnitude less than the absorption and scattering cross sec-

tions for LiH at thermal energies. Hence, upscattering effects would

not be expected to be significant.

Using both room temperature and temperature adjusted nuclide den-

sities, cross sections and heating kermas, the new energy deposition

values were generated with the radiation transport code using the

coarse mesh core / fine mesh shield model. The energy deposition

throughout the shield by zone are included in Table 4.2-7 for room

temperature properties and in Table 4.2-8 for elevated temperatures

using the free gas scattering model. In comparing the results of

Tables 4.2-7 and 4.2-8, it is somewhat surprising that the room temper-

ature case has only .13 kW less energy deposited than the elevated

temperature case, for a difference of 1.3%. This was a relatively

insignificant difference when one considers how thermal absorption

cross sections were shown to decrease with temperature anywhere from

3.7 to 41% (see Table 4.2-5), and all cross sections (total, scat-

tering, and absorption) decreased over all energy due to a decrease
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the neutron energy increased to the thermal energy threshold (-1 ev),

the opposite was true and the temperature effect on absorption was more

pronounced for the non-l-B medium. The decrease in absorption in the

M8 medium above 0.1 ev was due to density decreases in the LIH as the

temperature increased. Thus, for the temperature range of 600 K to

750 K, a decrease in absorption of about 3.7% to 6.8% was due to

temperature effects on material density for LIH. Any additional

changes in group cross sections above the 3.7% to 6.8% in the thermal

energy range was attributable to the shift in the fundamental mode flux

shape over energy at the higher temperatures from the original flux

shape used in the original group collapse of the cross section

library.

Recall that the original 59 BUGLE cross section set was reduced to

38 groups with a weighting based on the average flux shape. The flux

weighting spectrum was determined from the criticality calculation of

the core and reflector system (fine group core) without the shield.

Therefore, the further decrease in absorption cross sections at thermal

energies above those due to density decreases, occurred because of

spectral hardening resulting from the large absorption of Li-6. With-

out the presence of Li-6, some spectral softening will occur which

reduces the temperature effect on absorption. This, in turn, leads to

the well known conclusion that in a medium in which scattering effects

far exceed absorption, the effect of temperature on cross section will

be 2nd order (at most) and have negligible impact on the cross section

magnitudes.

In addition to the temperature dependent absorption scattering,

and total cross sections, the free gas scattering kernel was also used
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The flux shape in Figure 4.2-8 is quite interesting. In solving

for the flux from the radiation transport code, FEMIP2D, the three group

fluxes below 1.855 ev showed only a monatonic decrease in magnitude

with decreasing energy. This behavior was seen in Figures 4.2-5 and

4.2-6 for LiH(Nat). However, as the resolution of the solution over

energy was increased dramatically from 3 groups to 100 groups, one

actually observed a Maxwellian type peak in the flux at very low

energy. In comparing the non-M-B flux for LiH(Nat) with a pure M-9

flux shape, we see an expected strong shift toward higher energy. The

M-B flux at a temperature of 693.7 K peaks at 0.06 ev and effectively

decreases to zero by 0.45 ev; whereas, the free gas derived thermal

flux peaks at a slightly higher 0.105 ev, with a relative magnitude

weighted heavily toward the upper part of the thermal energy range.

With a stronger shift toward higher energy for the thermal flux,

one might expect significantly different group averaged cross sections

at elevated temperatures than the M-B temperature feedback equation

provided. Figures 4.2-9, 10 and 11 plot the group collapsed absorp-

tion, scattering, and total cross sections for LiH(Nat) using the free

gas scattering kernel. To gain an understanding of how temperature

affects cross section of the non-M-B medium, Table 4.2-5 compares the

differences in absorption cross sections of the LiH(Nat) medium using

the free gas scattering kernel and the Maxwell Boltzman model at ele-

vated temperature with the absorption cross section at room tempera-

ture.

From Table 4.2-5, one observes that the reduction in absorption

cross section caused by elevated temperature was less in a non-M-R

medium at very low energies (<0.1 ev) than in a M-B medium. However,
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medium. For a non-M-8 medium, the simple, analytic expression of Equa-

tion 3.3-22 is not appropriate for determining elevated temperature

cross sections. Instead, the temperature dependent flux shape over

thermal energies (< 1 ev) must be calculated and used as the weighting

function in the collapse of multi-group cross sections for use in the

radiation transport calculation. Figure 4.2-7 flowcharts the method of

analysis used to evaluate the non-M=B medium.

The 24 neutron group cross section library used in the radiation

transport calculation has three energy groups below 1.855 ev, which

served as the thermal energy threshold throughout this analysis. The

lowest bound energy in the BUGLE library is 10-5 ev. Using the free

gas model, the thermal flux shape was determined based on a 100 group

subdivision over the range of 1.855 ev to 10-5 ev. The non-symmetric

system of equations as identified by Equations 3.3-43 was solved for

each zone of Figure 4.2-2 containing LfH(Nat) using an average tempera-

ture, determined by a spatial weighting of all elemental temperatures

for a given zone.

An example of the temperature dependent zone flux and source is

plotted in Figure 4.2-8. The source curve vividly shows the effects of

neutron downscatter from higher energies by the heavier lithium atoms

and the lighter hydrogen atoms. From Equation 3.3-40, below an energy

of CLi,6Eth (where a is the collision parameter for Li-6) the only

source of neutrons from higher energies is due to downscattering by

hydrogen. Because the collision parameter for hydrogen is zero, the

source term below QLi sEth is a constant.
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and lithium atoms. The net result was that the relative contribution

of thermal energy neutrons to total energy deposition was reduced in

the outer regions of the shield. Thus, temperature effects on energy

deposition were not felt even close to the edge of the shield (where

leakage effects come into play).

In conclusion, the decrease in absorption cross section as temper-

ature increases for a 1/v medium characterized by a Maxwell Boltzmann

neutron flux shape was accompanied by an increase in flux of the same

proportion. The net result was that the absorption reaction rate

remained constant at elevated temperature. This, in turn, resulted in

A a total decoupling of the internal heat generation and temperature

feedback for a 1/v medium in which absorption is the dominant mechanism

for energy deposition.

4.2.3 Temperature Effects on Energy Deposition in a Non-M-B

Medium. In a strongly absorbing medium, the departure of the flux from

a M-B shape can be extreme. For such a medium, the conclusions of the

previous section may not be valid. The theoretical framework necessary

to examine the temperature effect on energy deposition of a non-M-B

d medium was discussed in detail in Section 3.1. The free gas scattering

kernel was used to generate energy transfer cross sections for deter-

mining temperature feedback effects. This section presents the results

of applying the free gas kernel to the sample shield consisting of W-

LiH(Nat) to quantify the effects of temperature on energy deposition.

The methodology required to examine temperature feedback in a

non-MB medium differs from that presented in Figure 4.2-3 for a M-B

!4
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energy deposition due to neutron interactions occur. The outer LiH

region of Figure 4.2-6 includes zones 9 and 10, r.e final 29 cm of the

shield. The values for all three figures have been normalized to the

respective figures lowest energy group value.

From Figure 4.2-4, the hardness of the neutron spectrum is readily

apparent, with the neutron flux almost four orders of magnitude less

in the thermal energy range than in the Mev range. The resonance peak

in tungsten at about 20 ev is also quite obvious from this plot. While

the cross sections were not processed for doppler broadening in this

analysis, the contributions to energy deposition from neutron inter-

actions below 41 ev were less than 2% of the neutron heating in the

tungsten. Thus, the consequences of not processing this resonance to

account for self shielding effects were negligible.

Shifting one's focus to Figure 4.2-5, one immediately observes

the expected softening of the flux in the hydride material. While the

neutron flux remains relatively hard (2 orders of magnitude larger flux

at I Mev than at thermal energy), the contribution to energy deposition

from thermal energy neutrons was significantly increased due to the

higher heating kerma at low energies caused by the Li-6 absorption

effect. While thermal energy deposition was significant in this

region, we have already seen that the absorption reaction rate remains

constant due to the 1/v cross section and the short neutron mean free

path resulting from Li-6 presence.

The outer LiH region of Figure 4.2-6 showed a hardening of the

neutron spectrum farther into the LiH. This occurred because the

slower neutrons had been absorbed early into the LiH at a rate higher

than the thermalization caused by elastic scatterings from the hydrogen
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To better understand why temperature nad no effect on energy depo-

sition in the M-6 medium, the reaction rates for each zone are included

in Table 4.2-4. From this data, one sees that as the thermal absorp-

tion cross section decreased at elevated temperatures, the flux experi-

enced a corresponding increase in magnitude. Summing over the entire

LiH portion of the shield, the absorption reaction rate changed by only

0.26% with the temperature effect on thermal absorption included.

Since the thermal group (< 0.1ev) accounted for only 10% of the total

energy deposited in the shield, the temperature effect on energy depo-

sition proved to be negligible.

Worthy of note is the fact that absorption reaction rate changed

considerably in the tungsten at elevated temperatures, with an increase

of 27% in the hotter portion (zone 1) and a decrease of 10% in the

cooler, outer portion (zone 2) of the shield. This effect is attribut-

able to the substantially larger mean free path of the thermal neutron

in tungsten (1.11 cm) than in the LiH (0.128 cm). With a total thick-

ness of 4 cm, leakage became a factor in the W which was not accounted

for in the infinite medium M-B calculation of Equation 3.3-22. How-

ever, as noted earlier, the energy deposition due to neutron inter-

actions in the tungsten is so small (and this was over all neutron

energies) that the temperature effect on total energy deposition is not

felt at all.

To put the contribution of neutron interactions at thermal ener-

gies into a clearer perspective, Figures 4.2-4 through 4.2-6 plot the

flux, heat rate, and heating kerma for selected regions of the shield.

The tungsten of Figure 4.2-4 includes zones 1 and 2. The inner LiH

region of Figure 4.2-5 includes zones 3 through 8, where 90% of the
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Table 4.2-9. Effects of Elevated Temperature on Energy
Deposition for W-LiH (Nat) Shield

Volumetric Heat Generation (W/cm 3 )

SI I

q'1", Room q'1' Density/
z, cm r, cm Temperature Density X-sections

51.0 0.0 1.023 1.023 1.024
(Core-W Interface) 9.0 .0796 .0796 .0797

18.3 .0467 .0467 .0467
27.5 .0157 .0157 .0157

55.0 0.0 .1333 .1188 .1222
(W-LiH Interface) 9.0 .1210 .1077 .1106

18.3 .0700 .0625 .0641
27.5 .0261 .0236 .0245

65.9 0.0 .0143 .0157 .0166
(10.9 cm into LiH) 9.0 .0131 .0142 .0151

18.3 .0096 .0100 .0106
27.5 .0074 .0072 .0074

Legend:

q''', Room temperature - No temperature feedback effects

considered on densities or cross sections

q1", Density - Only temperature feedback effects on densities
considered

q'", Density/X-section - Temperature feedback effects on

densities and cross sections considered
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in nuclide density at higher temperature. (The decrease in material

density of LIH from 293 K to 650 K is about 5.8.) The comparison of

total energy deposition might lead one to conclude that the maximum and

minimum temperatures of the LiH were not significantly in error by

neglecting temperature effects on material and nuclear properties.

However, before making such bold assertions additional data must be

presented.

Volumetric heating rates as a function of radial position are

given in Table 4.2-9 for the core-W boundary, the W-LiH boundary, and

for 10.9 cm into the LiH. From this table, the three sets of internal

Sheat generation represent varying approximations in considering temper-

ature feedback effects on energy deposition. The q'", Room Temp data

set represents heating rates calculate! with room temperature proper-

ties, in which no temperature feedback on either material densities or

thermal cross sections were considered. The q"', Density heating

rates were calculated with temperature dependent number densities.

Again, no temperature effects on thermal microscopic cross sections

were included. The final set of heating rates, q'", Density/X-Sec-

tions were calculated with temperature feedback effects on both density

and thermal microscopic cross sections.

From Table 4.2-9, neglecting all temperature effects on energy

deposition results in an overestimation of internal heat generation

ranging from 8.7% to 6.1% along the radial plane of the shield at the

* W-LiH interface. Approximately 11 cm into the LiH portion of the

shield, neglecting temperature effects results in an underestimation of

the heat generation ranging from 16.3 % to 0 % as the shield radius

increases. However, because the magnitude of the energy deposition had
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decreased by almost an order of magnitude within this first 11 cm of

the LiH, the differences in energy deposition at a relatively short

distance into the shield were not significant.

From the comparison of q'", Density and q"', Density/X-Sections

data sets of Table 4.2-9, it is seen that neglecting temperature

effects on thermal microscopic cross sections results in an underesti-

mation of energy deposition throughout the shield. While the differ-

ences are not great, ranging from -2.8% to -3.7% (at the W-LiH

boundary) and -5.4% to -2.7%(at 11 cm into the shield), the increase in

energy deposition due to temperature effects on thermal cross sections

is not intuitively obvious. However, recalling from Table 4.2-5, the

lowest group (En < .1 ev) absorption cross section had a smaller decre-

ase from room temperature using the free gas model (for a non-M-B med-

ium) than the M-B medium. Since the absorption reaction rate for an M-

8 medium was not affected by temperature, it is obvious that the tem-

perature absorption reaction rate for the non M-B medium will be higher

when temperature effects on cross section are considered. To reinforce

this effect, the two higher thermal energy groups (1.855 to 0.411 ev

and .411 to .1 ev) also experienced a larger reduction in absorption

cross section with elevated temperature. Thus, more neutrons escape

this energy range and become available for capture in the lowest group,

where the larger heating kerma results in more energy deposition. This

effect was verified with the larger absorption reaction rate observed

for the radiation transport results with complete temperature feedback,

when compared with results from temperature effects on number

densities-only run.
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When spatial dependence was removed by integrating the volumetric

heat generation over the shields volume, the results already presented

in Tables 4.2-7 and 4.2-8 were obtained. Using the energy deposition

4 represented by the data of these tables, the effect of neglecting tem-

perature feedback effects on material and nuclear properties resulted

in an overestimation of maximum temperature of 15 K, or -2.2% of the

local temperature value. The minimum temperature of the shield was

overestimated by-11 K, or -2.5% of the local temperature value. When

including temperature effects on the nuclide density but neglecting

cross section temperature feedback (on both heating kerma and radiation

transport), the energy deposition throughout the shield varied by only

0.4%. This difference resulted in only -3 K (0.2%) overestimation of

d maximum and minimum temperature of the shield. Thus, we move a bit

closer to concluding that there is a weak coupling between temperature

and energy deposition an SP-100 baseline design radiation shield.

To gain a better understanding of why the temperature effect on

energy deposition was so slight, the energy deposited by neutrons

throughout the LiH is recorded in Table 4.2-10. The flux, heating

kermas, and energy deposited for the 24 neutron groups are listed for

each groups average energy value. The % TOT column represents the

% contribution of the groups energy deposition to the total energy depo-

sition for all neutrons. The CUM % represents the cumulative total of

energy deposited, starting with the highest energy group. All fluxes,

kermas, and energy deposition values are normalized to their respective

lowest energy group value (E< 0.1 ev). From Table 4.2-10, one observes

that over half the energy deposited by neutrons occurred at energies

less than -40 ev and one-quarter of the-neutron energy occurred below
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TAdLE 4.2-10: Fluxes, Heating Kermas and Energy Deposition for
Neutrons in the LiH(Nat) Portion of a W-LiH(Nat)
Shield (All Values Normalized to Repective Lowest
Energy Group)

AVERAGE
GROUP

Gi(OUP ENERGY FLUX HEAT KERMA ENERGY DEPT %TUT CUM %
1 0.1316E+08 0.3356E-06 0.3818E-01 0.3673E-08 0.0 0.0
2 0.8607E+07 0.3114E+01 0.3512E-01 0.3135E-01 0.3 U.3
3 0.6065E+07 0.1527E+02 0.3258E-01 0.1426E+00 1.4 1.7
4 0.3867E+07 U.3036E+02 0.2493E-01 0.2169E+00 2.1 3.8
5 0.2231E+07 0.1012E+03 0.1804E-01 0.5230E+00 5.1 9.0
6 0.1287E+U7 0.1075E+03 0.1325E-01 0.4083E+0O 4.0 13.0
7 0.8627E+06 0.5524E+02 0.1038E-01 0.1644E+00 1.6 14.6
8 0.6080E+06 U.7113E+02 0.8708E-02 0.177bE+00 1.7 16.4
9 0.3019E+06 0.1492E+03 0.8900E-02 0.3805E+00 3.7 20.1
10 0.1426E+06 0.7270E+02 0.5215E-02 0.1087E+00 1.1 21.2
11 0.6735E+05 0.1125E+03 0.3373E-02 0.1088E+00 1.1 22.3
12 U.3143E+05 0.4592E+02 0.2603E-02 0.3426E-01 0.3 22.6
13 0.1906E+05 0.4537E+02 0.2536E-02 0.3298E-01 0.3 22.9
14 0.1033E+05 U.6701E+02 0.2789E-02 0.5358E-01 0.5 23.5
15 0.4880E+04 0.6358E+02 0.3569E-02 0.6506E-01 0.6 24.1
16 0.2305E+04 0.5778E+02 0.5024E-02 0.8320E-01 0.8 24.9
17 0.8480E+03 0.9062E+02 0.8134E-02 0.2113E+00 2.1 27.0
18 0.2144E+03 0.1007E+03 0.1574E-01 0.4542E+00 4.5 31.5
19 0.6144E+02 0.5499E+02 0.2995E-01 0.4721E+00 4.6 36.1
20 0.1994E+02 0.5511E+02 0.5263E-01 0.8313E+00 8.2 44.3
21 0.4449E+01 0.5417E+02 0.1091E+00 0.1694E+01 16.7 61.0
22 0.8762E+00 0.2294E+02 0.2344E+00 0.1541E+01 15.2 76.1
23 0.2034E+00 0.1039E+02 0.4785E+00 0.1425E+01 14.0 90.2
24 0.2250E-U1 0.1000E+01 .1000E+01 0.1000E+01 9.8 100.0
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the thermal threshold (1.855 ev). While the lowest energy group flux

was over two orders of magnitude less than the 673 Key group flux and

less than one-third of the 8.6 Mev group flux, almost 10% of the energy

deposition occurred within this group (<.1 ev). The strong contribu-

tion of the 1/v absorption cross section of Li-6 accounted for this

result.

As shown earlier, energy deposition in LiH(Nat) at low energies is

dominated by the (n, a) reaction in Li-6. Furthermore, the effect of

temperature on microscopic neutron cross sections was felt only by

cross sections below the thermal threshold energy (1.855 ev for the

present neutron cross section library). The other effect of

temperature was the decrease in nuclide densities due to the decrease

in material density of the LiH, as temperature increases. These two

effects on energy deposition can expressed analytically as:
&Htot " HN HD (4.2-1)

tot tot S&tot

where:

UHtot a % change in total energy deposited due to all temperature
effects

S(HTot HRT )HT X 100%
- tot tot

I&HNtot " % change in UH due to temperature effects on thermal
neutron cross sions

a (HT _tHD )/HT x 100%
tot tot tot

U hjto- % change in UHtot due to temperature effects on numberdensities

a (Hto H RT )/HT x 100%t- tot tot

HRT M total energy deposited kW] using room temperature properties
tot
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HDtot - total energy deposited [kW] using elevated temperature
number densities, but neglecting temperature effects on cross
sections

HTHtot , total energy deposited [kW] including temperature effects
on number densities and cross sections.

The difference of 2.48% between total energies deposited of

Tables 4.2-7 and 4.2-8 represents the complete temperature effect on

energy deposition for a W- LiH(Nat) shield. To quantify the portion of

this difference due to temperature effects on cross sections

( tot of Equation 4.2-1), the radiation transport calculation was

also run with temperature dependent number densities, but no tempera-

ture feedback effects on cross sections. The total energy deposited

was 9.474 kW, or a decrease of 3.0% from the full temperature effect

deposition value of 9.765 kW. These results are summarized in

Table 4.2-11 and Figure 4.2-12.

Table 4.2-11: Results of Temperature Effects on Energy
Deposition for a W-LiH(Nat) Shield

Total Energy deposited [kWJ %Change

HRT HD HT %&HN AH0  tottot tot tot tot tot tot

10.006 9.474 9.765 +3.22 -5.69 -2.48

From Table 4.2-11 and Figure 4.2-12, several important conclusions can

be derived. The temperature effects on energy deposition due to den-

sity decreases were more significant than those due to decreases in

thermal microscopic cross sections in LiH(Nat) for the temperature

range of an SP-100 shield. Considering only temperature feedback
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Figure 4.2-12 Results of Temperature Feedback Effects on
Energy Deposition in a W-LiH(Nat) Shield

kel at ive
Energy beposited

p & a at room temperature
1.0

0.975 P(T) +3.1%

U .!43 IFc ( )

6. 7%

Legend:

P T) Temperature Dependent Density
T) - Temperature Dependent Cross Sections

effects on number densities results in an underestimation of the total

energy deposition. The effect of temperature feedback on thermal

microscopic cross sections was to increase the energy deposition due to

the increase in the absorption reaction rates. This effect somewhat

offsets the decrease in total energy deposition due to density

decreases.

The net result is that the total energy deposited in an W-LiH(Nat)

shield for an SP-100 type reactor is decreased by only a few percent

due to temperature feedback effects on number densities and thermal

neutron microscopic cross sections. For a shield in which the total

energy deposited is on the order of 10 kW, the 2-3% change in energy

deposition in the shield will not appreciably change the temperature

distribution. However, for a reactor operating in the multi-megawatt

range, a 2-3% change in energy deposition could possibly result in a
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significant temperature change in the shield. (Energy deposition is

roughly 6% of the total reactor thermal power.) Although, the tempera-

ture feedback effects on energy deposition have been shown not to be a

major design consideration in engineering analysis of an SP-100 reactor

shield, these results should not be taken as universally applicable to

any shield design.
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5.0 APPLICATION TO SP-100 SHIELD DESIGN

Having shown the limited effect of temperature on energy deposi-

tion in a shield comprised of tungsten and lithium hydride at SP-100

power levels (~1. 66MWth), the coupling of radiation transport and tem-

perature was investigated. The need for layering the shield at high

core power level was recorded in the later design of the SNAP program.

However, these optimizations were based on radiation dosage require-

ments without regard to thermal considerations. The results of this

section are intended to address this gap in our understanding of the

space reactor shield design.

The earlier results regarding temperature effects on energy depo-

sition can be considered as microscopic phenomenological coupling;

whereas, the coupling effects due to the layering configuration pre-

sented in this section may be considered as macroscopic feedback

effects. To examine the macroscopic effects, several different shield

configurations were analyzed. The details of each configuration are

included in Table 5.1-1. The thickness of tungsten is decreased some-

what as the gamma layer is moved back into the shield in order to main-

tain the same mass of tungsten for all configurations.

The key geometric parameters for shield configurations 1 and 2

(W located at front of shield) were already presented in Figure 4.2-2.

The only difference between these designs was the substitution of

LiH (Depl) for LiH(Nat) in the region extending from the W-LiH inter-

face to the back portion of the shield which faces the thermoelectric

conversion panels (z-97.67 cm). The most important geometric param-

eters for shield configurations 3 and 4 (W located 13.4 cm into shield)

are included in Figure 4.1-1.



Taole 5.1-1: Shield Configurations Used in Analysis of Layering
Effects on Radiation Transport-Temperature Oistribu-
tion

Shield Centerline Thickness, cm

Configurations W() LiH(Depl) LiH(Nat)

1 W-LiH(Nat) 4.0 --- 71.0

2 W-LiH(Depl)-LiH Nat) 4.0 42.7 28.3

3 LiH(Nat)-W-LiH(Nat) 3.86 --- 13.4/57.74(2)

4 LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat) 3.86 13.4 57.74

Notes:

I. All W thicknesses tapered to 2 cm at the radiative
surface of the shield.

2. Thickness before/after the W layer.

In analyzing the shield configurations of Table 5.1-1, the complete

radiation transport temperature feedback effects (densities and thermal

cross sections) for the non- M-tj LiH(Wat) portion of each shield were

incorporated into these results. In addition, a 1-0 transport calcula-

tion of the reactor and shield assembly was performed to estimate the

neutron and gamma fluences at the 25 meter dose plane. After the final

temperature distribution was determined, the thermal stresses and

strains were calculated for the most promising shield design. These

results are presented in the following sections.

5.1 Neutron and Gamma Fluences at 25 m Dose Plane. To gain an

understanding of tne effectiveness of the shield configurations on

dosage, a Pi. transport calculation was performed using the 1-D version

of FEMP. The nigher order Legendre terms in the expansion of the flux
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are particularly important for a deep penetration calculation in a fast

reactor shield, as the scattering is highly anisotropic in the LiH

region.

The number densities for the 1-D calculation were obtained by

weighting the 2-0 number densities by the respective volume ratio over

the entire radius of the system for a given axial plane. This approach

is shown in Figure 5.1-1. The accuracy of this volume weighted

approach should be higher for a fast reactor than for an equivalent

thermal reactor (for same power level) because the volume of the first

is much smaller. Therefore, the homogenized number densities have less

of an impact on dosage calculations at the 25 m axial dose plane.

The number densities used for the dosage calculations were based

on the volume fractions shown earlier. The one exception to this rule

was the region which included the a4C control drums, outside the radial

core reflectors. Because of the high enrichment of B-10 (80 atom %) in

the B4C and its extremely large absorption cross section (3837 barns

at 0.025ev), the smearing of B4C for a given axial plane would appreci-

ably alter the neutron spectrum throughout the core. Hence, as shown

in Figure 5.1-1 the 84C was not included in the homogenized 1-D number

densities for the axial regions subtended by the core. The effect of

leaving out the 84C was a slightly super critical core (keff-l.07) and

resulting fluences would be slightly higher than exact values.

Leakage out radial surfaces was incorporated into the 1-0 calcula-

tions with transverse buckling. The 2-0 shadow shield geometry does

not lend itself to an exact 1-0 equivalent modelling. Instead, the

slightly different geometry as shown in Figure 5.1-2 was used. The two
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Figure 5.1-1 Example of Collapse of 2-D to 1-D Densities for
PN Transport Calculation
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Table 5.2-3: Energy Deposition Throughout a Shield
Consisting of LiH(Depl)-W-Lil(rat) for
an SP-100 Reactor Operating at 1.66 MWth

Energy Deposited [kW]

Zone Material H.Y Hn, Htot Summary

1 LiH(Depl) .097 .299 .397 LiH(Depl):

2 is.050 .107 .157 H = .498
Y1

3 .193 .241 .43 Hn = .875

4 .158 .228 .386 H tot = 1.373

5 W .922 .013 .935 W:

6 go1.436 .015 1.451 H = 2.358
Y

7 LiH(Nat) .161 .028 .189 H n = .028

8 10.492 1.521 2.013 H tot , 2.386

9 .127 .008 .136 LiH(Nat):

10 .539 1.246 1.785 HY 1.319

H n 2.803

H tot =4.122

Total 4.175 3.706 7.881

Legend:

H Y - Energy deposited by Gammas

H n - Energy deposited by Neutrons

H tt HY +Hn
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Table 5.2-2: Energy Deposition Througnout a Shield
Consisting of LiH(iNat)-W-LiH(iiat) for
an SP-100 Reactor Operating at 1.66 MWth

Energy Deposited [kW]

Zone Material Hy Hn Htot Summary

1 LiH(Nat) .081 1.747 1.828 LiH(Nat) :

2 " .053 .406 .459 H = .434Y

3 o .143 .991 1.134 Hn = 4.005

4 " .157 .861 1.018 Hto t 
= 4.439

5 W .505 .000 .505 W:

6 s 1.134 .005 1.139 HIY = 1.639

7 LiH(Nat) .169 .021 .190 Hn  = .005

8 " .539 1.459 1.998 Htot = 1.644

9 .136 .008 .144 LiH(Nat)_:

10 .590 1.216 1.806 H = 1.434Y

Hn  = 2.704

Htot - 4.138

Total 3.507 6.714 10.221

Legend:

H - Energy deposited by GammasY

H - Energy deposited by Neutronsn

H = Hy + Hn
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raole 5.2-1: Energy Deposition Throughout a Shield
Consisting of W-LiH Dpi) -LiH(Nat) for
an SP-100 Keactor Operating at 1.66 MWth

Energy Deposited [kW]

Zone Material Hl. Hn Htot Surruiary

1 w 2.220 .039 2.259 W:

2 1.657 .017 1.674 H = 3.877
Y

3 LiH(iVepl) .189 .209 .398 H n = .056

4 .383 .394 .777 H tot =3.3

5 .196 .015 .211 LiH(Depl):

6 N.394 .227 .621 H - 1.923
Y

7 N.183 .001 .184 H~ n = 1.131

8 578 .285 .863 H tot - 3.054

9 LiH(Nat) .185 .009 .194 LiH(Nat):

10 N.310 .208 .518 H Y .495

H. z .217

H tt= .712

Total 6.295 1.404 7.699

Legend:

H Y - Energy deposited by Ganias

H n~ - Energy deposited by Neutrons

H tot , H +
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with the remaining energy deposition occurring in the W. Furthermore,

the 6.274 kW of energy deposited in zones 1 through 4 (shield center-

line thickness of -1 cm) accounted for 64% of the total energy depos-

ited.

With the W-LiH(Depl)-LiH(Nat) shield configuration, gamma heating

accounted for 6.295 kW of the 7.699 kW deposited, for an 82% fraction.

The gamma heating in the tungsten rose by 0.69 kW to 3.877 kW. What

occurred was an increase in scattering of lower energy neutrons into

the tungsten due to the absence of the Li-6 nuclide (which reduces

backscattering into the W). The slow neutrons then were absorbed by

the W-184 and W-184 nuclides which produced low Mev gammas. Many of

the gammas were then absorbed by the high-Z tungsten, resulting in an

increase in gamma heating. The thermal neutrons which did not re-enter

the W were available for radiative capture in the Li-7 and H. Many of

these gammas subsequently escaped from the low Z LiH, resulting in a

higher gamma fluence for the W-LiH(Depl)-LiH(Nat) configuration.

The LiH(Depl) and LiH(Nat) accounted for 3.766 kW of the 7.699 kW

deposited, or a 49% fraction. Thus, we found that not only was there a

reduction in total energy deposited, but a greater percentage of the

heating occurred in the highly thermally conductive material, tungsten.

Furthermore, the 5.108 kW of energy deposited in zones 1 through 4

represented a decrease of over I kW of heating in the front portion of

the shield with the substitution of LiH(Oepl).

Thus, we found some marked advantages from a thermal transport

standpoint in replacing the highly absorbent LiH(Nat) in the front

portion of the shield. The total energy deposition was reduced, a

greater portion of the energy deposition occurred in the tungsten, and
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the prioritized list of shield configurations will be substantially

different which, in turn, requires trade-offs between radiation trans-

port and thermal management of tne shield.

5.2.1 Energy Deposition Results. Tables 5.2-1 through 5.2-3

include the energy deposition for each zone of shield configurations 2,

3 and 4 of Table 5.1-1. The energy deposition for shield configura-

tion 1 (Table 4.2-8) was presented in Section 4.2. With the tungsten

moved into the shield, the zoning of shield configuration numbers 3

and 4 do not correspond directly to the zoning configuration numbers 1

and 2. Thus, a direct comparison of zone heating between tungsten at

the front and tungsten moved into the shield, is not valid.

To understand the importance of shield configuration to total

deposition, the effects of replacing LiH(Nat) with LiH(Depl) for a

given location of W were examined, then the effects of moving the W

into the shield were analyzed, as well. With a good understanding of

the relationship between shield configuration and energy deposition,

the resulting temperature profile for each shield will follow in the

next section.

A comparison of Tables 4.2-8 and 5.2-1 shows changes in total

heating with replacement of the first 42 cm of LiH(Nat) with LiH(Depl),

when the W was at the front of the shield. The total energy deposition

was decreased by slightly more than 2 kW, or 21%. However, the % con-

tribution to total energy deposition by gamma interaction changed sub-

stantially. For the shield comprised of all natural LiH, gamma heating

accounted for 4.778 kW of the 9.765 kW deposited for a 49% fraction.

Of this total heating value, the Li accounted for 6.542 kW, or 67%,
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absorption of thermal neutrons by Li-6 eliminates any chance of second-

ary gamma generation from radiative capture reactions in the W and LiH

with these slow neutrons. The optimum design is shield configuration

3 from the Table 5.1-1 based on radiation transport considerations.

However, substitution of LiH(Nat) with LiH(Depl) before tne W still

meets tne fluence requirements of the SP-100 program.
4

Thirdly, the rate of gamma attentuation with increased shield

thickness is much less than the equivalent rate of neutron attenuation.

With the stringent weight and volume constraints associated with reac-

tors deployed in space, optimization of the shield configuration will

result in significant improvements in the gamma attenuating capabil-

ities of the shield.

With a basic understanding of the radiation transport performance

of the SP-100 reactor shield, the next section shall present the

results of the thermal performance of these same shielding configura-

tions. Should there be a change in preference of order of shield con-

figuration based on Figure 5.1-5, then thermal design considerations

must become an integral part of the design process in space reactor

radiation shielding.

5.2 Results of Shield Configuration Effects. In the last sec-

tion, a layered shield consisting of LiH(Nat)-W-LiH(Nat) was shown to

be the optimum design of the four shields analyzed based only on radia-

tion protection performance. In'this section, the optimum configura-

tion in terms of thermal performance is identified. As shall be shown,

4 At the start of this work, the gamma fluence was 1 MRAD at the
25 meter dose plane. This requirement has recently oeen changed to
0.5 MRAU for the SP-100 Program, which can be met by an additional 1 cm
of W. Even with the extra W, the relative position of the shield con-
figurations of Figure 5.1-5 remains the same.
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damage response functions below -10 Key threshold cause no damage to

silicon [Bendel, 1977]. Since the configurations of Table 5.1-1 differ

predominately from the standpoint of removing thermal neturons (and

secondary gammas), the impact on NVT fluence is minimal.

Another conclusion one may draw from Figure 5.1-4 is that the

application of a removal cross section for determining fast neutron

attenuation is quite reasonable. The linearity of this curve on a

semi-log scale is indicative of the exponential attenuation of fast

neutrons throughout the shield.

The radiation transport consequence of changing the shield config-

uration is vividly seen in Figure 5.1-5. The effect of moving tung-

sten 13.4 cm into the shield is readily apparent by the lower gamma

fluence of shield configurations 3 and 4. The physics of why the gamma

fluence is dramatically reduced with W moved into the shield is based

on changes In radiative capture (low energy) and Inelastic scattering

(high energy) of neutrons in Li-7, radiative capture (low energy) of

neutrons and gamma removal in W, thermal neutron absorption in Li-6 and

radiative capture in hydrogen. While 1-0 results should be used only

for a conceptual understanding of the shield, these results agree well

with more detailed 2-0 Monte Carlo calculations performed at Los Alamos

National Laboratory (Carlson, 1985).

Several general conclusions can be made based on the results of

Figure 5.1-5. Firstly, there is a decrease by a factor of 3-5 times in

the gamma fluence with the movement of the W into the shield. In fact,

the SP-10 gamma fluence requirements may not be met for shield config-

urations 1 and 2 with for a 75 cm thick shield.

Secondly, the use of LiH(Vepl) in place of LiH(Nat) results in a

decrease In tne radiation protection performance of the shield. The
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The variable e, Db, and x are identified in Figure 5.1-3. The

scaling factor (SF) for extrapolating the 1-D fluence from the back of

the shield to the dose plane follows from Equation 5.1-10 as:

SF a cO Db (5.1-11)
32 x2

The value of Db for the SP-100 reactor shield would be 27.5 cm If

no neutrons or gammas reached point P from the rear angled surfaces of

shield (Surfaces AB and CD in Figure 5.1-3). For the sake of conserva-

tism, let's assume that all gammas and neutrons leaving these surfaces

and subtended by the solid angle w also reach point P. Since the dis-

tance from the center of the core to the back of the shield is very

close to 100 cm, the value of x (back of shield to dose plane) is

2400 cm. The value of cosO (cosine of radius of shield to distance

from back of shield to dose plane) is very nearly one. The scaling

factor then becomes:

1 (2 x 55.83 cm)2

SFM - = 6.76 x 10-5

32 (2400 cm)2

With this scaling factor, the P15 neutron and gamma fluences at the

25 meter dose plane are included in Figures 5.1-4 and 5.1-5 for the

four shield configurations being considered.

The first observation one can make from the NVT fluences of Fig-

ure 5.1-4 is that for the baseline design shield thickness of 75 cm,

neutron dosage is well below the SP-100 requirement of 1012 NVT

CJPL, 19823. Another less obvious result is that the particular con-

figuration of W and LiH has little effect on NVT, as long as the total

mass of the gamma and neutron attenuating materials remains constant.

The reason for this result lies in the fact that the magnitude of the
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Substituting Equation 5.1-2 into Equation 5.1-3 and carrying out inte-

gration results in:

Sl(E ,Zb) (5.1-4)
~2

Recalling that the 41 component of the flux represents the current, the

portion of flux exiting the shield, ,n' is:

n(E,Zb) L *o(Ezb) (5.1-5)

Since fluence is calculated from the 1o component of flux,

the #1 portion of fluence at the back surface follows directly from

Equation 5.1-5:

Fn(Ezb) .. LFo(E,zb)

The fluence at point P can be determined by substituting Equation

PI 5.1-6 into Equation 5.1-1, resulting in:

FP j Fn(EZb) dwdSdE
E S

FDP fE J S J --L F0 (E,zb)& dS dE (5.1-7)

1 cosa WD
J E F0 (E,z) x2)

-& Fo('b-' -- E (5.1-8)

The multi-grouping of energies in the radiation transport calcu-

lation leads to the following relationship for fluence:

I COSS 2 MG

3FOp 2 32 Db Fo (EgZb) (5.1-9)

1 coSO 2
F DP Ob Fo (zb) (5.1-10)

32 x2
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fluence on the 25 meter dose plane (Point P on this figure). Mathe-

matically, the 25m maximum fluence was obtained from:

F Ua fEfS fwFn(E, zb) dwdSdE (5.1-1)

where:

F n Component of fluence at back surface exiting shieldn
F = Fluence at dose plane

OP

zb = Ostance from axial mid-plane of core to shield

back surface

S = Surface area at back surface

W. - Solid angle from point P to Surface S

Since the fluence calculated at the back surface was based on the

flux at each radial position along this surface, the directional compo-

nent of the flux toward point P must be separated out. This was accom-

plished by assuming that the directional dependence of the flux (from

the back surface to the point P) is linearly anisotropic and can be

approximated by the first two terms of expansion using Legendre Polyno-

nials, or:

*(E, z, ii) -L o(Ez Po(P)+30 1 (E,z)Pj(P)] (5.1-2)
4'

The component of flux leaving the shield from the back vertical

surface then corresponds to any neutron or gamma with an angular cosine

greater than zero. Using a Marshak boundary condition, the current

leaving the Dack surface toward the dose plane Is determined from [Bell

and Glasstone, 197U]:

0f (E,zb,  - 0 (5.1-3)
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tungsten locations correspond to either shield configurations 1 and 2

or 3 and 4. The shield was then subdivided into zones corresponding to

the 2-0 centerline zones, and temperature dependent nunoer densities

from the 2-u problem were used for 1-0 calculations. The radius used

to calculate the transverse buckling for each zone was based on the

average outer radius of each zone, with an extrapolation length based

on diffusion theory added.

The dosage calculations were made with a criticality determination

of the combined reactor and shield system, with the FEMPID transport

code. The fluxes at each axial position were then used to calculate

the neutron and gamma fluences, respectively. For neutron and gamma

doses, the silicon damage response functions of Bendel (1977) were

used. The neutron damage effects (due to both ionization and displace-

ment) are normal'ized to a I Mev equivalent dosage [Namenson and

Wolicki, 1982].

The gamna and neutron fluences were calculated for each axial

position throughout the shield. The specific values corresponding to

the back of the shield must then be extrapolated to tne 25 meter dose

plane to compare the fluences for a given shield thickness with the

prescribed dosages for the SP-100 reactor system. By considering each

neutron and.gamma ray exiting the shield at its back surface as a point

source, the dose plane fluence can be determined by integrating the

individual point sources over the entire back surface and subtend the

solid angle to the point on the 25 meter dose plane experiencing the

largest fluence. Figure 5.1-3 diagrams the geometric relationship of

the radiation sources at the back of the shield to the point of maximun
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less energy was required to be removed from the hot part of the low

conductivity LiH. The question as to whether the same thermal advan-

tages apply to the configurations with W moved into the shield was the

next issue to be addressed.

With the tungsten moved 13.4 cm into the shield, the gamma flu-

ences were shown to decrease comfortably below the 1 MRAD requirement

for the 75 cn thick shield baseline design. The energy deposited for

the two configurations analyzed with the tungsten moved-in were

recorded in Tables 5.2-2 and 5.2-3. The effects of replacing the first

13.4 cm of LiH(Nat) with LiH(Depl) will now be discussed.

The neutron spectrum entering the shield is quite hard, witn some

thermalization occurring in the beryllium and beryllium oxide reflec-

tors. Much of the spectrum softening which occurs in the reflectors is

offset by the absorption of thermal neutrons by the lithium coolant in

heavy concentration in the upper plenum located between the core and
4

the shield. Therefore, differences in energy deposition between con-

figurations 3 and 4 must be due primarily to spectrum softening occur-

ring witnin the first 13.4 cm of the shield.

From Table 5.2-2, the total energy deposited in the LiH(Nat)-W-

LIH(Nat) shield is 10.221 kW, with 4.439 kW (-43%) occurring in zones 1

through 4. From Table 5.2-3, the total energy deposited in the

LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat) shield is 7.881 kW with 1.373 kW (-17%) occurring

in zones 1 through 4. The heating in the W increased by 0.742 kW for

the shield with the LiH(Depl). This increase in heating, due to the

higher thermal neutron flux entering the W, when combined with the net
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decrease of 3.bo kW between the two designs for zones 1 through 4

(natural or depleted LiH), accounted for the net decrease of 2.34 kW

(-23%) in total energy deposited with the substitution of LiH(Depl) for

the first 13.4 cm of the shield.

Gamma heating accounted for -34% of the total energy deposited for

the LiH(Nat)-W-LiH(Nat) shield and -53% for the LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat)

shield. The reason for the increase with the LiH(Depl) at the front

was basically the sane as discussed previously for the W-LiH shields.

With less neutron absorption due to removal of the Li-6 nuclide in the

front portion of the shield, there were more capture reactions occurr-

ing in the Li-7, H, and W. Thus, the net result was an increase in

gamma heating. However, the relative contribution of gamma heating was

significantly decreased with the movement of W into the shield. Recal-

ling that this movement was initiated to minimize the generation of

secondary gammas, this decrease in relative contribution by gammas was

quite understandable.

When comparing the total energy deposition of W-LIH(Nat) with the

LiH(Nat)-W-LiH(Nat) shields, It was quite remarkable how the total

"- heating values differed by less than 0.5 kW. The difference in energy

deposition between the W-LIH(Depl)-LiH(Nat) and LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat)

shields was less than 0.2 kW. However, the relative contributions to

total heating by gamma and neutron interactions was seen to be signifi-

cantly different when the tungsten was moved into the shield. Because

a gamma mean free path is quite larger than the neutron mean free path

in LiH, one might expect very different temperature distributions,

despite these small differences in total energy deposition.
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In summary, the interaction of radiation with matter is a compli-

cated process in itself. The effects of these interactions on energy

deposition are further complicated when one must consider the resulting

changes on reaction rates, heating kermas, charged particle and second-

ary gamma generation. The net result of simultaneously applying all

these effects are beyond the level of understanding provided by simple

analytic expressions. Hence, one is forced to adapt the capabilities

of computational analyses using complex computercodes on digital com-

puters.

The coupling of the radiation transport to the heat transfer for

the four shield configurations will be presented next. What has been

shown thus far is that the radiation protection performance of the

shield is strongly influenced by the relative location of the tungsten,

and to a lesser degree with the substitution of LiH(Nat) with LiH(Uepl)

in the front portions of the shield. The effect of moving the tungsten

into the shield had a slight effect on the total energy deposited, and

the use of LiH(Depl) resulted in a decrease of -23% in energy deposi-

tion for either location of tungsten. The remaining issues focus on

how these energy deposition results translate into temperature distri-

butions and whether a shield optimized for minimum fluences meet the

thermal performance requirements of the tungsten and LiH/stainless

steel honeycomb.

5.2.2 Temperature Oistribution Results. The volumetric heating

rates corresponding to the four shield configurations of Table 5.1-1

were used to generate the temperature distribution throughout the 3-D

* axisymmetric radiation shield. For the baseline case, the radiative

,1

.
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surface coating was taken as cromium oxide, which for the temperature

range of interest in this analysis has a constant emissivity of 0.83

[Touloukian et al., 1972].5 The view factor was assumed ideal with a

value of 1.0.6 A final assumption was that the reactor was operated in

a 300 km orbit, which has an equilibrium ambient temperature of 200 K

[Stevenson and Grafton, 1961]. With these operating conditions, an

optimum shield design (based on radiation transport and heat transfer

analyses) was selected.

At this time the effects of long term exposure at low earth orbits

are not clearly understood. There is some uncertainty associated with

maintaining these baseline assumptions over the seven year design life-

time of the SP-100 reactor system. For example, recent shuttle flights

have experienced surface etching from oxygen atoms striking its surface

[Cross and Cremers, 1985]. The effect of this etching phenomenom on

the chromium oxide emissivity over the operating lifetime of the reac-

tor remains to be determined. Because of this type of uncertainty,

sensitivity analyses were performed by varying baseline values of emis-

sivity, view factor, and equivalent ambient temperature to determine

changes in maximum and minimum shield temperatures (based on the LiH

temperature limits previously discussed).

5 Ceramic oxide coatings are favored materials for heat rejection in
the space environment because of their low absorbtivity of short wave-
length radiation and high emissivity at thermal radiation wavelengths
[Stevenson and Grafton, 1961].

6 An actual shield deployed in space will have some energy exchange
with surrounding celestrial bodies and other objects in space. Calcu-
lation of view factors to model this exchange must include reactor
orbit, orientation within an orbit, position along an orbit, and any
rotational spin of the reactor system. The magnitude of this energy
exchange will be small in comparison with the earth-shield heat
exchange, which is incorporated in the energy balance at the radiative
surface as an equivalent ambient temperature.
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Figure 5.2-1 Temperature Distribution in a W-LiH(Nat) Shield
for a Fast Reactor Operating at 1.66 MWth
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Figure 5.2-2 Temperature Distribution in a W-LiH(Depl)-LIH(Nat)
Shield for a Fast Reactor Operating at 1.66MWt
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Figure 5.2-3 Temperature Distribution in a W-LiH(Nat)-W-LIH(Nat)
Shield for a Fast Reactor Operating at 1.66MWt
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Figure 5.2-4 Temperature Distribution of a LiH(DePl)-W-LiH(Nat)
Shield for a Fast Reactor Operating at 1.66MWt
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The front and back surfaces of the shield were adiabatic as in

Figure 4.2-2 for all results presented in this section. The final

temperature distributions for the four configurations of Table 5.1-1

are included in Figures 5.2-1 through 5.2-4. The 3-0 plots present the

steady state temperature of the shield as a function of radial and

axial position. both radial and axial coordinates are the same as

identified in Figure 4.2-2.

Figures 5.2-1 and 5.2-2 present the temperature distributions for

the W-LiH(Nat) and W-LiH(Depl)-LiH(Nat) shields, respectively. From

Figure 5.2-1, the maximum and minimum temperatures for the all natural

LiH shield were 772 K and 540 K, respectively. Recalling that -64% of

the energy deposition occurred in the first 15 cm of tne shield, the

large amount of internal heating in the LiH exceeds the material's

ability to transport heat out, resulting in a peaking of the tempera-

ture about 2 cm Into the LiH(Nat).

The maximum and minimum temperatures for the W-LiH(Depl)-LiH(Nat)

shield were 680 K and 535 K, as obtained from Figure 5.2-2. The

effects of 21% less energy deposited for the substitution of LiH(Depl)

was readily apparent with the 92 K decrease in the maximum temperature

of the LiH. The enhanced ability of this shield to transport its heat

to the cooler surface was shown with the elimination of the temperature

peaking inside the shield.

While neither of the W-LiH shields were attractive based on their

ability to satisfy gammla fluence requirements, the W-LiH(Depl)-LiH(Nat)

shield was quite acceptable based on its thermal performance. Even the

W-LIH(Nat) shield could meet thermal requirements. While the maximum

temperature of 772 K for the W-LIH(Nat) shield would cause some concern
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regarding stainless steel-lithium interactions (and lithium-lithium

nydride interactions, as well), the rapid drop in temperature that

occurred beyond the 27.5 cm radial position could make this shield

design (with separate inner and outer LiH canned regions) admissible

from a thermal standpoint. Thus, the contribution of the highly con-

ductive tungsten in hottest portion of the shield somewhat minimizes

the benefits of the significant 21% reduction in energy deposition.

The conclusion follows that the gains in thermal'performance with the

W-Lih(Depl)-LiH(Nat) would not be worth the sacrifice in terms of

decreased radiation protection provided by the shield.

Figures 5.2-3 and b.2-4 present the temperature distributions for

the other two shield configurations with the W moved 13.4 cm into the

shield. The results from these two plots were quite startling and

served as the basis for making some very important conclusions regard-

ing radiation transport-heat transfer coupling.

Focusing attention first to Figure 5.2-3, the maximum temperature

for the LiH(Nat)-W-LiH(Nat) was recorded as 1074 K, and the minimum

temperature as 566 K. With a melting point of 960 K for LiH, this

shield was totally unacceptable based on thermal considerations. Upon

melting, the LiH undergoes an expansion of -24% in volume. This magni-

tude of increase in occupied space could lead to structural damage.

Thus, without even considering the chemistry kinetics that would occur

in the shield aoove 800 K, the concept of a molten shield remains unac-

ceptable to the system designer for the SP-100 reactor system.

Returning to Figure 5.2-3, the region of difficulty was confined

to a small area within the LiH at the very front portion of the shield.
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Recalling that the energy deposition for this configuration was domi-

nated by neutron interactions (with its small mean free path), one can

conclude that thermal hot spots are more likely to occur in shields in

which the major mechanism for energy deposition is neutron interac-

tions. Beyond this confined region of intense thermal spiking, the

temperature distribution was quite uniform. Thus, the LiH(Nat)-W-

LiH(hat) shield design was the optimal from a radiation performance

viewpoint, but worst from a tnermal performance viewpoint.

Transferring focus to Figure b.2-4, a remarkable engineering feat

nad occurred. By substituting the first 13.4 cm of LiH(Nat) with

LiH(Uepl), the maximum temperature was reduced to 715 K, a decrease of

359 K. The basis for this dramatic decrease was due to radiation

transport considerations. The energy deposited in the front portion of

the shield was reduced from 4.439 kW to 1.373 kW. This energy decrease

was attributable directly to fewer neutron interactions, meaning that

the thermal spiking source was reduced significantly. Specifically,

the elimination of the (n, a) reaction in Li-6 accounted for this

effect.

The highly thermally conductive tungsten was moved out of the

hottest region of the shield. Thus, the effectiveness of the reduction

in energy deposition in this region was significantly enhanced. This

point is very important and unique to shields for space reactors.

Because of the concern for minimizing weight, the metal hydrides (and

in particular, LiH) have been shown to be the optimum choice for the

neutron attenuation portion of the space reactor shield. Despite its

low thermal conductivity, LiH will remain the favored shielding
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material for the next generation of space reactors, and the highly

conductive tungsten will remain the favored gamma attenuation mate-

rial.

besides serving an important radiation protection function, the

location of the tungsten has been demonstrated to provide an important

thermal transport function, as well. When this 'thermal fin' was moved

from the hottest portion of the shield to a cooler location 13.4 cm

back, the coupling between neutronics performance and thermal manage-

ment of the shield became even more critical. Any decrease in energy

deposition assumed greater importance with the removal of the tungsten

from the front of the shield. This was the reason why the substitution

of LiH(Nat) with LiH(Liepl) over the first 13.4 cm of the shield

resulted in a decrease of 348 K in maximum temperature when comparing

configurations 3 and 4; whereas, the replacement of 42 cm of LiH(Nat)

with LiH(Depl) at the back region of the shield resulted in a decrease

of only 92 K in maximum temperature when comparing configurations 1 and

2.

To gain more insight Into the effects of removing the W from the

front of the shield, Figures 5.2-5 and 5.2-6 plot the axial temperature

for selected radial positions of the W-LiH(Nat) and the LiH(Nat)-W-

LiH(Nat) shields. The upper two curves of each figure correspond to

the shield centerline and the 14 cn radial position throughout the

shield. The effect of tungsten moved into the shield is most evident

from these upper curves. From Figure 5.2-6, the heat removal capacity

of W is simply not 'felt' by the LiH at the insulated front surface of

the shield, resulting in the extremely high temperatures at the core-

shield interface. The effects of the back insulated surface are
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Figure 5.2-5 Axial Temperatures in a Shield Comprised of
W-LiH(Nat) for Selected Radial Positions
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Figure 5.2-6 Axial Temperatures in a Shield Comprised of
LiH(Nat)-W-LiH(Nat) for Selected Radial Positions
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Figure 5.2-12 Regions of Concern of the Optimized Shield
from Stress Analysis with Outer Radial Surface
Free to Expand
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radial surface pinned. The shield was discretized into 1288 elements

and 1330 degrees of freedom. 8ecause the purpose of this phase of the

research was intended only to point out potential structural problem

areas of the shield, the results are presented as shown in

Figures 5.2-12 and 5.2-13.

The regions of high tensile and high compressive stressing are

recorded on each figure. A stress was defined as high when its magni-

tude exceeded the ultimate stress for the respective stress state. The

general sparseness of shading on either of the figures was the most

immediate reaction to these results.

The case in which the radial surface was free to expand was inten-

ded to model the LiH not in contact with its outer casing. The radial

surface region of LiH(Depl) before the W, experienced very

Table 5.2-5: Material Properties of Homogenized LiH-SS
Honeycon Matrix (99.5% LiH) Used in
SHLUSTR Analysis

Property Tension Compression

Err[N/cm2 ] 4.656 x 104 3.820 x 104

EzzCN/cm2 ]  4.077 x 101 3.230 x 104

G Zr[N/cm2 ] 1.713 x 104 1.361 x 104

v 0.183 0.179zr

v rz 0.211 0.214
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Figure 5.2-11 Displacement Conditions for SP-100 Shield
for Stress Analysis
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The boundary conditions for the shield are documented in Fig-

ure 5.2-11. The front and back surfaces of the shield were pinned, and

the front angled surface was free to expand. The radiative heat trans-

fer surface was run with either a pinned or free to expand boundary

condition. These initial displacement conditions were based on the

proximity of other reactor subsystems to the shield, and to gain an

understanding of the significance of the boundary conditions at the

radiative surface.

The material data used in this analysis are included in

Table 5.2-4. There are many data gaps in the open literature for LiH.

For example, experimental values for LiH elevated temperature tensile

moduli, yield and ultimate tensile strength were not found, and engi-

neering estimates based on compressive properties were constructed.

For shield designs with temperatures exceeding the high 600 K range,

neither tensile nor compressive data was found. Because of the uncer-

tainty in the material data inputted to SHLDSTR, the effort required to

incorporate the temperature dependent moduli and Poisson ratio's was

deemed unproductive, and stress analyses were conducted with the 539 K

data of Table 5.2-4.

Using the composite cylinders model and the transformation from

local to global coordinates, the LiH and SS-316 data of Table 5.2-4

were homogenized with a 99.5% volume fraction of LiH. The weighted

material properties for the LiH-SS matrix are included in Table 5.2-5

for the bilinear, orthotropic material (using 539 K data).

Using the temperature distribution for the graphite shield and the

539 K materials properties of Table 5.2-4, the stress distribution was

determined for conditions of the radial surface free to expand and the
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(Barattino et al., 1984), and the tensile and compressive material

properties are not the same. Furthermore, the availability of elevated

temperature properties in the open literature is severely limited for

this weapons grade material.

Given the assumptions and limitations just mentioned, a first

order analysis was made to determine the stress distribution in the

SP-100 reactor shield based on the temperature results of the previous

section. The tungsten was treated as an isotropic material, while the

graphite and lithium hydride were considered orthotropic. For the

graphite, the material direction parallel to the extrusion axis was

coincident to the axial direction. Development of the LiH directional

properties from composite theory was shown in Table 3.5-10.

However, these results were of significance from the standpoint of

gaining an initial understanding of the regions of the shield where

stressing may cause major problems. The simplification of the LiH -

honeycomb matrix was done in a manner that would provide conservative

results. The maintenance of axisyminetry implied an LiH channel (of the

LiH-SS unit cell) running in each radial direction. Since the LiH is

the weakest of the shielding materials, this simplification should

provide a "worst case" analysis (in the sense of more yielding), as

compared with the actual honeycomb structure. Also, the use of a con-

stant moduli for a given stress state would produce larger stresses for

a given displacement than the non-linear moduli would yield. Hence,

the results to be presented might be considered as an upper bound to

the final stress distribution throughout the shield.
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from 502 K to 579 K as the product of (emissivity X view factor)

decreased from 0.9 to 0.5. As with the maximum temperature, the sensi-

tivity of Tmin increased dramatically below a product of 0.7.

What these last figures have shown is that the shield design will

have to be tailored somewhat to the environment in which it will be

operated, based on thermal design constraints. Reactor shields that

have been designed for low earth orbits cannot be operated in geo-syn-

chronous orbits with the same thermal performance. While this finding

is not particularly surprising to a thermal engineer, it is important

that this message not be overlooked in the excitement of the moment

when the next major space reactor program moves into full swing.

5.2.4 Stress Analysis Results. As mentioned earlier, the stress

results presented as part of this research are based on a simplified

approach of an extremely complicated problem. The constitutive equa-

tions of the LiH cast or cold-pressed into a stainless steel honeycomb

matrix would be a complicated computational challenge for even a 3-0

analysis. The need to maintain an axisymetric geometric representa-

tion was the first approximation in these results. The homogenization

of the LiH and stainless steel material properties using composite

cylinders models represented another approximation. The requirement to

map the homogenized properties from a local cartesian to a local cylin-

drical coordinate system, then to a different axisymmetric cylindrical

system undoubtedly introduced another level of uncertainty.

To complicate matters a bit more, LiH has been shown to exhibit

some creep behavior at the elevated temperatures of the shield
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Figure 5.2-10 Sensitivity of Minimum Temperature with Variations In
the Abient Temperature. Emissivity, and View Factor
for a Graphite-LiH(Depl)-W- LiH(Nat) Shield
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Figure 5.2-:9 Sensitivity of Maximum Temperature with Variations in
the Ambient Temperature, Emissivity, and View Factor
for a Graphite-LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat) Shield
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Figure 5.2-8 Temperature Distribution of a Graphite-LiH(Depl)-
W-LiH(Nat) Shield for an SP-100 Reactor Operating
at 1.66 Mth
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Similarly, the total energy deposited in the shield increased only

slightly to 7.955 kW (from 7.881 kW) with the graphite disk included.

This insignificant increase of .074 kW was attributable to the gamma

activity of the carbon. The net result of this improved shield design

is reflected in the temperature distribution of Figure 5.2-8. The

maximum temperature of the LiH was reduced to 658 K, for a reactor

operating at 1.66 MWth . This shield design is now well below the

acceptable upper temperature bound of 680 K for LfH throughout the

entire shield.

The sensitivity of maximum and minimum temperatures of the LiH was

investigated with respect to variations in ambient temperature, emis-

sivity, and view factor. The results are included in Figures 5.2-9

and 5.2-10. From Figure 5.2-9, one observed that the ambient tempera-

ture had very little effect on the maximum temperature of the shield.

The largest change in Tmax was 11 K when Tambient varied from 100 K to

300 K (for emissivity X view factor - 0.83). The sensitivity of Tmax

to the product of (emissivity X view factor) was much greater, particu-

larly below 0.7. The swing in maximum temperature was actually quite

significant, as with an increase of -100 K (from 654 K to 753 K) as

(emissivity X view factor) decreased from 0.9 to 0.5. While this range

may be unrealistically large for a 300 km orbit, the design engineer

must nevertheless be aware of this uncertainty, particularly if the

reactor is to be considered for a power upgrade.

The sensitivity of minimum LIH temperature to variations in these

same parameters is included in Figure 5.2-10. Generally, the same

trends apply to minimum tiperature as discussed for maximum tempera-

ture sensitivites. Fo- an ambient temperature of 200 K, Tmin increased
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optimization required that the tungsten be located 13.4 cm into the

shield to minimize the effects of secondary gammas emerging from the

shield. Heat transfer optimization required the highly conductive

material to be located in tne front portion of the shield to keep LiH

temperatures within tolerable limits. Without increasing the weight or

volume of the shield, a material with the neutronic characteristics of

LiH(Uepl) and thermal characteristics of W, added to the front of the

-* shield could fill this need.

A candidate material selected for further investigation was graph-

ite. With a theoretical density only twice that of LiH, replacing the

first 2 cm of LiH(Depl) from the shield centerline to the 27.5 cm

radius would increase the shield mass by 3.94 kg, or 0.65% of the total

shield mass. (Of course, this amount of mass could be saved by reduc-

ing the LiH(Nat) thickness by 2.3 cm - still satisfying fluence

requirements). The inclusion of a graphite disk at the front of the

shield, with a thermal conductivity slighty greater than that of tung-

sten, should result in further reduction of the maximum LiH temperature

below the earlier recorded value of 715 K.

Both carbon-12 (atom % 98.9) and carbon-13 (atom % 1.1) have small

radiative capture cross sections (on the order of milli-barns), which

result in iev gammas. However, because the cross section is so low and

the tungsten follows the graphite, one would not expect any appreciable

effect by the carbon on dose plane fluences. This expectation is veri-

fied in Figure 5.2-7. The fluences with and without the graphite disk

are plotted for the LiH(iUepl)-W-LiH(Nat) shield. From this figure, it

is seen that the fluences at the dose plane remain below SP-100

requirements for both gammas and neutrons.
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also reflected by the increase in temperatures for each radial position

as one moves beyona the axial midpoint of the shield. However, these

effects are quite small, as the respective neutron and gamma fluxes

nave been reduced Dy at least several orders of magnitude.

Thus, it has been shown that the optimal shield for radiation

protection was the worst from the thermal performance standpoint. How-

ever, by making minor concessions in radiation protection (but still

remaining below tolerable fluence limits), a passively cooled shield

can be designed by paying close attention to the coupling of radiation

transport, energy deposition, and heat transfer characteristics of the

shielding materials. While the LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat) proved to be an

excellent candidate shield design for this reactor, the next section

shall present a slightly modified design that provided even greater

improvements on the thermal performance, without degrading the radia-

tion protection performance of the shield.

5.2.3 Improved SP-100 Shield Design. With the knowledge obtained

from the previous discussions, some fine tuning of the SP-100 shield

was made to demonstrate a practical application of our enhanced under-

standing of space reactor shield design. Having presented in detail

the four configurations of Table 5.1-1, the LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat) shield

was shown to be the best selection when considering both radiation

*" protection and maximum temperature constraints. However, an improved

version of this design could be designea, which will have a lower max!-

mum temperature and a smaller temperature range throughout the shield.

The Importance of the tungsten location was seen from both a radi-

ation transport and thermal transport perspective. Radiation traniport
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Figure 5.2-13 Regions of Concern of the Optimized Shield
from Stress Analysis with Outer Radial Surface
Pinned
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large principle direction stresses, and excessive LiH cracking would be

a major concern in this region. The LiH(Nat) region behind the W,

experienced large radial stresses also, but significantly smaller hoop,

axial and shear stresses. The final region of concern for the LiH was

at the outer disk of the graphite. With the sharp elbow of the front

shield surface (r-27.5 cm) which is free to expand, the possibility of

excessive localized stresses at the Graphite-LiH interface is an engi-

neering concern that should be addressed in a detailed shield design.

Figure 5.2-14 Is a front view of the temperature distribution for

the optimized shield. Examination of this figure reveals why the

stresses at the outer surface before the W and at the graphite-LiH

interface were so large. The temperature gradients in these regions

were rather dramatic as seen in this figure. The large temperature

drop at the graphite-LiH interface was due to the significant decrease

in energy deposition with a radial distance beyond the radial reflector

of the core. However, the unanticipated "hump" in temperature at the

radiative surface was caused by the combination of heat transferred

from the graphite into this region and the relative location of the

high conductivity tungsten, further into the shield. Such a result

might be discouraging from the standpoint that after meeting fluence

and temperature requirements, the shield would fail to maintain its

structural integrity.

This concern was remedied by the results of Figure 5.2-13. By

insuring very good contact of the LiH with its outer casing, the large

tensile stresses at the radial surface have been eliminated. The com-

pressive stresses generated throughout the shield were well below the

ultimate compressive stress at elevated temperature. While knowing
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Figure 5.2-14 Temperature Distribution of a Graphite-LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat)
Shield (View from Front Surface)
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from practical experience that some localized cracking in the LiH will

occur, we at least have a better understanding of the importance of

limiting the movement of LiH at the radial surface.

For either radial surface displacement condition, the stresses in

the tungsten were quite large. However, the magnitude of stresses were

attributable to the linear elastic approximation used in this analysis.

For unalloyed tungsten, the ductile - brittle transition temperature

(08TT) Is -450 K. By alloying the tungsten with only 3% rhenium, the

UBTT is reduced to less than 100 K (Klopp, 1984). Hence, the tungsten

at the operating temperature of the shield will have exceeded its DBTT.

While little creep is expected in W below 100C temperature (Hoffman,

1984), the plasticity of the W is quite evident from the stress-strain

curves at elevated temperatures (Metals Handbook, 1976). Hence, the

magnitude of stresse$ was greatly overestimated using linear analysis.

Again, from practical experience, the tungsten will have no trouble

maintaining its structural integrity at the shield operating tempera-

tures.

The limitations of this first attempt (ever) at an analytic stress

analysis of the shield have been discussed in detail. Furthermore, the

time dependent effects of radiation embrittlement and thermal annealing

were not discussed [Ma, 1983]. Nevertheless, the results of this upper

bounding analysis of the thermally induced stresses in the radiation

shield were encouraging. The displacement conditions of the free sur-

face were shown to require special design attention. Also, the intro-

duction of a graphite disk for enhanced heat removal at the front of

the shield created some extra design considerations at the Graphite-LiH

boundary. Of course, localized design concerns can be handled for a
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shield meeting the radiation fluence and thermal transport limitations

associated with the SP-1O0 reactor and the LiH shield.

5.3 Uncertainty Estimates.

The results provided in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 represent most prob-

able estimates of the energy deposition, temperatures, and stresses

that physically could be expected in the shield during steady-state

operation. As with any analyses, the actual values were calculated

with data and numerical methods in which some uncertainties are inher-

ently present. In this section, reasonable estimates for the error

bounds will be presented for the energy deposition, temperature distri-

bution and stress results.

Uncertainty analysis for each of the technical areas ultimately

translates into error introduced by input data, accuracy of the govern-

ing equation in representing the physical situation, uncertainties in

material data, and numerical errors. The numerical errors result from

discretization error and round-off error. The sum of tnese two errors

is often referred to as solution errors. The discretization error is

due to the approximation introduced in the expansion of the state vari-

able by a finite series of unknown quantities (ie. nodal fluxes, tem-

peratures or displacements). Round-off error is simply that error

resulting from the finite word length associated with a digital mach-

ine, and corresponds to errors introduced with the method used to solve

the algebraic system of equations (ie. Guassian elimination or itera-

tive solvers). With regard to numerical uncertainties, one must be

aware that the state-of-the art for finite element error analysis is
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still at the stage where the uncertainty analysis is uncertain, partic-

ularly for analyses over highly irregular meshes [Utku and Melosh,

1984].

The heat generation was shown earlier to be a function of the

reaction rate times the energy released per reaction. Upper and lower

bounds on the energy deposition can be estimated by the product of the

uncertainties associated with each of the variables. Applying the

uncertainty estimate method of Kline and McClintock, the uncertainty in

volumetric heat generation is determined from [Holman, 1971):

aH 2 aH 2 3H 2 aH 2 + 3H 2 1/2UH" L -"N UN)  + -- %°)a + -'  UOt'  + (- - -" + '"' UNE j  /H

aN ac as a!r NEH NEH

(5.3-1)

where:

U:= Uncertainty of the i-th variable

H a Volumetric heating rate -NoSE

N - Number density

o - Microscopic cross section

* - Neutron or gamma flux

7 - Energy released per reaction

NEH - Numerical error in heating rates

A complete uncertainty analysis for heat generation would require

a summation of individual uncertainties over each nuclide, type of

reaction, and energy group. However, by inspection of Equation 5.3-1,

one sees that the large uncertainty terms will dominate the total

uncertainty. Hence, knowing that the uncertainties associated with
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lithium are the major contributors, Equation 5.3-1 can be used to

focus-in on the Li-6 and Li-7 nuclides, and the resulting uncertainty

will be a conservative estimate. With this simplification, Equa-

tion 5.3-1 takes the form:

UH " LUN2 + u2 + U 2 +XU 2 + (1-x)U2  + U2 j 1/2 (5.3-2)

ELi6 EL7 NEH

where x is the fraction of heating due to Li-6, and (i-x) repre-

sents heating due to other nuclides. Recalling that -39% of heating

occurs below 1 ev, and the (n,a) reaction of Li-6 dominates at thermal

energy, the value of x is taken as 0.39.

An additional term has been added to Equation 5.3-1, UNEH , to

account for the numerical error in heating rates associated with the

mesh interval. For the elliptic boundary value problem, it has been

shown that the numerical error using bilinear elements will be propor-

tional to hz , where h is the mesh interval (Bramble and Zlamal, 1970).

lowever, this relative measure of error does not give the engineer a

proper perspective in terms of the proportion of numerical error to

input data error. This topic is currently under research, with error

bounds based on the governing equation and energy norms being consid-

ered within the structural community (Zienkiewicz and Morgan, 1983).

Neverthless, the numerical uncertainty was quantified by repeated

calculations of energy deposition in the shield for varying mesh inter-

vals. For the SP-100 reactor with an LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat) shield, the

effects of mesh interval on total energy deposited are included in

Figure 5.3-1. For these calculations, the W is 13.4 cm into the shield

and the shadow shield geometry was simplified to a 40 cm cylinder
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shield. The average mesh spacing was determined by a volume weighting

of each radial mesh interval, then arithmetic averaging with the axial

mesh interval.

From Figure 5.3-1, we see that energy deposition in W is fairly

sensitive to mesh interval. The effect is much greater in the LiH(Nat)

although unnoticeable because of the small amount of heating in this

region. This sensitivity is based on the large absorption cross sec-

tions at thermal energies for W and LiH(Nat). In fact, the solution

provided negative heating rates throughout the LiH(Nat) for mesh inter-

vals >2.5 cm.

Using the total energy deposition curve of Figure 5.3.1, the exact

energy deposition was determined by projecting the curve to the y-axis

and using the y-intercept (3.64 kW), corresponding to a zero mesh

interval. With this result, the error as a function of nesh interval

was calculated, and is included as Figure 5.3-2. At a mesh interval of

1.4 cm, the error was -0.6%, and at 3.4 cm the error was 16.3%.

Thus, one readily sees the sensitivity of energy deposition to

mesh spacing, and the need to 'pay the price' in terms of computational

complexity when performing radiation transport calculations for SP-100

shielding calculations. For all calculations presented earlier, the

mesh spacing was ~0.9 cm. Hence, we conclude that the numerical uncer-

tainty associated with the energy deposition results presented in this

research was less than ±0.5%.

Table 5.3-1 lists the uncertainty for the major variables from

each technical area. The uncertainty associated with the flux is based

on the use of P, approximation in the 2-D radiation transport calcula-

tion. The flux uncertainty of Table 5.3-1 is based on a 1-D calcula-

tion using the SP-100 reactor system to determine the difference in the
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total heat deposited in the shield for a P1 flux expansion compared to

a PIS flux expansion. Any numerical error built into these results,

would be included in both P1 and P1s results. The flux uncertainty

represents the error in heating rates in modelling the angular compo-

nent of flux.

The data of Table 5.3-1 was inserted into Equation 5.3-2 to obtain

U 5.9%. Thus, the uncertainty associated with the energy deposition

was estimated as ±5.9%. As a matter of interest, the two major sources

of uncertainty are the P1 approximation in the flux expansion and the

energy release per reaction for the Li-7 nuclide. Even if a higher

order flux was used, the high uncertainty in heating kermas form MACK

IV would result in no gain in confidence in the energy deposition.

The temperature calculations were based on the heating rates

determined from the radiation transport phase of this project. Thus,

the temperature uncertainty must include uncertainties due to thermal

heat transfer data, numerical error, and that already determined for

the energy deposition.

In an analysis analogous to that of the volumetric heat genera-

tion, the temperature uncertainty can be determined from:

UT laT 2 aT 2 a 2 2

ak acYF cVF

2 a T UNET)IJ / T (5.3-3)
al' aNET

where:

H - Heating rate

k - Thermal conductivity
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Table 5.3-1: Uncertainty Error Estimates For Major Variables

Involved in This Research

Variable Source % Uncertainty

Density(l) Tufts Univ .90

(Messer, 1960)

Microscopic(2 ) NASA TM X-483 1.4

Cross section (Smith and Miser, 1963)

Flux P vs P Calculation 2.4
with FEP 1D

Energy Deposited Nucl, Sci, & Engi. 0.023 i-6)

per reaction 56, 360-380 (1975) 4.41 (Li-7)

(Abdou and Maynard, 1975)

Thermal Conductivity Thermophysical Properties 2.0 (W)

of Matter Vol. 1 10.8 (LH)
(Touloukian et al., 1970)

Emissivity Thermophysical Properties 2.5

of Matter, Vol. 9
(Touloukian, et al., 1972)

Elastic Moduli(l) Atomics International 8.5

(Lundberg, 1962)

Thermal Expansion(l) Atomics International 10.0

Coefficient (Welch, 1967c)

Poisson's Ratio(l) Atomics International 11.3

(Welch, 1967a)

Notes:
(1) Based on LiH Data
(2) Based on Li Absorption cross section
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eVF = Emissivity x view factor

T = Ambient temperature

NET = Numerical error for temperature

From Figures 4.2-15 and 4.2-16 there was very little effect on the

maximum and minimum temperature of the shield due to changes in ambient

temperature. Hence, the ambient temperature term of Equation 4.3-3 can

oe neglected.

While an analytic solution for the temperature obviously is not

available, we nevertheless know that the temperature is directly

proportional to heat generation and indirectly proportional to

emissivity, view factor, and thermal conductivity. This is expressed

as:

~q L (5.3-4)

For the moment, let's consider only uncertainties dealing with

input data. The numerical error will be discussed shortly. From Equa-

tion 5.3-4, the temperature uncertainly can be expressed as:

1 2 q''' 2 q'"' 2 q"'
UT (- U8) + Uk) + (- U _ 1 1/2 /_-_(5.3-5)

T k F k e 7 k lV VF k-FV "

From Equation 5.3-5, we see that the largest uncertainty in tem-

perature will occur at the hottest portion at the front of the shield,

where q''' is largest and k is smallest. The characteristic length of

Equation 5.3-4 does not appear in Equation 5.3-5 since this uncertainty

Is zero.

Substituting the appropriate data of Table 5.3-1 and using actual

values in Equation 5.3-5 for the hottest LiH nodal temperdture, the
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certainty in temperature is determined as UT - 12.4%. Hence, the un-

rtalnty in temperature due to input data was ± 12.4%, with the ther-

1 conductivity of LiH accounting for most of this value.

As an alternative to the results of Equation 5.3-5, bounds on

imperature due to uncertainties in input data were calculated by sim-

taneously considering extremums in energy deposition, emissivity, and

jermal conductivity. For the graphite-LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat) shield,

iis meant varying the internal heat generation values by ±5.9%, vary-

ig thermal conductivity by *10.8%, and varying emissivity by T2.0%.

With these uncertainties included, the temperature distribution

iroughout the shield was recalculated. The maximum change in any

)dal temperature from the baseline case for the optimized shield was

iken to be the temperature uncertainty. For the case of increased

?at generation, and decreased thermal conductivity and emissivity

:ase I), the maximum temperature changed from 664 K to 697 K; the

Inimum temperature changed from 511 K to 515 K; and the maximum per-

ant change in any nodal temperature was +5.0%. For the case of

educed heat generation and increased thermal conductivity and emissiv-

ty (Case II), the maximum temperature changed from 664 K to 637 K; the

Inimum temperature changed from 511 K to 506 K; and the maximum per-

ent change in any nodal value was -4.5%. Thus, the maximum uncer-

minty In temperature from these calculated values was about t5.0%.

The difference between the temperature uncertainty calculated by

malytic versus numerical methods was a substantial 7.4%. The basis

or this difference lies in the non-linearity of the problem. As heat
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rejection conditions worsen (le. Case I conditions), the radiative

heat transfer mechanism becomes more effective in rejecting heat.

Thus, the linear effects of Equation 5.3-5 do not accurately predict

the non-linear temperature effects of either case I or case II pertur-

bations. For this reason, the temperature uncertainty value of t5.0%

due to input data is considered more accurate.

The numerical error was shown to consist of discretization error,

and round-off error. However, J.Roy (1971) showed that when working in

double precision throughout the entire problem, from matrix generation

to equation solution, the effects of round-off errors will be negli-

gible as compared to discretization error. Since SHLDTEMP and SHLDSTR

were both written in double precision, discretization error will be the

only numerical uncertainty considered. If there were no discretization

error, the exact and approximate solutions would be the same (in the

absence of all other errors). This would manifest itself in an energy

balance of qin - qout" When the energy balance is not exact, the dif-

ference can be related to discretization effects.

Using the same simplified shield geometry in determining numerical

error for radiation transport, the temperature analysis was performed

for the 40 cm LiH(Depl)-W-LiH(Nat) shield using the fine mesh heating

rates from the FEMP2D calculations. The mesh interval7 was varied and
.1

the relative difference between the total energy deposited and energy

radiated from the shield was calculated, after the final temperature

distribution was solved for. These results are included in

I Mesh interval here represents the distance between nodes to the
total length (1e. ar/R).
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Figure 5.3-3. From this figure, a mesh interval of .05 resulted in a

temperature uncertainty of 2.3%, and an interval of 0.1 resulted in

4.7% uncertainty. The average mesh interval was -0.06 for the graphite

shield.

Returning to the graphite shield, the total energy deposited was

7.955 kW as calculated in FEMP2D. The 3 node triangular mesh.of

SHLTEMP was overlayed onto the 4 quadrilateral mesh of FEMP2D, and

the heating rates were interpolated to the temperature nodal coordi-

nates. The total energy deposition in the shield calculated with the

triangular mesh was 8.253 kW. Thus, an error in energy deposition of

3.7% was incurred in the interpolation process.

After the final temperature distribution was determined, the net

energy flow out of the shield was determined as 7.879 kW. Hence, the

numerical error was estimated by the relative difference of 8.253 kW

and 7.879 kW, or 4.5%. However, a comparison of the energy deposition

from FEMP2D and the final heat flow out of the shield resulted in an

error of only 1.0%. Furthermore, of the 7.879 kW flow out of the

shield, all but 1.7% of this value occurred at the radiative heat

transfer surface. Since all other surfaces were supposedly insulated,

the 1.7% is additive with the 4.5% resulting in a gross numerical error

of 6.2%. But, because of the cancelling effects of the error compo-

nents, the overall net numerical error is estimated as 2.7% (sun of

additive errors of 1.0% and 1.7%). The sun of error components appear

to be somewhat self-compensating, thus providing results that are well

within tolerable error bounds.
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*" Regardless of which error value one selects as the net numerical

error, tne value is on the order of the input data error estimated

earlier as +5.O%. Combining the input data error with the 2.7% numer-

ical error, the total uncertainty in temperatures will be bounded by a

range of ±5.7%.

The uncertainty in stresses due to data input can also be estima-

ted with Equation 5.3-1. As with temperature, a closed form solution

for the stresses is not available. However, from the simple analytic

solution we know the functional dependence of stress on the input vari-

ables as [Burgreen, 1971]:

EaT
S~ -(5.3-6)

Fran which the uncertainty can be expressed as:

TE 2 EaT 2 1/2
U, ) + 1 ) /o (5.3-7)

Substituting the appropriate baseline values from Table 5.3-5 and the

uncertainties of Table 5.3-1, the uncertainty in stress due to data

input was 117.3%.

The uncertainty in the linear elastic formulation for the W and

LiH-SS honeycomb matrix will be the dominant error source for this

phase of the research. Because of the expectedly large magnitude of
this uncertainty, the stress results were used only as a guideline in

gaining an understanding of where the structure problem areas of the

shield would be encountered.
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6.0 NUMERICAL INSTABILITIES

As any numerical analyst comes to appreciate, most problems worth

solving are accompanied by an array of instabilities. While some of

the typical instabilities, encountered in time dependent analyses using

explicit integrator schemes are well understood, non-linear analyses

seem to invariably uncover instabilities not documented in the litera-

ture, and which may well be problem type or machine specific.

Numerical instabilities were encountered throughout each phase of

this research. The stability of the radiation transport calculation

was strongly influenced by the nuclide density used to model the vacuum

conditions of outer space. Oscillatory behavior was seen at the radia-

tive heat transfer boundary for high internal heating rates during the

heat transfer analysis. Not to be left out, the stress analysis exhi-

bited diverging behavior for the bilinear constitutive equations using

a full Newton-Raphson iteration scheme.

The instabilities just mentioned had to be overcome in order to

achieve the results obtained in this research. Since the scope of this

research was applied engineering and not theoretical computational

analysis, in-depth phase plane and modal decomposition analyses were

not conducted with regard to each instability. However, in the inter-

est of assisting those who follow in this type of research, each prob-

lem area, as well as the method with which the problem was overcome

will be presented.
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6.1 Numerical Instabilities Encountered During Radiation

Transport.

In performing the 2-D radiation transport calculations required to

determine the energy deposition in the shield, the vacuum environment

of free space had to be modelled in the numerical grid. Figure 6.1-1

shows the regions of void to which this section is referring.

In a computational code, the vacuum is modelled with a low nuclide

density of some inert gas. Since the gas was not physically present in

the problem, the smallest density possible was desirable to minimize

the effect of the gas on computational results. The area of most dif-

ficulty is listed in Figure 6.1-1 as region A, the region between the

core axial reflector and the extruding portion at the front of the

shield. Within a radial distance of approximately 10 cm, the proper-

ties of BeO, vacuum of free space, and LiH or W (depending on shield

configuration) must be included in the system of equations used to

solve for the neutron and gamma fluxes.

The inert gas used in the vacuum regions was nitrogen. The con-

vergence of the system was sensitive to the number density of the nit-

rogen (100 atom % N-14). Table 6.1-1 lists the smallest mean free path

(mfp) for N-14 over the 24 neutron groups and 14 gamma groups as a

function of nuclide number. From Figure 6.1-1, for a neutron or gamma

in region A, the maximum distance the radiation can travel before

encountering a material is -19 cm (Pt.1 to Pt.2). In region 8, the

maximum distance increases to -102 cm. Thus, from Table 6.1-1, we see

that for nuclide densities less than 10-5 atoms/barn-cm the nitrogen

atoms are relatively transparent to the neutrons and gammas rays. For
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Figure 6.1-1 Regions of Vacuum Modelled in Radiation Transport
Analysis
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Table 6.1-1: Smallest Mean Free Path for Neutron and
Gamma Interactions (over 24 Neutron and
14 Gamma Groups) for Nitrogen-14 for
Varying Nuclide Densities

N-14 Nuclide Density (atoms/barn-cm)

Mean Free Path (cm) 10-3  10-4 10 - 5  10-6

Neutron 85.35 853.5 8,535 85,350

Gamma 68.11 681.1 6,811 68,110

larger densities, the mfp is -3.6 to 4.5 times the maximum path length

in region A for a number density of 10-3 atoms/barn-cm; the mfp is

-6.7 to 8.4 times the maximum path length in region B for a number den-

sity of 10- 4 atoms/barn-cm.

Sample results of several combinations of N-14 densities in

regions A and B are recorded in Table 6.1-2. From this data, several

observations can be made. The use of a very low number density for the

void filler gas (~10 - 6 atoms/barn-cm) anywhere in the system produced a

stiff system of equations that did not converge. The use of a high

number density for N-14 (10-3 atoms/barn-cm), resulted in a convergent

solution, with good conditioning and fast convergence. However, the

high number density was shown in Table 6.1-1 to produce mfp's less than

the largest possible path length of both neutrons and gammas. This

means that the nitrogen presence, required only for numerical reasons,

could influence the energy deposition results in the shield. (This

influence is seen by comparing the total energy deposited for cases #3

and 4 of Table 6.1-2.)
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As the nuclide density of N-14 is decreased, the condition number

for the system is increased. Thus, a trade-off between the physical

influence of the filler gas and the numerical accuracy of calculations

must be made. The results of case #4 show how this trade-off was made

for this research. The use of number densities of 10 - 3 atoms/barn-cm

in region A and 10-3 atoms/barn-cm in region B was shown to limit the

effects of the gas, based on mean free path considerations. However,

decreasing the density in region B an order of magnitude resulted in an

increase in maximum condition number by an order of magnitude.

Fortunately, the stiffest equations occurred in energy groups

which did not appreciably contribute to heating for both neutrons and

gammas. As the number of outer iterations is increased, the group

condition number as well as the number of inner iterations required for

group convergence decreased. As shown earlier, the energy deposition

changed less than .1% for the coarse mesh core/fine mesh shield proce-

dure used in this research. Thus, one gains more confidence that the

benefits of case #4 in decreasing the influence of the filler gas out-

weighs the effects of increased condition number. As long as the num-

ber densities in the vacuum are kept constant when analyzing shield

configurations, the numerical and physical inaccuracies introduced by

the filler gas will not influence the comparative results of one shield

versus another.

A final comment to be made is that the convergence of the system

is sometimes difficult to verify for a system of equations solved iter-

atively. For the radiation transport problem, the analyst must under-

stand the importance of changes with outer iteration in balance tables,
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Taole 6.1-2: Sensitivity of Convergence on Number Density

of Nitrogen-14 Used to iHodel Vacuum

14 w Inners 3  Cond No. 4  Conver-

Case Reqion A Region 8 [kW] Max Min Max Min gence?

1 I0-6 10-6 9.b9 15UO 226 2.89 x 1U6 1.25 x 106 No

2 10-3  1U-b -113.58 2500 12 3.42 x 106 2.22 No

3 10- 3  1u"3  7.71 205 11 5.92 x 103 2.47 Yes

4 10-3  1U-4  7.93 327 11 5.58 x 104 2.41 Yes

Iiotes:

1. Numoer densities of N-14 for regions identified in figure 5.1-1.

2. Total energy deposited in shield after I outer iteration.

3. maximun and minimum # of iterations over 38 neutron and gana groups
with a convergence criteria of JU-4.

4. maximum and minimum gorup condition number over 38 groups.
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criticality, condition number, and number of iterations for group flux

convergence. With this arsenal of computational flags, estimates can

be made regarding the validity of results. For example, the energy

deposition of case #1 of Table 6.1-2 might seem reasonable without

extensive evaluation of the flags mentioned above. The validity of

radiation transport results requires a very critical eye and a lot of

practice on the part of the analyst in accepting the numerical

results.

The information presented in this section was intended to assist

others to be aware of the significance of a seemingly harmless decision

to be made such as selection of a number density for the filler gas.

The next instability to be discussed was encountered during the heat

transfer analysis of the radiation shield.

6.2 Numerical Instability Encountered During Heat Transfer

Analyses.

When validating the code SHLDTEMP with the 1-D, radiative heat

transfer problem presented earlier, oscillatory behavior originating at

the radiative boundary was continually encountered for high values of

internal heat generation. Because the solution of the temperature

distribution was such a fundamental need for this research, a fair

degree of effort was spent on analyzing this instability and a means

for overcoming the oscillatory behavior.

A sample problem was set-up to examine the instability in greater

detail. The basic Newton-Raphson iteration method was used to solve

the temperature distribution throughout the shield. Recalling from

Section 3.4, the equations to be solved were:
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K AT = xi - Ki - 1. T -1  (6.2-1)

Then,

T =T + AT (6.2-2)

With each iteration, the matrices and vectors were updated to account

for the new radiative heat transfer coefficient, calculated from:

(T) " £ Fi. j (Ts( i-1)2+ T2 )(Ts(il 1) + T ) (6.2-3)

The flowchart of Figure 3.4-3 describes this method in detail. For the

samnple problem, the thermal conductivities were kept constant in an

effort to focus more easily on the instability problem. (As will be

shown later, the thermal conductivity had no bearing on the oscillatory

behavior of the numerical solution.)

6.2.1 Test Case Results. The solution of the set of algebraic

equations resulting from Equation 6.2-1 is straight forward with either

direct elimination or iterative solvers. Using an LDLt factorization

and back-substitution, the sample problem of Figure 6.2-1 was solved

for a thick walled infinite cylinder comprised of two different mate-

rials (W and LiH), with an insulated inner surface, and a radiatively

cooled outer surface.

The excellent agreement in Figure 6.2-1 between the exact and FEM

solutions was for a constant internal heat generation of 0.0072 W/cm 3 .

When the heat generation increased an order of magnitude to

0.072 W/cm3 , the numerical solution of the problem did not converge,

and tne temperature at tne radiative outer surface oscillated between
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dased on tnese results, a "worst case" run was made to see if a

combination of the previously mentioned parameters would result in a

bifurcation solution for the the entire range of relaxation values.

The worst case included high internal heating, low surface emissivity,

low ambient temperature, and a thick shield with a large void radius.

The results presented in Figure 6.2-11 indicate that even for sucn a

worst case, convergence was still attained, but at higher relaxation

values.

Taole 6.2-1 is a summary of the results just discussed. From

these results, the following observations were made for the infinite

circular cylinder with a radiative heat transfer outer radial surface:

" Thermal conductivity and the initial radiative-heat transfer

coefficient have no effect on Wcrit or Wopt'

" Variations in the inner void radius and shield thickness have

negligible effects on wopt* However, these variables have a

minor influence on

" Surface emissivities have a negligible effect on wopt' but a

significant influence on wcrit"

" The magnitude of internal heat generation and ambient tempera-

ture at the radiative surface have significant effects on both

opt andw crit.

based on these results, it is concluded that any parameter (or

combination of parameters) which contributes to increasing the internal

heat generated, and/or decreasing the amount of heat radiated, would

require a larger value of wcrit for the numerical solution to converge

to the correct solution.
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Table 6.2-1. Qualitative Effects on Relaxation Parameters
with Changes in Key Variables

Effect on:

Variable Change wcrit wcr t apt

Internal heat rate + +/M +/m

Ambient Temperature + -/M -/M

Surface Emissivity + -/M NC

Shield Thickness + +/m NC

Void Radius + +/m NC

Initial Radiative
Heat Transfer
Coefficient + NC NC

Thermal Conductivity + NC NC

Legend:

+ Increase

- Decrease

M Major Effect

m Minor Effect

NC No Change
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Figure 6.2-9 Effects of Varying Shield Thickness on
Critical and Optimal Relaxation Parameters
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Figure 6.2-7 Effects of Thermal Conductivity on Critical
and (ptinmal Relaxation Parameters
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Figure 6.2-8 Effects of Varying knbient Temperature on
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Figure 6.2-5 Effects of Initial Value of Radiative Heat
Transfer Coefficient on Critical and Optimal
Relaxation Parameters
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Figure 6.2-6 Effects of Varying Surface Emissivity on
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Figure 6.2-8 records the influence of ambient temperature on num-

erical instability; wcrit decreased substantially as the ambient tem-

perature increased. The reason for this effect is based on numerical

observation, rather than physical intuition. In formulating Equa-

tion 6.2-1, the magnitude of the load vector, B, was proportional to

(T p- - T S). Thus, as the difference between ambient temperature and

surface temperature decreased, the problem became more linear. Con-

versely, as the differences increased, the non-linearity was increased,

resulting in higher crit*

Figures 6.2-9 and 6.2-10 show the effects on wcrit and wopt of

snield thickness and void radius. Both variables affected Mcrit to

some degree by changing both the total amount of internal heat gen-

erated and the total amount of heat to be radiated out. As the total

heat generated increased due to a geometric increase, wcrit increased.

This occurred because increasing the dimensions of the shield decreased

the specific surface area, while increasing the total amount of inter-

nal heat generation.
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Figures 6.2-6 through 6.2-10 reflect the sensitivity of wcrit and

Wopt to changes in the remaining variables listed above. The quali-

tative effects of these parameters are recorded in Table 6.2-1.

Figure 6.2-6 shows the effect of varying the emissivity of the

radiative surface on the relaxation parameters, wcrit and wopt* While

emissivity had no effect on wopt , the value of wcrit was very sensitive

to the value of the surface emissivity. Such sensitivity was due to

the fact that increasing the surface emissivity increased the coupling

between the heat radiated and the internal heat generation in the

shield, thus requiring a larger value of wcrit to achieve convergence.

In Figure 6.1-4, the coupling between the internal heat generation and

the radiated heat was weakened when the q1' value was reduced, thus

resulting in a small value of wcrit " Therefore, it was concluded that

strengthening or weakening the coupling between internal heat genera-

tion and radiated heat (via varying any of the above parameters) would

decrease or increase wcrit' respectively. This coupling effect has a

direct linkage with the magnitude of the amplitude function, which will

be examined analytically in the next sub section.

Figure 6.2-7 shows that thermal conductivity had no effect on the

numerical stability of this problem. Thermal conductivity only affects

the temperature distribution in the cylinder rather than the energy

balance or thermal coupling between the internal heat generation and

the radiated heat. This was also seen to be true from the analytic

solution, in which the thermal conductivity was not included in the

determination of the radiative surface temperature (for an adiabatic

front).
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In Figure 6.2-4, the number of iterations required for convergence

was plotted against the value of this relaxation parameter, w, for

*.. several values of internal heat generation. In this figure, as the

internal heating rate, q', increased, the value of w also
i1*

increased. The explanation lies in the fact that the higher heating

rate corresponds to an increase in the amplitude function; thus, more

damping was required which resulted in higher wcrit* Once wcrit was

obtained, increasing w beyond the value of wcrit did not affect the

accuracy of the final temperature distribution, but changed the number

of iterations required to converge to the exact solution.

Initially, the temperature at the outer radiative surface may not

be well known; hence, the initial value for the radiative-heat transfer

coefficient, Ko(T), may be badly over/under-estimated. As shown in

Figure 6.2-5, the intitial estimate of Ko(T) did not affect the value

of Wcrit. However, the number of iterations required for convergence

increased as the initial value of c0(T) became higher than the exact

value. For a moderate internal heat rate (-0.072 W/cm 3), the effect of

the initial estimate of o(T) was minimal. For the higher internal
|p

heating rate (-0.72 W/cm3 ), the effect on the number of iterations for

convergence of Ko(T) was more pronounced, but the solution still con-

verged to the correct solution for any w, provided w > w .
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To achieve tnis effect, a new radiative neat transfer coefficient,

7MT), was defined by combining part of the last iteration's Z(T) with

the recently calculated K(T). Mathematically,

i(T) - (1 - W) i (T) + w 7i'l(T) (6.2-5)

N-i N-i N-i-i

- K + N 1 (l-W) Ki (6.2-6)0 Jul

Intuitively, Equation 6.2-5 represents an effort to "smooth" the value

of K(T) for the next iteration based on the previous value for K(T).

However, this simple explanation was not adequate to explain the bifur-

cation phenomenon, as an initial guess of K(T) based on the exact solu-

tion still resulted in oscillatory behavior when w - 0.

With the new weighted radiative heat transfer coefficient now

being used, the sample problem was re-run for the internal generation

values of Figures 6.2-2 and 6.2-3, which previously resulted in oscil-

latory behavior. For both cases, the numerical solution coverged to

the exact solution (within reasonable numerical error limits) above

some value of w.

The smallest value of w which completely dampened the oscillatory

behavior was defined as w crit. For any value of w above w crit, the

solution continued to converge to the exact solution. However, as

w varied (above wcrit ), the number of iterations required for a pre-

scribed convergence tolerance also varied. There always existed a

value of w between wcritand 1.0 which minimized the number of itera-

tions required for convergence. This value was defined as opt.

For the sample problem, the values and sensitivity of wcrit and

Wopt were examined by varying the following parameters:
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very hign and very low values. Figure 6.2-2 shows the calculated sur-

face temperatures as a function of number of iteration for a variety of

initial values of K(T). The oscillatory behavior was even more pro-

nounced in Figure 6.2-3 as the inte.,l heating was increased another

decade to 0.72 W/cms.

The results presented in Figures 6.2-2 and 6.2-3, clearly indicate

that the oscillatory behavior of the surface temperature (as the # of

iterations, N, approaches infinity) occurring above some critical value

of internal heat generation was periodic and of constant amplitude.

To eliminate this oscillatory behavior, some damping function had to be

introduced which would cause the oscillations to die out as N

increased. Since the surface temperature is directly coupled to the

radiative heat transfer coefficient, the desired damping effect could

be represented by:

i - I-1) < A(q'',qr) (wN) (6.2-4)

where i is the new radiative heat transfer coefficient (to be defined

shortly. Based on Figures 6.2-2 and 6.2-3, the amplitude of the oscil-

lations appeared to be some function of both the internal heat gener-

ated and the heat radiated from the surface to the surrounding medium.

This amplitude was symbollcally represented as A(q'", qr). It logi-
r

cally followed that the damping effect, * (w,N), should be a function

of some relaxation parameter, w, and the iteration number, N. Thus,

for sow value of w, we would hope for the amplitude (corresponding to

oscillatory benavior) to converge to a point value as the number of

iterations increases.
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For the wide variety of examples analyzed, wcrit ranged between

0.1 and 0.52; wopt ranged between 0.5 and 0.7. Since prior knowledge

of Wopt is generally not known when analyzing a new problem, some esti-

mate of this parameter is required. Based on these results, a value of

0.60 to 0.70 is recommended for the relaxation parameter to ensure

convergence to the correct solution for steady-state radiative heat

transfer problems using Newton-Raphson iteration.

6.2.2 Theoretical Analysis of Thermal Instability. To examine

the theoretical basis for the numerical instability encountered herein,

the basic Newton-Raphson algorithm was analyzed with a modal

decomposition of the ith iterations matrix. We began by pre and post

multiplying the basic N-R system of equations by the ith iterations

etgenvectors. The result was:

t'. I. it .,t '. tlI t' id -  bl "
#tKA Ti 40t='Pt * t m i_ -_14 (6.2-7)

-M a -i - M Ma~

From linear algebra, we recall that [Noble, 1969]:

AB - Bt At  (6.2-8)

From which, Equation 6.2-7 can be rewritten as:

* t I * &Tit a *t #1it- * t * (KilITI 4I)t (6.2-9)

From orthonormality, it can be shown that [Belytschko and Hughes,

1983]:

41 t x 1 6 (6.2-10)

where 6. is the kronecker delta.

Using this result in Equation 6.2-9:

AT I I- (R I- K171 T)_ (6.2-11)
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To examine the stability of the system of equations, let's recall

the oscillatory behavior of Figures 6.2-2 and 6.2-3. For dampening of

the oscillatory behavior, the temperature increment for the i-th

iteration, Aji , must be less than the temperature increment for the

1-2 iteration, A 1-2 . This situation .is shown in Figure 6.2-12.

Defining the convergence criterion, n, as the ratio of Xi to

AT 1 2, this criterion takes the form:

n f (6.2-12)

nAT1-21

where some arbitrary norm is used to reduce the vectors to a scalar

quantity. The convergence of a system can be determined from the value

of n as:

Convergence
Value of n Condition

>1 Divergence

1 Oscillatory

<1 Convergence

6.2.2.1 Convergence Criteria Without Relaxation. Using the newly

defined convergence criteria, we can examine the condition for which

oscillatory behavior would occur using the basic NR method with the

relaxation parameter of Equation 6.2-5. Substituting Equation 6.2-11

into Equation 6.2-12 results in:
~i (I i-I,L (R- 0- T'-'),

n a (6.2-13)

_.A (R -2 K1-3 T -3)
1X -2 ( i  "
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Figure 6.2-12 Convergence Criteria for Dampening of
Oscillatory Behavior

Surface
Temperature

I I
I ,I

i-2 i-1 i i*1
Iteration

a. Oscillatory Behavior [/T_.2-AT]

Surface
Temperature

m

i-2 i-1 i 1
Iteration

b. Converging System [/TI- 2>ATI]

Surface
Temperature

AT - II
SAT,

i-2 i-1 i i.1
Iteration

c. Diverging System [TI_2<ATI]
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Substituting into Equation 6.2-13 the respective terms derived in

Equation 3.4-22, results in:
I .i-i i-i Ri)

(R - T R

n ,(6.2-14)
1 (R i-3 T1-3  iR, 1-3l1

1-2 -

Of course, the RK vector will assume non-zero values only for .surface
elements. From Equation 6.2-14, we immediately observe that when the

heat generation becomes large enough, the following condition will

exist:

I R q,,,>>, T R~ ' (6.2-16)

When this condition exists, the convergence criteria reduces to:

*1 R

n (6.2-16)

1i-2-2

For the pure oscillatory system, and -2 will be similar matrices

which means

X i 1-2 (6.2-17)

and the convergence criterior reduces to:

n = 1 (6.2-18)

or, oscillatory behavior.

6.2.2.2 Convergence Criteria With Relaxation. To examine the

damping effect of the relaxation factor on the oscillations, the

weighted radiation heat transfer coefficient of Equation 6.2-6 was

substituted into the stability Equation 6.2-14. Inserting the respect-

ive integral forms for each term into the convergence criterion results

in:

2

1%
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1* 1, ' i-i
S ( J ij K' T dV
i V - ~ m

i-.2 Jv (Ni q'" " K 1 3 Ti3 )dV

. W( l''(1 )N iN K-'(TS(-')l).T)dS)l

m
s  

. ... (6.2-19)

j ; iZ3W l'i"'l(-w)Nl i j. (TS(I'I)-T-)dS) m- J w. ......)a4f£

where N1, Nj are the element shape functions and the subscript is used

to denote summation over element nodes. The superscript still refers

to the iteration number.

The key difference between Equations 6.2-14 and 6.2-19 lies in

the last term of numerator and denominator. With the series summa-

tion introduced with the relaxation factor, the dissipative effects

of the last term in countering the contribution of heat generation,

Rq,,,are increased. Furthermore, because the summation in the numer-

ator occurs over more terms than the mirror term in the denominator

(i-I compared with 1-3), the numerator dissipation is greater than

denominator dissipation. This results in a ratio that is less than

unity, or a converging system.

Thus, in a somewhat generic manner we can understand how the

relaxation parameter serves as a dissipative factor in dampening the

oscillatory behavior of a system characterized by large internal heat

generation rate.
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6.2.2.3 Determination of w opt . The convergence criteria could

provide some vital assistance in the determination of the relaxation

parameter. As just seen, the extra dissipative terms in the numerator

of Equation 6.2-19 means that selection of w to minimize ATi will not

simultaneously minimize ,TI-2, which would result in an indeterminate

convergence criteria. Thus, a value of w which sets the convergence

criteria to zero would ensure convergence and minimize the number of

iterations needed for convergence.

For interior elements, the dissipative factor which results from

the radiation heat transfer boundary contribution to the system of

equations, is not present. Hence, a convergence criteria less than one

will be determined by the individual surface element convergence

criteria. The condition to be met now takes the form:

I i iI - 1
I

,,,-- j (qI" Nt - K1" Tt ) dV
)I V ~ W - a

"N-IN' AT A
Z N-W (1-40) K N' NJ(lrs(i1)- T"hdS

(6.2-20)

This result Is quite interesting from the standpoint that the

spectal radius at the ith iteration, Ai, will not affect the determi-

nation of w. Another consequence of Equation 6.2-20 is that the value

of w that satisfies this criterion is to minimize the energy balance at

the 1-th Iteration. Hence, w opt is the optlmum relaxation value based on

the convergence rate over energy. A final observation is that w

will vary with each iteration.
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Substitution of the respective nodal values into Equation 6.2-20

and carrying out the integrations, results in the system of Equations

of 6.2-21 for each surface element (nodes 1 & 2 on boundary).

Examination of the Equations 6.2-21 shows that the first two equa-

tions are generated from the surface boundary nodes, and the third

equation accounts for the interior node. As the mesh interval becomes

small, the following simplifications into Equation 6.2-21 can be intro-

duced for each surface element:

q q q (6.2-22)

1_ W2 1T

Substituting these simplifications results in the same equation

for the radiative boundary nodes of the surface element. Focusing

attention to a single equation and isolating the relaxation parameter

results in:

(1-W)c i + W(1-)Ki t 1 + W2 (1-W)i t - 2 + W3 (1-W) 1-3 + ...

2 _ L - C(12r1 + 3r3 )q'" + (3r 1+2r3 )q 3 '"
?I 1 (T "1-") 60

-. - (2r1 + r3 ) [(b1
2 + c1z + b~lk + cIc 2 ) T-I

+ (b b3 + clc 3 ) Tt"1 J (6.2-23)
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For pure oscillatory behavior, we know that:

i-i 1-3 1-5 i-odd

Kt K1-2 1 1-4 K i-even (6.2-24)

Substituting these relationships into Equation 6.2-23 results in:

(1-w) 1 + 2 + W4 + r* + ... )K i + (W + 3 + wS + w7 + )K1.13

C1 - C2
- (6.2-25)

C3

where:

C1 a --- [(12r1 + 3r3 )q '' + (3r1 + 2r3 )q3'"60

c2 - -L- (2r, + r3 ) C(b 2 + c 2 + bb 2 + clc 2)T 
-1

1i2A 1

+ (bb3 + clc 3)Ti
-1]

C3 - (T1  - T

2

The expression for w can be simplified using the binomial expan-

sion:

(1 ± x)- -1 ; x ± x2 ; X3 ... (x2 <i) (6.2-26)

Using this expansion, Equation 6.2-25 can be re-written as:

I -2]K - ----- C1 - C2  (6.2-27)
1-w 1-W C3

Isolating w:

1 - EB

Wopt ,, __ (6.2-28)
ot 2 - K'/t- EB

where:
Cl-"c2

EB I

C3 K 1
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After each iteration, two conditions can exist, either K > Ki i-i . i

or K < K . Since K is proportional to T3, it is reasonable to make

the following assertions once oscillatory behavior has begun:

i > >i-i

or,

i i-i

A value for w can now be determined for either condition.

i i-i
Condition I: K > > K

1-1
Neglecting K in Equation 6.2-28 results in:

c i - C2

c3

opt 2K c1 - c2

c3

Simplifying,

opt a 1 forK ic >> i-1 (6.2-29)
2-c4

where:
c1-c

CWi 1

K C3

What c4 physically represents is an energy balance of surface

elements in which the numerator is comprised of the total heat

generated in the element cl, and heat conducted into the element, -c2 ;

and the denominator, Ic C3 , is the heat radiated from the surface

boundary of the element.
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Thus,

Heat Generation Heat Conducted
Within Element + Into ElementC = (6.2-30)

Heat Radiated From Surface

of Element

We now understand the significance of w. It is simply a value to

force an energy balance at the radiative surface; in effect, a method

for determining the radiative heat transfer coefficient necessary for

convergence over energy. When i > > Ki-1 , this means

Ts(i - 1) > > TS(1-2 ) = TS(i). The condition means that the energy

radiated at the surface is greater than the energy available for rejec-

tion. Hence, c4 will be less than one. As convergence is approacned,

c4 approaches one and wpt goes to zero.

Equation 6.2-29 also places bounds on the initial value of the

radiative heat transfer coefficient.

Since,

O<w <1
opt

FroM this condition, we find that Ko has only a lower bound.

Specifically,

C 1 - C 2- < Ko (6.2-31)

C3

Condition II: Ki < < K i-1

Neglecting i in Equation 6.2-28 results in:

C3

opt C1 - C2

C3
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Simplifying,

Wopt 1 for :Ic < <4i-1 (6.2-32)1+c5

where:

cl - C2
c5  -1

K C3

Because 4i1 is always positive, there is no upper or lower bound

on Ko for this condition.

Since the expressions for determining wpt were based on asymp-

totic limits ( i > >Ki_- or visa versa), the next concern is to find

the value that w should assume as convergence is approached (i I-).

Returning to Equation 6.2-23, the left hand side can be factored into

the following form:

+ ( iI - K i ) W + ( 1-2 _ t-1 ) W2 + (Kt-3 _K-2) ,3

+ ... (K N-i-i _ ON-i) WN-1 (6.2-33)

From this equation, we see that as K approaches Kt1 the contri-

bution of w to stability becomes negligible. In the limit as

t ic -1 w can assume any value without affecting the energy balance

of the surface elements. Hence, we do not need an explicit form for

determining w near convergence and the previous expressions for pt

can be used.

The expression for wopt of Equation 6.2-28 was programmed into

SHLDTEMP. The test case was recalculated with these expressions and,

for the improved graphite shield, rapid convergence was achieved. An

additional advantage of using these results was realized by monitoring

the value of energy balance for the surface elements given by the vari-

able c4 of Equation 6.2-29. It was found in some test case runs that
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using only temperature convergence criteria can sometimes result in

artificial convergence, in which the radiative surface temperature had

converged but the inner temperatures had not. This false convergence

condition was readily observable by a value of c much different than

1 .0(~1.5).

6.2.3 Thermal Instability Summary. In performing non-linear

temperature analysis using Newton-Raphson iterations and simplex,

finite elements, oscillatory behavior was encountered as the internal

heat generation rate was increased above some threshold value. As the

heat generation rate was further increased, the range of the oscilla-

tions increased, as well. Applying an extrapolation concept to the N-R

method, a relaxation parameter was introduced to operate on the non-

linear portion of the surface elements stiffness and load vector. For

a wide variety of test cases, the use of this relaxation parameter,

when nigher than a threshold value, wcrit, resulted in elimination of

the oscillatory behavior and convergence to the correct solution. An

analytic expression for determining wopt for each surface element which

varies with each iteration, was developed by performing a nodal decom-

position on the basic N-R method.

6.3 Numerical Instabilities Encountered During Stress Analyses.

The LiH cast or cold-pressed into a stainless steel honeycomb

matrix was shown to be characterized by bilinear, orthotropic consti-

tutive equations. Since the elements which are in tension and compres-

sion were not known apriori, the system of equations must initially be

solved for the displacements using either the tensile or compressive
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limitation became apparent. The figure providing volume expansion of

LiH as a function of temperature and fast neutron fluence, was shown in

the historical review to be based on an incomplete data base at the

time of its origination. As any good engineer would do, conservative

swelling estimates at high fluences (>I01NVT) and low temperatures

(<600 K) were made because of these data gaps. While a passively

cooled snield can be designed for a specific reactor and power level,

the flexibility of ramping the core to several thermal outputs during

its lifetime may be an attractive user option, particularly for some

military applications. For this reason, a shield design for a steady

operating power level may not be desirable for a dual mode operation of

the system. Hence, the conservatism of the LiH temperature limit of

bOO K at the outer surface may well be a self-inflicted design

limitation which does not merit adherance to.

To maintain the LiH temperature within acceptable temperature

limits for a given power level, this research has shown that shield

configuration and thermal boundary conditions can be adjusted to meet

these goals. Another means of fine tuning the final temperature dis-

tribution might be the proper usage of selective coatings on the radia-

tive heat transfer surfaces. A precise definition of the external heat

flux on this surface for a given orbit and orientation may result in

optimal heat rejection based on spectral matching/mismatching of the

coating. For example, a surface coating material with high effective

emissivity at higher surface temperatures and lower emissivity at lower

temperatures would be highly desirable.

Exact deployment schemes for an SP-100 reactor have not been add-

ressed at tnis time. Hence, addressing specific design considerations

such as view factors of the shielding surface was premature, and
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temperature feeaback effects on energy deposition in the shield for

epithermal and thermal reactors should be explored. The trade-offs

here are that a greater percentage of energy deposition will occur

below thermal threshhold energies due to the softer flux spectrum;

however, this effect will be offset by the low specific surface area

for the large core, resulting in less radiation leakage into the

shield.

As shown in the uncertainty analysis, the gains in accuracy due to

a higher flux expansions are offset by the current uncertainty of the

heating kermas of MACK IV. Improvements in heating kerma uncertainty

may not require much effort if the updates are limited to the nuclides

expected to be found in a space reactor shield. This improvement will

be essential when multi-megawatt reactors are to be developed for

future space applications. For such reactors, the current 3-4% errors

in energy deposition in the shield will result in uncertainties in heat

generation in the shield on the order of kilowatts (instead of tenths

of kilowatts for the SP-lO0).

With the results of this research, it is recommended that the

radiation transport community include the constraints of energy

deposition, in addition to dosages, in shield optimization codes. As

was shown here, the thermal limitations of the space reactor shield

design cannot be treated as an afterthought in the design of the shield

shield.

Moving to the thermal analyses, several research areas are ripe

for investigation. The maintenance of the LiH temperature above 600 K

near outer regions of the shield most definitely requires additional

investigation. [uring this research, the conservation of this design
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8.0 AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

As with many research projects, the questions resolved with the

current results gave rise to many additional ones. This section

briefly outlines possible areas for future research dealing with the

space reactor shield.

In the subject area of radiation transport, several follow-on

topics come to mind. With the axisymmetric FEMP20 extended to solve

for the arbitrary order flux, a comparison of the 2-D with 1-D energy

deposition rates would provide the transport community with valuable

design information. It has already been shown that 2-0 temperature

results differ greatly from the equivalent 1-0 temperature calculations

because of the additional heat rejection surface (Barattino and El-

Genk, 1984.) However, if the 2-D heating rates could be determined

with a 1-U calculation (with transverse leakage), the 2-D temperature

analysis could then readily be performed with significant computational

cost savings. The effects of shadow shield angle, shielding configura-

tion, and relative dimensions of the shield would be important param-

eters in the 1-0 equivalency verification.

With regard to temperature feedback effects, the free gas scatter-

ing kernel was used in this research. Other scattering kernels

have appeared in the literature such as the harmonic oscillator, the

phonon expansion, and the heavy gas models (Williams, 1966). While

each of these kernels have been applied to specific experimental data

other than LiH, a comparison of temperature dependent thermal neutron

cross sections would be of interest, probably more to the nuclear

science community than to thermal engineers. Additionally, the



designing a shield for radiation transport, with afterthought given to

extraneous subjects such as thermal design, are no longer acceptable

for designing space reactor shields.
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front of tne shield resulted in a reduction in the maximum shield tem-

perature of -350 K. This significant decrease in temperature was due

to a combination of neutronic and thermal effects based on LiH and W

properties.

A final shield design consisting of Graphite-LiH(Uepl)-W-LiH(Nat)

was shown to possess temperatures below maximum temperature require-

ments of LiN (-680 K) for an SP-100 reactor operating at 1.66 MWth.

The final temperature distribution was used to calculate the thermally

induced stresses and strains throughout the shield. Using bilinear,

orthotropic constitutive equations with homogenized material properties

based on the composite cylinders models, large tensile stresses were

found along the W-LiH(Nat) interface at the outer radial position of

the graphite where its meets the LiH(Depl), and at the radiation heat

transfer surface when this outer surface was free to expand.

Finally, numerical instabilities were encountered during each

phase of this research. A discussion of these instabilities, as well

as the tecnniques used to overcome them, was included.

In conclusion, the coupling between radiation transport and tem-

perature distribution was strongly influenced by the shield configura-

tion. A shield optimized for radiation protection was found to be

totally unacceptable based on maximum temperature limitations of the

LiN. However, by making minor trade-offs in the radiation protection

performance of the shield, a shield which satisfied thermal limitations

with passive cooling could be designed. The need to give equal design

emphasis to both radiation and thermal considerations of the space

shield was found to be an essential requirement of any reactor system

operating at mega-watt thermal power levels. Past design procedures of
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2.5% less than that calculated at room temperature. For an SP-100

snield with 10 kW or less of total heat generated, the 2.5% decrease

translates into -25U watts. This change in energy deposition results

in a maximum change in temperature on the order of 1.5%. Thus, it was

concluded that temperature feedback has minor effect on energy deposi-

tion and on temperature distribution in typical SP-100 shield.

The second part of this research examined the effects of shield

configuration on temperature distribution of the shield. Four shield

configurations were analyzed: two with tungsten at the front of the

shield and two with the tungsten moved 13.4 cm into the shield. The

13.4 an distance, based on Monte Carlo calculations performed at Los

Alamos National Laboratory (Carlson, 1985), was found to produce the

minimum fluence at the dose plane. For both tungsten locations, the

effect on tne temperature distribution and the gamma fluence of lay-

ering the LiH with LiH(Depl) followed by LiH(Nat) were considered.

The total energy deposition in the shield was reduced with the

tungsten moved into the shield due to the reduction of secondary gammas

caused by neutron capture in Li-7 and H. Table 7.1-1 is a summary of

the results of the four basic configurations and an improved shield

design with a layer of graphite at the front of the shield.

The importance of LiH(Lepl) was strongly effected by the location

of the tungsten. With W at the front, the use of -42 cm of LiH(Depl)

resulted in a decrease of -100 K In maximum temperature of the LiH.

With the W moved 13.4 cm into the shield, the use of LiH(Depl) at the
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of technical disciplines. This research represents the first docu-

mented application of FEM in solving tne coupled radiation transport,

temperature, and stress analysis of a space reactor radiation shield.

The numerical code developed during this research was employed in

analyzing the SP-100 shield, coupled to a 1.66 MWth fast reactor.

Specifically, the radiation tranport-temperature coupling was used to

examine '.wo important issues. The first was the determination of tem-

perature feedback effects on energy deposition in the non-Maxwellian

Li. The second issue evaluated was the relationship between the lay-

ered (W-LiH) shield configuration and the temperature distribution in

the shield to examine whetner an optimized shield for radiation prctec-

tion would be acceptable from a thermal performance perspective.

In determining the temperature effects on energy deposition, a

W-LIH(Nat) shield was used as representative of an upper limit for any

effects. Using the free gas scattering model to generate temperature

dependent differential scattering and total neutron cross sections in

the ON, a thermal neutron flux spectrum was calculated and used as a

weighting function in the generation of multi-group neutron cross sec-

tions (to include thermal upscatter cross sections). Energy deposition

was recalculated from radiation transport calculations with the temper-

ature dependent cross section and number densities. The result of

considering temperature effect on number densities only (using room

temperaturp cross sections) was a decrease of 5.9% in the total energy

deposition in the shield (as compared with room temperature condi-

tions). When temperature effects on both number densities and cross

sections were included, the decrease in energy deposition was only
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The availability of large power systems in space will open a new

frontier for mankind. The SP-100 reactor is the first major step in

our permanent occupation and utilization of space. However, because

the costs of transporting man and material into this new environment

are so high, the ingenuity of design engineers will be taxed in meeting

the constraints of weight and volume requirements. With the shield

accounting for 20-30% of the total system weight, the selection of

materials is important to the design process of this subsystem.

Extensive experimental testing of candidate shielding materials

was conducted during the SNAP program. As discussed in the histori-

cal review, tungsten and lithium hydride were the most commonly used

materials for gamma and neutron attenuation, respectively. The shield

consisting of tungsten-lithium hydride (in stainless steel honeycomb)

was selected for its superior radiation protection characteristics per

unit weight. At the lower power levels of the SNAP reactors, the ther-

mal performance of the shield was not a major design limitation.

Although at the close of the SNAP program, emerging concerns regarding

temperatures and stresses throughout the shield remained unanswered.

During the time of SNAP program closeout in 1973 and the start

of today SP-100 program (in 1983), major advances have been made in

the computational tools available to the design engineer. The finite

element method has proven to be a remarkably versatile numerical method

in the spatial discretization of the governing equation for a variety



Figure 6.3-2 Resultant Stress State for Bilinear,
Orthotropic Material Using Full Newton-
Raphson Iteration

Stress <

Displacement

Figure 6.3-3 Resultant Stress State for Bilinear,
Orthotropic Material Using Modified
Newton-Raphson Iteration
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and compressive moduli of the material, the rather obtuse path

through the -a, -c quadrant was required to arrive at point 2.

Unfortunately, the concept of strain energy isotherms opens up

the difficult issue of whether the resultant stress state is unique.

Until uniqueness is proven, the resultant stress state represents an

estimation of tne "most likely" equilibriun condition of the shield

during steady state operation.

In conclusion, the use of a full Newton-Raphson iteration for

the bilinear orthotropic shield produced a stress state which failed

to converge to the energy criteria. The adaptation of a modified

N-R iteration, with the inner loop converging on displacement crite-

Sria and the outer loop converging on energy criteria, resulted in a

stress state which met all convergence criteria. While the stresses

* appear reasonable based on engineering Judgement, the uniqueness of

the solution remains an open issue from a theoretical viewpoint.
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which failed to converge over energy. Figure 6.3-2 is a visualiza-

tion of the result. While the stress distribution varied slightly

from one iteration to the next, the strain energy of the shield (meas-

ured by L, R) remained relatively constant, regardless of the number of

iterations. The force difference criteria (measured by Ig - 60 2 /i0,2 )

remained constant with iteration, failing to meet convergence criteria

of 10-6 . From Figure 6.3-2, point I represents the initial stress

Astate after the Ist iteration, using only compressive properties. With

each iteration, a slightly modified stress state was obtained but

always along the constant strain energy isotherm, 73,. The correct

4 stress state is identified on Figure 6.3-2 as point 2, which is at a

different strain energy isotherm, ca 2  This resultant stress state was

never achievable with the full-N-R iteration, and instead, produced

stresses which were quite unrealistic (ie. negligible compressive,

radial stresses and huge, compressive hoop stresses at the radiative

heat transfer surface which was free to expand).

The modified N-R iteration method produced stress states which

converged over displacement and applied energy criteria.

Figure 6.3-3 is a conceptualization of how this occurred using the

solution method of Figure 3.5-10. The change in stress and displace-

ment with each iteration shown in this figure are representative of a

single node in the discretized shield. Allowing the displacements to

-* converge before updating the stiffness matrix, resulted in a transfer

from one energy isotherm to another. What was rather facinating from

Figure b.3-3 was the manner in which the transfer from cal, to 602

occurred. Since a direct transfer was not feasible given the tensile
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Figure 6.3-1 Full and Modified Newton-Raphson Iteration
Methods

iti Ao

a. Full (Standard) Newton-Raphson Iteration

for a Single Degree of Freedom

RtA

D

b. Modified Newton-Raphson Iteration
for a Single Degree of Freedom

Source: Cook, 1981
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properties throughout the shield.8 After each iteration, the

directional ino _Ii corresponding to the stress state for the pre-

vious iteration were then used in the reformulation of stiffness

matrix and load vector. This process is repeated until convergence

criteria were met.

The method just described constitutes a full Newton-Raphson

iteration, with updated equations after each iteration. In the

interest of reducing costs, the literature abounds with modified

N-R algorithms in which the stiffness matrix is updated only peri-

odically to minimize the computational efforts associated with the

reformulation. The difference between full and modified N-R methods

in arriving at the final solution for a single-degree-of-freedom is

shown in Figure 6.3-1. In the modified N-R method, the stiffness

matrix is not updated after each iteration, resulting in less compu-

tational time for matrix formulation. The trade-off lies in the

fact that more iterations are required for convergence using modi-

fied N-R. The advantage of full N-R versus modified N-R method thus

becomes problem specific [Bathe, 1982]. The key point here is that

either method should result in the same set of stresses for a given

problem.

After the final temperature distribution was determined for a

specific shield design, the thermal stresses were calculated. Using

a full Newton-Raphson iteration for the bilinear, orthotropic mate-

rial resulted in a stress-strain distribution throughout the shield

A mix of tensile and compressive elements based on some initial
guess is possible, but not considered generic enough for coding
into SHLDSTR.
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handled better with a general sensitivity analysis as shown earlier.

However, general view factor programs already exist and may be added to

this code package to allow for more specificity in future analyses.

Additionally, it was shown that the error in the LH thermal con-

ductivities is about ±111, and this large uncertainity dominates the

resulting uncertainty in final temperatures. More reliable thermal

conductivity data for LiH will decrease the error in the calculated

temperatures for a given confidence level. Hence, more accurate ther-

mal data could be experimentally derived, especially for the direc-

tional properties of the LiH-SS honeycomb matrix in both cast and cold-

pressed form.

The area of stress analysis provides many opportunities for fur-

ther research. The bilinear orthotropic treatment of the LiH-SS matrix

was a first cut at a stress analysis of this complex structure. Future

work should include the creep of the LiH and the non-linearity of the

tungsten at elevated temperatures.

The accuracy of the composite cylinders models for material pro-

perties of the "homogenizedo LiH-SS matrix should be validated experi-

mentally at elevated temperatures. If substitute materials are used in

the experiment, the crystal structure of the LiH substitute (fiber)

should closely resemble that of the face centered cube of LiH. The

temperature of the experiment should be at -2/3 the melting point of

the fiber material, and -l/2 the melting point of the stainless steel

substitute. Furthermore, the ratio of uni-axial material properties

(E, G, v) of the fiber and matrix at experimental temperatures, should

closely approximate those of LiH and SS at shield operating

temperatures.
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The cracking in the LiH will be due primarily to the heating-free-

zing cycling during the formation of the LiH-SS matrix. Hence, a thor-

oughly accurate modelling of the stresses during steady state operation

should begin with the transient cycling of the materials, followed by

simulation of external loading during launch into space. This, in

turn, would include a transient thermal and stress analysis, and a

understanding of the sequence of operati-ns used during the casting or

pressing process of the LiH shield. Of c6urse, such a research project

Implies the tacit assumption that material properties of the LiH at

elevated temperatures are either known or would become available to the

analyst. Without such data, the large uncertarty in results would

render the value of this recommendation highly questionable.

An obvious extension of this work is to use the codes to evaluate

other candidate shielding materials. For example, alternatives to LiH

include yitrium hydride, zirconium hydride and even boron carbide.

While each of these candidates have higher thermal conductivities and

melting points then LiH, they also have higher densities and fewer

hydrogen atoms per unit volume. Furthermore, the application of com-

posite materials opens a news list of options to be studied.

A less obvious extension to this research is the radiation and

thermal response of the shield during pulsing mode operation. The

concept of a dual mode reactor which operates at a kilowatt level

steady state power rating, and can also be pulsed to provide propulsion

to som payload, is an application that has merit in both military and

civilian circles.
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A dual mode functional requirement for an LiH shield may cause

some difficulties as LiH has high heat capacity, but low thermal con-

ductivity. While the dual mode reactor may be a number of years away,

it offers an exciting challenge for the shield designer.

A final area that is rich in potential future research topics

relates to the computational aspects of this work. The instabilities

discussed in Section 6.0 were obstacles which had to be overcome in

order to conduct the engineering analyses of the shield, which was the

primary focus throughout this research. What serves as an obstacle to

the engineer represents an opportunity to the mathematician. Why the

non-linear radiation heat transfer showed oscillatory behavior and how

the use of a relaxation parameter dampened this behavior is a topic

worthy of vigorous mathematical investigation. The convergence of a

non-linear governing equation with linear boundary conditions was

proved by Oden (1973). However, the non-linear governing equation with

non-linear boundary conditions is a problem currently under research.

The quest for more computationally efficient algorithms to solve

non-linear systems could be directed to this subject area. For exam-

ple, the Newton-Raphson method described in the theory section is but

one method of solving the non-linear problem. Schreyer (1980) showed

the merit of a modified secant iterative solution technique for solving

a transient, non-linear heat transfer problem using finite elements in

one dimension. In validating SHLDTEMP, this author found that a secant

method for finding the temperature at the radiative surface and formu-

lating the radiation heat transfer coefficient from this value, re-

sulted in a convergence rate -25% faster than the Newton-Raphson method

.. provided. This observation, in turn, gives rise to the question as to
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whether tne improved convergence rate was dependent on the order of the

bilinear trial function. The purpose of these examples is to emphasize

that a host of computational issues usually accompanies any new code

development, and it seems that rarely does one find his particular

problem covered in the literature. This is not surprising when one

Irecalls that widespread use of finite element method is still in its

infancy, relative to analytic solution methods that have ancestoral

roots covering hundreds of years.

As mentioned at the outset of this section, the results of this

research have seemingly given rise to a number of research topics

worthy of follow-on efforts. The subject of radiation shielding analy-

ses for space reactors is experiencing a re-birth that should result in

some exciting research for a number of years to come.

P

I
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APPENDIX 1

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR 1-0. W-LiH SLAB SHIELD WITH RAUIATIVE
dACK SURFACE AND EITHER ADIABATIC OR ISOTHERMAL FRONT SUiFACE.

The accuracy of the finite element method to determine the

temperature distribution of the shield was validated by comparing the

numerical results with 1-D closed form analytical solution.

Figure 3.4-6 includes a schematic of the problem setup used for the

comparison. The input data used in the test cases of Section 3.4 is

included in Table Al of this appendix.

The governing equations and boundary conditions for this problem

during steady-state operation are as follows:

(A) Tungsten [0 < x < a]:
"P wX " R x

V * Lkw(T) V Tw(X)J + Bw(pw,x)qoe + qone w = 0

(Al-i)

with:

T w(x-O) - To (constant front surface temp)

or,
-kw T w(xO),x  -0 (adiabatic front surface) (Al-2)

and,

Tw(x-a) a Tint (Al-3)

(d) Lithium Hydride [a < x < b]:

"P L(x-a) "R L(X-a )

V (k L(T)VTL(X)] + BL(PLx)qLae + qne - 0

(Al-4)
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with:

TL(x-a) a Tint (AI-5)

and,

TL(xnb) a Tb (Al-6)

(aL qy) andq are determined through the use of the fol-

lowing relations:

"-u w a

aL(ALX)qLy= Bw(uwx) e (Al-7)

-rR a

qn a q~ne w (Al-8)

It is assumed that heating in the shield will occur as a result of

gamma and neutron interactions in the shield. The gamma heating

results from the heat generated due to photoelectric absorption,

Compton scattering, and pair production. The gamma buildup factor is

an empirical value which accounts for the heating effects of secondary

radiations. The value of the buildup factor is based on the gamma

energy, attenuation coefficient, and shield geometry. For a multi-

layered shield, when the thickness of the outermost layer of the shield

(i.e., LiH) exceeds Z-3 mean free paths, the buildup factor of the

outermost layer is generally used for shield design (but based on the

total number of mean free paths along the line of sight through all the

materials). Because the buildup factor was assumed to be constant

within a particular material region, it is mathematically equivalent to

consider the initial gamma heating rate to be the product of (Bw. q0w
)

and neglect mention of buildup. For this reason buildup was not dis-

cussed in the main text for the 1-D problem. It is used in this

Appendix for the purpose of completeness.
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Analytical Solution:

Assuming constant thermal conductivities and buildup factors

throughout the tungsten and lithium hydride, the analytical solutions

for each region during steady-state operation are obtained as follows:

(A) W: Region: (0 < x < a)

i. Adiabatic Front Surface:

Tw(x) z Tint + 'w  _ e e "  u x1 3 ww-

"E-a "z Rx

+-- e - e + ER(a-x)] (A1-9)
kwRe

ii. Constant Temperature Front Surface

-E- x
qo Rq WOn w)

TW(x) - To + 8w (1-e ) +-. (1-e

w

q~y -P wa
+ - [(Tint - TO) + Bw- (e - 1)

a w

+ q n (e Rw  (Al-10)

wR 2w
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(B) LiH Region (a ' x c b)

I. Adiabatic Front Surface

x-a x-b
TL(x) = - ] Tb - [- Tn

b-a b-a

aLqy "OL (b-a) x-a x-b "UL(x-a)

k 2 - e [. - --- I - e
kLIL 2  b-a b-a

L(b-a) x-a x-b ZL(xa)+~ [e I: L  [-I-. - [-.'] - e ](A1-11)

kLZ;2 R b-a b-a

ii. Constant Temperature Front Surface

8 L 0L(b-a) "PL(x-a)

TL W - Tb +- [e -e 3

L(b-a) -RL(X-a)+.----. [e r L  -e • L

kLE 'L
x-b" L(b-a)

+ C - (Tb T in t) + qL y2 (e - )

b-a kLI L

qR (b-a)

+ - (e L - 1)] (Al-12)
k L£2 L
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Determination of Tint and Tb

To determine the W-LiH interface temperature, Tint' and the back

surface temperature, Tb, energy balances at each surface are used. For

Tint, the following balance is made:

-kw Tw,x - kLTL,x (at x - a) (A1-13)

The following expressions for the interface temperature are obtained:

i. Adiabatic Front Surface

BLqLY •"UL(b-a) + E(b-a)uL - 1]TintU-Tb + kL- C

k L? L'

+ L-n [e L + (b-a)Z;RL-1]

L

+ Bn (b-a) u a
+ BW -[1 - eW](A-4IsW kL

~n (b-a) -w (A1 a

E % kL
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ii. Constant Temperature Front Surface

k k k kL
L " + ] Tint = [--!]T0 + [-.F a] Tb
a b-a a

+ + I (e L - )]

b - -~b

+q L  + 1 EL(b-a)1
E RL2 b a

+ 1, (I - eW) - NWe

U2 aw
q-n 1 a -Z a

+ [ 1 -e E R
E2  a W
R w

(A1-15)

To determine the back surface temperature, Tb, the following

energy balance Is made:

- kL TL,x - bFij(Tb - T4 ) at x -b (A1-16)

When the view factor at the back surface Is taken as unity, the

following expressions for Tb are obtained:

i. For Adiabatic Front Surface

I We ww

BLq L "PL(b-a) qLn ERL (b-a)

+- (1 -e ) + (1 -eE Le c:Lo

(Al-17)
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Si. For Constant Temperature Front Surface:

Mq -L(b-a) q -ERL(b-a)

( T') -- - e + - e
iL ERL

1 "iL(b-a)

+ - CkW(Tb - Tint) +qL2 (e - 1)
(b-a) IL

SqL n (E R L(b-a)

r 2

RL
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Table Al: Input Data for Test Cases

(Slab and Cylinder)

Slab Cylinder*

Nuclear Data

1 .667 N/Aw

U L .0444 N/A

E .2120 N/A

E .1178 N/A
rL

Thermal Data

k 1.3 W/cm-K 1.3 W/cm-K
w

kL .052 W/cm-K .052 W/cm-K

q OY .036 W/cm3

qo n  .36 W/cm 3  .72-.072 W/cm-K

aw  10.0 N/A

BL 10.0 N/A

c .8 .8

T 310 K 310 K

Geometric Data

a (Thickness of W) 5.0 cm 5.0 cm

b (Thickness of Shield) 85.0 cm 15.0 cm

b-a (Thickness of LiH) 80.0 cm 10.0 cm

*Constant volumetric heating rate used for cylinder test case.
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APPENDIX 2

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR 1-0, W-LiH CYLINDER SHIELD WITH RADIATIVE
OUTER SURFACE, AND CONSTANT INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION.

In Appendix 1, the 1-D analytic solution for the W-LiH slab shield

was presented. In this appendix, the 1-D analytic solution for the

W-LiH cylindrical shield is presented for an adiabatic inner surface,

radiative heat transfer outer surface, constant heat generation and

thermal conductivities. Figure 3.4-7 includes a schematic of this

problem setup. The input data used in the test case of section 3.4 for

the cylindrical shield is included in Table Al of Appendix 1.

Governing Equations and Boundary Condition

The governing equations and boundary conditions for this problem

during steady-state operation are as follows:

(A) Tungsten [0 < r < a]

1 d dT
r rkw drF + q1' = 0 (A2-1)

dT
with: -.. - 0 at r = 0 (A2-2)

dr

T(r=a) = Tin t  at r * a (A2-3)

(8) Lithium Hydride [a < r < b]

1 d dT
S- k -r- + q'"- 0 (A2-4)

with: T (r-a) - Tint (A2-5)

T (r-b) - Tb (A2-6)
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Analytic Solutions

With an adiabatic inner surface, radiative heat transfer outer

surface, constant heat generation and thermal conductivites, the ana-

lytic temperature solutions for each region of the shield are as

f ollIows:

(A) Tungsten [0 < r < a]

T (r) - T +S....a2(1 - r2  (A2-7)W mnt +4U a2

(B) Lithiumn Hydride [a < r < b]

q' 'Ib2  (1-- r
TIH (r) w Tb + - b2-- - In-+ (1---r)

UkL ln b/a b b2

+ iTit n r (A2-8)
lnb/a b

Determination of T itand Tb

Energy balances were made to determine the W-LiH interface

temperature, T int' and radiative surface teprtr, Tb

T int was determined from:

k wTw~r a k LT Lr at r-a (A2-9)

Fran which:

qIII a2
T int T Tb + - b2 (1 _ _) (A2-10)

4k L b
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T bwas determined from:

-k T ca(.4 (A2-11)L L,r o 4

Let

1 qals a2  q111 a
Fun 1 - [kL (Tb- T~t b ...... 2(1 -) 7~ ____b...j2 In -]

blIna/b b ind b2) 2 b

Fun 2 = coF (T~ 4 _T 4)(A-2

T. could then be found directly or indirectly:

i. Iirect: Substitute (T b-T int ) from equation A2-10 into equation

A2-12 and solve for T b

1 q'''b -7
Tb a~ + - -)2

ii. Indirect: Using a root finder routine (le.Zero-in), the value of

T b is solved from:

Fun 1 -Fun 2 =0
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